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Impossible to Tell What' to Believes—

of

—She Must Be Mentally Unbalanced.

jlub,

New York,December 11.—Barbara
who confessed to Recorder Goff Thanks-

giving night that she had sworn falsely
when she testified in the trial of Walter
L. S. Langcrman, that ne
saulted her, is said to have

criminally

as-

repudiated that

about.
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$50 REWARD.
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The weather
is

today
likely to be

Cloudy.
Cumberland

Me.,

Portland. Dec.. 12th, 1885.

Dec.

I will pay to any person or perthe sum of Fifty Dollars

($50)
body

for

the

of

a

months

recovery of

child, about
old, supposed to

been

abandoned in

near

Prides

night,

Christmas

the

have

D.

Easy

a

Carpet Beating

answer

be-

We’ve issued to-day
nice little booklet en-

“suggestions

for

Shopping,”
unfamiliar

with what there is new
in the market, or know,
it at all

ing

unable to
this is the book-

decide,

are

let you want. It’s
object
is to impart all the information that’s possible, to
offer helpful hints and

HOUSE,

With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. H.,
it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.

assist you in
making up
your list of gifts to your

A. M. WINCFIF.STER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.

TuThtfW&lp

satisfaction and the

own
•

5

lasting approval

of your

friends.
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Paper Box Go.

1

according

the items

to

price so
you’ve finished the

when

of money outlay is
before you,—and
that

sum

saves

I

I

^
A

Away up in quality—Away down
in prices. Why not select one 5
now for Christmas.
We have a
hundred of them. No old stuff,
but the latest productions of the
Elgin and Waltham Factoiies.

Come

to

the

store,

we

will be

pleased

to show you, and if you
like the style and price we will

aside
Christmas.

lay

for

it

you

until

5

partment

you
we’ll send it

or

0
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0
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Yesterday
of

lot of

a

wool
was

not

1 Gents’ Welches
Any good kind you wish. Don’t

0
0

|

a

A

keep the poor ones.
Waltham are all

Elgin
0
right. They ^

suited

and will

have

suit you.

millions
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Me KENNEY,
Tlae

SQUARE

Open E-w'oaa.iaa.ss-

Jersey

ribbed

go

on

price.”

sale

at

There’s

little
of
it
left,
much, and we’ll keep
sale til

on

the last
It
is an
gone.

is

extraordinary value.

“Door of

Hope,”

where

Barbara was stopping after the trial.
Frederic B. House, oeunsel for Barbara
auu,

won

wmou

iu

xuiuus

prison

tnis

he met his client in
where
of two aunts, Mr. House
presence
was Informed that his client
had retracted her confession.
Mr. House, when seen
later, said:
“You can take my word tor it, there
has been a retraction made. It was not
made to me, nor in my presence, but to
one
of her aunts who interested herself
in the case."
On being asked whether Barbara was
mentally unbalanced, he replied she was
in a state of great mental
excitement.
Mr. House said he would call at the
Tombs
early tomorrow and put Miss
Aub’s retraction in writing.
Wnen District Attorney Fellows was
seen regarding the
retraction, he said
there was no probability of putting Langerman, who was released after Miss Aub
made her
confession again on trial. It
would be a needless expense for the county, and he further said he would want
stronger evidence against Langerman
than was now in his possession.
In regard to prosecuting Miss Kellard
for
subornation of perjury, iu foraing
the oonfession from Barbara, the district
attorney would not commit himself.

were:

cy.

By Mr. Call,Democrat, of Florida, providing for the payment of pensions to employes of the railway mail service after 20

years’

service.
Mr. Cockerell, Democrat of Missouri,
presented a memorial of the Kansas
Mo., board of trade asking Congress to
grunt belligerent rights to Cuba. Referred.
A bill apprpriating $5,0000 for a monument in tbe city of Washington to the
memory of John Paul Jones, was introduced by
Mr, Lodge Republican
of

City)

Cor. Market & Federal Sts.,

1

him what he thinks about it.
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VESTIGATING

POLICE.

ment of them and he asked the committee to protect with its full power, against
the
persecution by the police of all witnsses
who might testify before it, in regard to
these matters.

for the

Nebraska, bas introduced
the House sugf esting something
the way of pension legislation

»“V

nations
to put
of the Turks.

duty

a

speedy ml to the rule

LONDON COMMENT.
On tlie Bayard Episode iu the House Tuesday.

London, December 11.—The St. James
Gazette, commenting upon the attacks

THE

WEATHER.

olney 1.. Cusliing Itepresented
C. T, U. Semis a Memo-

_

Sunday

Chicago, December 11.—The executive
committee of tho Prohibition
party met
hero today to select the time and
plaop
for holding the National Convention next
year, which will nominate a candidate
for tho presidency.
Forty members representing as many states, answered the
roll call, among
them
being Samuel
Dickie, of Michigan, president; ex-Govoi'not

St.

Quogar

John

of

Kansas;

of Indiana and

Librarian

San

Francisoo, December 11.—Judge
Murphy, this morning, denied the appli-

of

Yolney

B.

Cush-

UXOV11VHO

vuw

committee from the \V. C.
T. U.
presented a memorial from that organization which stated there should bo closer co operation between the party and
the W. C. T. U.
The Union tendered
its servious during tho campaign of 1896,
asking that the party should accept the
Union as its ally aud advance tbe principles it represented. The attention of
the committee was called to the action
of the Baltimore convention
that the
party’s name be changed to the “Home
Protection” and tho request was made
that prominence be givon in the party
platform to the declaration for female
suffrage. The oommitttee was asked to
unite the Woman’s Prohibition League
to the Union.
WOOL

MEN-

That

Tariff

Wool

on

Put

Back

Quick iv.

TT

the

London,

Germania Sinks

Cambra—No Lives Lost.

Pliilaaelpiha,

December 11.—At

NOM'NATiQNS

a

meet-

the

steamship Germanio collided iu
a
dense fog with the
steamship Cumbra, inward bound, sink-

ing her immediately.
The G rmanic’s bows were s ovo in and
she returned
to Liverpool.
The Gumbra was from Glasgow.
The Germanic
took off her passengers and crew. There
was no loss of life.

By

THE,GOVERN,OR.

Sanford L. Fogg Secures the Bath Judgeship,

December 12.—Shortly after

leaving Mersey today

Augusta, December 11.—The following
nominations have been made by Cover
nor Cleaves:
Trustee of Insane Hospital—Charles S.
Pearl, Bangor.

Librarian
JAssistant.
Morris.
Geo. W.

John W Perkins & Co.,
Pistributing Agents,
Portland.

\

M
\

Superintendent

W.

of Sunday School-

of Infant Department—

Mrs. Creseey.
usual appropriations were made
The
amounting to 84990.

Moody Fined.

The most effective skin purifying and beautifying soap in the world, as well as purest
and sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.
For distressing facial eruptions, pimples,
blackheads, irritations of the scalp, dry,
thin, and falling hair, red, rough hands,
chatings, and simple rashes and blemishes
of

childhood,it is absolutely incomparable.

Sold throughout the world. British depot:

BEftY »

T>1*«**

«

J*. NewSank, 1 Kine JSd^wl-st.. Ixinrloii. Potter
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1

The

Wanderings

of

the

Terror Stricken

Girl in the Darkness and the StormMother and Daughter Arraigned
Court

in

Yesterday—The Case Continued.

Saco, December 11.—William S.Moody,
hired by Charles H. Webber to patrol the
immediate
neighborhood of Webber’s
home to prevent trouble between his children
found

and

Mrs.

S. M. Kail, was today
a nuisance
warrant
Mr. Hall. It was found

guiltyj,on

out by
that
Moody’s name was not recorded
among the list of the city’s special policomeu, and he was lined £o and costs, but
sworn

apnealed.

near which the garment was lyRoso could not say whe her the
child was buried in » largo open lot or in
She
a small open space among the trees.
could describe it only as a place whore
there were no trees so far as she could

sapling
ing.

positive that she
witn
brush, but
whether it was spruce or small branches
sny.
from other trees she ooulcl not
Neither could she tell how much of the
remember.
the
covered

She

was

child

brush she had used. She had simply piled
it on until the body was hidden from
her sight. And then the snow had come
and covered with its white mantle what
little evidence there might have bcon of

the baby’s resting place. So through big
Yesterday an attempt was made to find clearings covered with brusn lie searchers
the hollows,
the body of Rose Dolly’s child, which lies went, probing with poles
where they cold rind them beneath the
somewhere under the snow in the woods snow’, and
of brush.
apart
piles
pulling
I
to little
near Pride’s Corner
The attempt whs Then in despair they turned
hardly
not successful.
The searching party was openings in the trees whioh could
these
and
be described as “open spaces”
headed by Deputy Sheriffs Frith, PlumNeon
were ransacked in the same way.
mer and Coller and was
composed in the camo and the sun was low in the west
main of young men who live near
by. before the
They are all acquainted with the woods
GOLD AND HUNGRY MEN
and

know every nook
and cranny in
them. The officers
in
directing the
search were guided by statements made

by Rise herself

The girl has confessed
from her confession this is supposed
to be the way in which the crime was
committed:
After Rose had taken her child from
the house in this city where he had been
and

kept,

she and her mother drove to an institntiod in Deering in the hope that the
little one might be received by that institution Finding that this was not possible, the two women started on the long
drive to Windham. The little boy
was
with them, but the trip for him was to
end in a grave in the woods. When, as it
uud

TCaiiliea

wuiuou

the stretch of woods half a mile beyond
Pride’s Corner, the horse
was
stopped
and the young woman alighted.
In her
arms was the infant, only six weeks old.
The girl and her burden passed from the
sight of the woman in the carriage. Had

ing today of the Philadelphia Wool merchants’ association, the following meRose
anyone followed
Holly on that
morial to the United States Senate and
would have seen
stormy
evening,
they
House of Representatives was adoptd:
her turn to the left after following the
Gentlemen:—The Philadelphia Wool

Merchants’ association earnestly petitions
your honorable bodies that without delay you re-enact a portion of tho tariff
law of 1890 with respect to
wool and
woolous called sobedule K, in order that
revenue
there
from
the
may
provide
Bath Has Two Alarms Yesterday and last
treasury against the deficiency which
Night.
threatens the government’s financial position.
In order that a great number of farm[SPECIAL TO THE PBESS.]
ers and wool growers may
obtain fairly
remunerative
prices for their products',
Bath, Decomber 11.—At 10.15 o’clock
and preserve their already dopleted flocks
this evening an alarm of fire was soundfrom destruction.
ed from box 17, located near the corner of
In order that this country, so well
Marshall and Washington streets, at the adapted for raising all descriptions of
wool
may podruce at least a fair proporrnvjth end of *1ie city.
tion or that needed for
our
homo
inA few minutes after the heavens were
dustry.
Id order that the great number of toillighted by a bright blaze which came
from
a
large house at tho corner of ers in our woolen factories may obtain
fair wages for their labor, such as will
Marshall and Middle streets, owned by
permit them to live better than the imH. E. Goddard and occupied by Curtis poverished workers of
Europe.
In order that mill owners may have a
Spinney and George Stilphen.
The nearest piece of fire aparatus was fair return for capital and preserve the
some
distance away and that with the plants from bankruptcy, which have so
wind which blew
a
gale, gave the fire far tided over the depression of the past
two years in the hope of some return to a
chance to get great headway.
The department soon made good time day of prosperity.
This petition is respectfuly pres'entd by
and at this writing are doing nobly. It
looks as if there is danger of other houses the association of wool merchants of
in that vicinity catching as the air is full Philadelppiha, who beg your honoralbe
of flying sparks.
Thp
house will un- bodies and executive who so lately assured
Congress that he is willing to co oerate
doubtedly be entirely destroyed.
one
of
the residents with Congress in its efforts to effect such
George Stilphen,
of the house,
is a motorman on one of legislation as will relieve all financial
the street cars and when he heard tho stringency and provide for increased
nows that it was his house that was burn- revenue.
It was directed that copies of the meone
can
ing,
imaging his feelings
when he knew he oouldn’t leave his car. morial bo sent to Senator Quay with the
The department was al-o called out this request that ho read it before the Senate
afternoon by a small blaze in the rigging and some one of the Philadlephia repreloft at the ship yard of Kelley, Spear & sentatives in the lower House be requestCo., which was extinguished with slight ed to read it before that body and ten
thousand copies
of the raomorial
bo
damage.
printed for distribution among the wool
dealers.
OCEAN
LINER
SUNK.
,
A Collision in which the

RIED IN THE WOOD.

gr-uniug uauv,

Want

_

Sunday School—F.

to

HOW THE DEAD BABY WAS BUR-

Helen M.

A

School—C.

W. Morton
of Sunday
Assistant Superintendent
Sc) col—W. W. Jonnison.
Treasurer of Sunday School—C. Fred

Confession

a

the Officers.

The TV.

Judge of the Bath Municipal Court—
Cloudy and Cold,
Sanford L. Fogg, Bath.
Agent Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians
Boston, December 11.—Local forecast
—Charles A. Rolfe, Princeton.
for Thursday:
Cloudy weather and
DR. HAMMOND CAUGHT.
Trustees
Soldic-rs’ Orphans’ Home—
snow; continued cold; brisk and high
Davii R. Wylie, WestJBath.
He Skipped from Hallowell a Short Time
northeast winds.
Inspeotor of lime casks in the town of
Warren—A. O. Spear, Warren.
Washington, December 11.— Forecast
Ago—Captured in New Orleans.
Commissioner to take depositions and
for Thursday for New England : Threatdisclosures of trustees—H. A. Knowlton,
ening weather and snow, preceded by fair
New Orloans, Deoembor 11.—Dr. Wm. Rockland.
weather iu the northern portions; brisk
Dedimus
Justice—George A.Safford,
and high northerly winds, dangerous off Hammond, the well known
criminal, Hallowell.
the coast.
wanted iu various part of the «ountry,
Coroner—G. M. Plienix, Alfred.
Local Weather Report.
for arson, murder, burglary, etc.,
was
To administer oaths,acknowledge deeds
11—Tho
looal arrested this morning by the local
Portland, December
marriages—Emma B.
police. and solemnize
He is charged with being a fugitive
as
the
to
office
records
bureau
Longley. Palmyra; Helen A. Knowlton,
weather,
from justice from Florida, and is said Rockland.
weather are the following:
also to be wanted in Maino and
many
Notary Public—Benjamin Thompson,
S a. m. —Barometer, 39.948; thermome- other states.
Wiiford G.
Chapman, Portland; E. S.
humidity, 57;
ter, 10.0; dew point-, —1;
Clark,Eden;
Joseph Williamson, Belfast;
weather,
21;
cloudy.
Velooity,
wind, N;
Horribly Burned.
E, Webster French, Tiomont.
8 p. m.—Barometer. 29.974: thermomeTrial Justices—James Archibald, HoulAugusta, December 11.—This morning
ter,
10; dew point, 3; humidity, 69,
ton; John Gower, Winthrop; Fessenden
18;
weather; George E.Gay was horribly burned by a B. Turner,
velocity,
N;
wind,
Whitefield; D. J. Haynes,
explosion of gasoline. He narrowly esclear.
Norridgewock; Hiram Bliss, Jr., Washmaxi- caped death.
Mean daily thermometer, 9.0;
»
ington.
mum thermometer, 12.0: minimum therJustice of the Poaoe and Quorumvelooity of
6.0; maximum
mometer,
Mosses Alley, Hartford; Edwin Babb,
wind, 20, N; total precipitation, 0.
DixfieUl; Jesse Barber, Abbot C. H.
Charles F. Crosby,
Gifford, Portland;
Williston Church.
Dexter; Charles A. Coleman, Jackman
Williston
of
church
Thomas
V.
annual
meeting
Plan;
The
Doherty, Houlton;
John Garner, Lewiston; Arthur B. Kinglast evoning. The ladies prowas held
Gomdsboro;
H.Means, Saco;
sley,
Joseph
bountiful supper according to
vided a
John
H. Mayers, Dresden;
David W.
tlieir usual custom. The following offiNason, Bangor; J. B. Hutt, Perry; H.
cers were elected for the ensuing year:
A. Priest, Vassalboro; Milton F. Ricker,
Joshua P. Spalding, South
Moderator—L. A. Gray.
Auburn;
Clerk—H. B. Pennell.
Thomaston; A. M.Shilbes, Knox; George
Auditor—Geo. M. Seiders.
C. Sheldou, New
Portland-; Henry E.
Deacon—K. T. Garland.
Sellers, Bangor; Poter E. Vose, DennysCommittee—E.
P.
Church
Member of
villo.
of

She Has Made

rial.

DEVOTES ITS ATTENTION TO IN-

CENTS

THREE

before the dress was lost. That much is
certain so the search was confined to that
portion of Rose’s route through the
woods between the highway and the spot
where young Lawrence had blazed the

Meet in

Convention Will Meet in Pitts-

National

burg

Again Convenes.

of

Superintendent

iltf

cation for a writ of probable cause in the
Durr ant case, and said he would sign the
doatb warrant today. At the conclusion
of the proceedings General Dickinson
stated that the Minnie Williams case
would be taken up ealry in January.

Committee

Mr. Pettit charged that the polioe in
direot defiauoe of law
were obnoxiously
a bill in
aot ve in politicos.
new in
D. C. Gibboney, secretary of the Law
Tho measure proposes to provide for those and Order
society, testified the particular
soldiers and sailors who were confined in
of the society was the suppression
Confederate prisons by granting them a ojbect
pension of $3 for each day confined in of illicit! saloons and disorderly licensed
such
The witness spoke in the most
prisons, and in addition a pension places.
of $13 per month for the remainder of favorable terms of
the support extended
their lives. Tho monthly pensions are to
the society work by Director of Public
date from the passage of the act
A preamble to the bill says that many Safety Bertion and Superintendent of
Polioe Linden. He said tlioir efforts were
officers, soldiers, sailors and marines of
honestly seconded by some of the police
Liiu itueiiw
army »uu navy were connneu
lieutenants
and patrolmen, but in a main Confederate prisons for a great length
L uu
puin-u
of time,
suffering unusual liardsh ips live defenders of “speak easies”
and dive
and contraoting diseases and disabilities
Deteotives of the socioty had
difficult to prove under existing pension saloons.
laws. -This legislation is therefore pro- frequently seen policemen in full uniform
in
drinking
“speak easies” and saloons,
posed for the purpose of doing justice to a and when
they got a dive saloon proprideserving class of surviving veterans of etor in court
for keeping a disorderly
the war.
he frequently was cleared through
Congressman Morse acting in behalf of house,
the tetimony of policemen.
Mr. GibTrinityyJCoogregational church, Noponset, bone.v scored the
before
police board
Boston,Mass.,will tomorrow introduce in which
policemen are tried for offences
the House resolutions reoitiug the masoiffoers.
The
board
consists
sacres
of Christians in Turkey and de- unbecoming
of the police captains.
claring “that it is a disgrace to Christendom to allow such a s ate of things
A DAY OF FIRES.
to continue and it is the
of oivilized

Republican,

Staples.

St.,

Dorrant'a Doom.

25th

0 Reading Room open every evening and
Classes. if desired, In
Funday afternoon.
Reviding. W'rifne, etc; Club lor debate and
classes
study of I’arliasnentary Practice;
in cooking end sewing; Amusement Rooms.
to E.
llouso or
C
Apply at Fraternity
JORDAN, President, 171 Danforth bi.
XTclra
•*iiO¥S*

AO-XSNIT

Lexow

Party Leaders
Chicago.

Tor BABY’S SKIN

LITTLEFIELD,

STATE

rum, and it

day

By Mr. George, Democrat, of Mississippi,
re-introducing his bill of last session to
establish a uniform system of bankrupt-

Second Hand Furniture Men Use Them.

L. W.

Philadelphia’s

the title of Baron

upon Ambassador Bayard in the House
of Representatives yesterday, says: “Mr.
Bayard may decline to retain his post
after
the attack that was made unon him
SENATE AND HOUSE.
in Congress yesterday and if he resigns
it will be regretted here, as he is a line
A Small Amount of Business Transacted example of a dignified, upright and eloAmericau statesman. Rut his alby tile Former-Grssip Over the Bayard quent indiscretion was so
deliberate that
leged
Incident Ripe at the Capitol.
wo doubt whether he had not
contemplated its probable result. We should rese nt
any British minister making a speech
Washington, December 11.—The Popu- in a foreign country attacking a vital
lists in the Senate held a conference this part of our polioy.”
The Globe says: “Mr. Bayard permitmorning, all the members being present.
ted himself to indulge in freedom of
The genoral
situation was canvassed,
speeoh about his own countrymen, rulers,
but'no definite conclusion as to the policy and
politics that would have been imposof the third party was reached. The con- sible for a diplomat of the Old World and
we
think
the Republican majority are
ference
had more to do with committee
reasonably annoyed.
assignments than anything else,the PopTalking of Bayard.
ulists being determined to get as good asThe resolution of Mr. Barrett of Massathe
to
committees
as possible
signments
chusetts, proposing to impeaoh Ambasand secure the same chairmanships they sador Bayard, was the obief subject of
hold under the Democratic administra- gossip among inembors who came to the
House today. The outcome of the inattion of the Senate.
Senator Hill will probably speak Mon- tei was generally discussed and while
day on the resolution introduced by Mr. opinions as to the final outcome differ,
Cullom on the Monrne dootrine. Mr. Hill a majority seem to be of the opinion that
is «of the opinion this resolution, worded the committee on foreign affairs, when
as it is
and interpreted by the speech of appointed, will bring in a resolution seMr. Cullom
yesterday, leads to a conclu- verely critioising the ambassador to the
sion that oannot be maintained by this court of St. .Tames. But few think impeachment likely, and some contend that
government.
The Secretary of the Interior today sent the resolution when it again comes before
to
the Senate a draft of a bill numarpri the House, will call for the recall of Mr.
by the commissioner of Indian affairs to Bayard.
All agree that the matter will not bo
prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks
to Indians under penalty of 60 days’ im- pigeon-holed In the committoe, and some
ru'incu iui
»* upxj
CUillCn
prisonment and a fine of not less than J1 VC1J uouaio
$100. Exception is made where authority, to the House for final action. MaDY
did
not
who
a
chance
to
members
get
in writing, is given by the War Departspeak
on yesterday are looking into tho matter
ment.
and preparing to discuss it.
Among the bills introduced to

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

104

Spring St.

the

Has been using a National Casli
0 Register for over a
year. Ask

dtewelea*,
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$5.50 to $100.
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Underwear which
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Mr. Havemeyer of New
York, alPhiladelphia, December 11.—Tho Sen- ing cf Maine.
though Mr. Allen made the mistake of atoiral
committee
Denver, Baltimore, Boston, Pittsb urg
investigating tiie
and Cleveland were placed in nomination
suspecting Mr. Havemeyer to be an municipal
management of the oity re- for the
American consul in Austria, not an Ausplace of convention. The Chicago
sumed its sessions today.
trian consul general at New York.
delegation withdrew from the held beHe also referred to “American women
Silas W. Pottit, counel for tho Citi- cause it could not guarantee the payment
willing" to waste themselves on titled zens Municipal Asosciation, asserted that of tho necessary expenses. On an informendicants from the east.
(Laughter.) the police connived at the maintenance mal ballot Denver leeeivd 13; Baltimore,
No action was taken on the resolution
11; Pittsburg, 8; Cleveland, 8, and Bosol illicit
which remains on the calendar.
$
saloons, policy shops, dives and ton*l.
Mr.
On tiie first formal ballot Pittsburg
Hill, Democrat of New York, such places. He said the keepers of
offered his resolution of last session for these
places and the police terrorized re- won with 33 votes, Denver received 13
tho amendment of the rules by providing
and Baltimore 3. The conevntion is set
for cloture and the counting of a quo- spectable citziens who wished the abolish- for May 37.
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worry.
Ask for one of these little books at the first de-

I

charge

the confessron
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afternoon,
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Christmas

Opp. Preble Souse.
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aunt that her confession was false
and that her testimony given at T,angerman’s trial was true. Barbara said she
into

l8iSt8E}

prohibition.

S~S

First District Attorney Townsend, who present.
At 1.15 the doors re-opened and
prosecuted Langormau, stated that one Senate adjourned until tomororw.
or Barabra’s aunts informed him that
In the House.
Barbara’s retraction was made to her in
the tombs. Barbara, while weeping, told
Washington,December 11.—Mr. Hainer,
her

Sheriffs Office.
12, ’95.

ss.

Portland

Austria.,conferring

1895

12,

on

confession.
There was great excitement about the
court of general sessions today when the
+ report of
her
retraction began to get

TRY IT*

WRAPPERS

Massachusetts, anil roferred to the library committee. Also by Mr. Chandler,
Republican of New Hampsihre, a bill to
authorize the erection of a statue of
the
President Franklin Pierce
upon
grounds of the publio binding at Conrecord, N. H.
The calendar was then taken up,the
matter upon it being a resolution offered
by Mr. Allen Populist of Nebraska of the
third of December,
declaring it to be
the sense of the Senate that tho
government of the United States should
proiup*
ly recognize tho revolutionists of Cuba.
Mr. Allen made some remarks
upon his
resolution in the course of which ho d6'
Glared that the
Populist party was as
thoroughly committed to the Monroe doctrine as either the Democratic
party or
the Republican
party There should be
he said, no division of sentiment on the
necessity of giving ample protection

DECEMBER

Developments That Will Shock the Quakagainst foreign invasion.
It has become a
ers
the Court—She
popular thing, Mr. AlGreat E xcitement in
Expected—Much the Same tine of
len said, for an American citizen to beOffences Charged That Were Shown Up
Says Her Confession Was Forced by an come an English lord, or lord in some
in the Mew York
Officer of tbe “Door of Hope’* Mission other country and ho instanced the case
Investigations.
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happier if
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wood road

a

little way.

Splashing

THROUGH THE SNOW
and slush, dodging under low hanging
branches and turning aside to avoid the
trees and dumps of bushes,
she soon
to another wood road.
Apparently
the girl had already become confused,
for on this road she made her way nearly
back to the
mam highway
and then
came

turned, retraced her stops and followed
the winding at into
the heart of the
woods. As she crossed from one road to
the other, the baby’s little hood had fallen off, and with it the handkerchief
which a kind hearted woman had pinned
about the little one’s head.
As Rose
walked into the woods, she took off the
little dress. Then it is believed by the
officers who base their opinion on the

girl’s

own statement,
she wrapped the
garment tightly around the baby’s head.
as
sho
wandered
Then,
along,
she
from
tho
stepped
road

into
what
she
describes
as
an
open place with uo trees. There she knelt
down and laid the little body in a hollow
in the gound. Over it she laid pieces of
brush until, as she says, she could not
seo the body.
The brush she took from a
heap whioh sho lOukl reach as she knelt.
Having then buried her child, the girl
stumbled on through the darkness and
the storm. Eor a time sho followed the
wood road.
Then she lost it and found
herself on the borders of a swamp where

plunged knee deep in the ice cold
She pushed her way through
water.
bushes and undergrowth, travelling in
a half circle until she again
reached the
vicinity of the road, coming out in an
she

i---—

o--

--

vuw

iuai

fados away and loses itself, in the young
that the girl,
growth. It was here
frightened and confused,
DROPPED THE DRESS
which she had all this time been carrying, and also lost the tassel from the baby’s jaoket. She went within a few rods
of an old house which stands in the
woods

but does

not

remember

having

gave it up. '.the search had been as careful as they could make it, but even then
they may have passed within a foot of
the spot where the body lies hidden by
the snow, or they may not have gone
within rods of the place, for Roso’s description of it is too vague rind she wandered so far that it is only a matter of
conjecture in which part of the woods
All told. Rose must have wanit is.
dered from three to five miles in Leighton’s woods.
Tiie officers had hoped to
have put a fox hound on the trail, but
the dog they hoped to procure, at the last
moment, wont on a fox hunt and wa
missing. With several inches of snows
aovering tho body, whioh must be solidly
frozen, it is doubted whether the dog
would find it. Still, tho experiment will
probably bo tried.
The manner of oonductins! the searoh
One ts that
has shown several things.
Rose has confessed; another is that she
told of burying the body in the manner
described; another is that she made a
statment to the officers which leads them
to believe that the ohi'd was alive when
it
the
was
taken
from
carirage.
Jnst how the child met its death is a
The deputies
matter of speculation.
and their helpers worked hard yesterday
and the fact that they did not find the
body is not due to any lack of effort on
their part
Had it been the body of a
man tor which
they were looking for,
there would of oourse have been something about the shape and size of a pile
of brush to furnish a clue, but Rose Dolly’s child may be lying under a covering
of brush so thin as not to more than fill
the hollow in whioh she put it above the
level of the surrounding ground.
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER IN THE
MUNICIPAL COURT.
the Municipal Court
room Was crowded with people curious to
oatoh a glimpse of Rose Dolley, the unfortunate Windham girl, who was to bo
arraigned before J udge Robinson, charged
with the murder of her child.
After the usual business of the court
was disposed of Rose Dolley was led in
supported by Marshal Trickey and accompanied by Mis.JMoore, the police matron.
She held her handkerchief to her
eyes and was plainly unable to suppress
her tears and sobs.
Judge Robinson asked if she had retained any counsel and County Attorney
did not know.
True replied that he
Sheriff Plummer asked the respondent and
she gasped, between her sobs, that her
brother Warren should be consulted iu
regard to the matter. It appearing that
no
counsel had been retained, Judge
Robinson appointed William R. Anthoine
Esq.,'to act as Rose Dolley’s counsel.
Mr. Anthoine was present and consulted
with County Attorney True. The latter
that since Mr.
soon stated to the Court
Anthoine had had no chance to confer
with the respondent he desired that the
hearing should not only be postponed till
Saturday, but that there should be no
arraignment till then.
Judge Robiuson "declared the hearing
and
till Saturday morning
adjourned
Her
hold the respondent without bail
brorner Warren Dolley Was held as a mawitness.
terial
Rose Dolley was then removed from the
oourt room and her mother was brought
lhe latter was dresseu in scary
in.
mourning. Her careworn and wrinkled
face was calm and sad. She is a very
small woman, short aud thin and there
is a good deal of firmness about her large
mouth and thin llpB.
County Attorney True said that Ellea
Doiley was charged with being an aceesory before the fact and that the penalty
itself.
as that for the deed
was the same
Considering the gravity of the oharge.he

Yesterday morning

was

unwilling

to move even

an

arraign

whether
ment until it was ascertained
Mrs. Doiley had oounsel or not.
Sheriff Plummer oonsulted with Mrs.
Doiley for some little time and then announced to the oourt that he was unable
to got anything definite from her iB regard to counsel.
The following conversation then took
place between Judge Robinson and Mrs.

it., Thens striking off nearly at right
angles to the general dirootion she had
been following, she oaffie out in the lane
leading to Mr. Pride’s house. Down this
lane she hastened, passing young Law“Have you counsel?”
and so regained the
rence on tho way,
“No sir.”
highway, a quarter of a m He from the
“Do you wish oounsel?”
place where she had entered the woods. 3“Well, 1 supposo I’ve got to have one.
The airl must havo wandered about in i don’t know anything about it.”
“The law allows you counsel if you
the woods over an hour; an hour spent
cannot provide such for yourself.
with the picture of the little baby lying
“I wish to have oouusel then, sir.”
in its shallow grave stamped upon her
“X will appoint William R. Anthoine,”
mind, and an hour during which added said Judge Robinson.
The hearing tor Mrs. Doiley was also
to the physical suffering caused by the
tiii Saturday morning.
cold and wet, was the mental anguish postponed
Rose Doiley sobbed during the entire
seen

born cf her terror at finding herself lost
in the gloomy woods. Wlmt the older

thought as she drove back aud
waiting for the girl, what mother
daughter said on the long ride home,

woman

forth
and

is only a matter of conjecture.
It was with the girl’s story

in mind
that tho officers began their search yesterday. Tho girl had been tracked ovor
much of her path through the woods, but
those tracks were long since obliterated.
Mr.
Oliver Leighton aud the Lawrence

time that she was in the court. Her face
was so red aud swollen with oi’yiug that
her real appearance was a good deal disguised. But she looks as if rather below
the avcrago intelligence. She is much
larger than her mother. She was well
dresse and wore a thick and rather stylish
winter jacket.

were in the party aud tire search
begun by having Mr. Leighton, as
near
as he could remember
it, mark out
Rose’s course by walking through the

boys
was

woods. This having been
search was commenced.

done,

the real

ROSE HAD TOLD
Mr. Frith that the open space where she
buried the infant
she thought,
was,
about half way through the woods, and
of course there must have been brush
there. Now the heavy timber in the forcut oft and there
many open spaces either one of which
might answer to the one in which Rose
buried her child. The child Was buried

est
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CHRISTAIN ENDEAVOR.

Moeliug

of llie Trustees of the Great

FIRST REGIMENT OFFICERS
Kc-

Hold the Semi-Annual

ligious Society of Young People.

Instruction

in

the

School of

OUR CHRISTMAS BELLS = THEY RING FOR ALL.

Militai

City Building Ye

terilay.

Detroit, Mich., December 11.—The
.tmstes of the United Society of Christian .Ifhaeavor began their semi-annual
meeting yesterday in this city. The trustees are from all the leading denominations, and from all parts of the country,
and represent more t han two and a half
millions of Christian Eudoavorers. Christian Endoavor being an interdenominational sooiety, these bodies aro represented at

t&e meeting: Presbyterian, Bap-

The regular semi-annual First Keg
mental
School of Military In-tructio

opened in the

City

building yesterda

In the absence of Col. Kendal
who arrievd in the afternoon, Lieut. Co
Storali, presided, and First Lieutonai

morning.

and Ajdutant Davis act ed as seeretariei
Thera was a goed attendance, the fo
lowing officers being present:
Lieutaut Colonel Fred H. Storaii, At
burn.
Major George W. Bryant, Biddeford.
Major Eugene F. Smith, Norway.
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Cbarle
E. Davis, Portland.
Quartermaster Frank B. Harris, Bit
delord.
Warren
Major and Surgeon Frank J
Biddeford.
Captain and Assistant Surgeon Bial b

IA Cheerful

Call

Christmas

to

Bargains.

VER SO CHEAP.

NEV3R SO COOD888888888888N

tist, Congregational, Methodist Episcopal, Lutheran, Reformed Church iu tho
United States, Reformed
Clnnch
in
America, Methodist Frotestant, Reformed
Episcopalian, Di iples of Christ, Free
Baptist, Canadian Presbyterian, 'Southare
ern Presbyterian,
Cumberland PresbyMethodist
teiran,
Episcopal, South, Bradbury. Norway.
or
First. Lieutenant and Assistant Sui
Friends, United Brethren, United PresPortland.
and goon, J. B. O'Neill,
Protestant
byterian,
Episcopal,
or
Chaplain Charles S. Cummings, Alt
Methodist Episcopal of Canada.
gusta.
I
A
of
of
Practice
tho
tho
of
Rifle
society,
Georgo
Speaking
growth
Inpsector
Anthoiue, Biddeford.
President Clark, iu his report, said:
to select from. Durable, handsome Garments at
All the new and attractive
Ski f
were
line
The
officers
pres
following
In fifteen years the society has grown
:
Still liner and
12.00.
from one organization to nearly iorty- ent:
and
are
m
8.00. 10.00
throo thousand; from fifty members to
A.—Georgo A. Dr,w, captain ■ our
Company
25.00
Overcoats
at
and
28.00.
15.00, 18.00,
fifty thousand times fifty. In these Uf- Portland; Frunk B. W. Welch, first lieu
the
teuu years the society lias girdled
touunt, ion land ; Ch arles Baker, secern
world, and is becoming as great a force lieutenant, Portland.
And
durable Low Priced Ulsters.
at
in England and Australia, and iu manv
Company B.—Isaiah Baker, captain
■
22.00 and 25.00.
other lauds, as iu our own.
Portland: Charles Collins, first lieuton
The expansion of the movement in
ant, Portland; Flavel A. Chaplin, secon
of
numerical
other lines than those
lieutenant, Porltand.
at
at
In still finer
growth lias been quite as marvelous. The
Company C. Lincoln H. Baurey, cap
revival of the prayer-meeting idea; the
tain, Auubrn; William P. Jones, firs
extension of tho activities of youngChrislieutenant, Auburn.
tians in a hundred lines; the growth of
Company D.—John W. Carter, firs
MEA’S FIAE PAXTS. Men’s Odd Pants from
to 7.00 a
a
worth 4.00.
One lot of All Wool Pants at
confidence of older ohucroli members in lieutenau
Nuwray; Benjamin P. Ad
the piety of youth, and in their fitness
second lieutenant, Nowray.
kins,
into
the
for the chucrli, the coining
Company E.—Thomas J. Hogan, cap
influchurch of 800,000 young people
-__---xox ---tain, Portland; Thomas F. McGillicud
enced in part by the society; the awakenfirst lieutenant, Portland; Tlioma
dy,
ing of missionary zeal in hundreds of P Shelvey, second lieutenant, Porltand,
BOYS’ OVERCOATS.
thousands of young hearts; the desire
SMOXSLUNTCt JACKETS.
Company F.—George Doughty, captain
ior larger things and a wider outlook,
Asa A. Chapman,
secom
Augusta.
and
fioni
5.00
which has sent many a hoy and girl to
Melton
to
Overcoats,
20.00.
Boys’
Kersey
25
from, prices from 4.00 to 12.00.
to
select
styles
lieutenant, A ugusta.
college; the widespread desire for better
from 4.00 to 10.00.
Company W.—Timothy Elliott, captain
Boys’
Ulsters,
and
for
a
atpurer political
citizenship
Biddeford; John SI. Akerly, first lieu
^TJXxr^rxssixxnNrcsi- goods,
Boys’ Suits, from 4.00 to 18.00 a suit.
mosphere, which has resulted in the mar- tenant, Biddeford.
vellous patriotic awakening among, our
R.
Company
Ulmer,
II.—Ralph
cap
Men’s white and mixed Underwear at
Underwear for all. Boys’ Underwear at 25c and 45c.
youth; the unconquerable desiro which tain. Rockland; Chalres C. Tibbetts, firs
CHILDREN’S OVERCOATS.
and 2.00. Contocook W Underwear at 75c, Contocook A Underwear at
lieutenant, Rockland.
1.25,1.50
19c,
45c,75c,$1.00,
tions for a wSder
spiritual fellowship,
Children’s Cape Overcoats, from 2.00 to 8,00.
Company I. —Michael ,T. Moriarty, cap
1.08 each, worth 1.25 at wholesale.
and the blessed practical results which
tain, Lewiston; James L. Moriarty, firsl
Children’s Ulsters, from 4.00 to 14,00.
have flowed from ths fellowship in local,
cewiston.
lieutonant,
state, ^national, and international unions;
Peterson
Company K.—William O.
Hosiery—English Cashmere Half Hose, 2 pair for 25c. Camel’s Hair Hose at 19c a pair.
all these expansions are worthy of our
CHILDREN’S SUITS.
captain, Brunswick; Fred W. Atlkuson
Wool Hose at 25c a pair.
devoutest gratitude to Almighty God.
Heavy
first lieutenant, Topsham; William C
And perhaps having in mind certain Goowdin, second lieutenant, Brunswick,
Short Pant Suits, from 1,00 to 12,00,
Linen Handkerchiefs, plain and fancy, Silk Handkerchiefs. Initial Handkerchiefs, Silk
oirticism on the trustees lie made this
Company L.— Miebaol E. Conley, cap
One lot of line all wool Suits at 3,00, former price 5,00.
tain, Foritund; Stephen L. Foley, firs
statement:
Mufflers,
Fancy Suspenders, Common Suspenders.
lieutenant,, Portland; Martin J. Lee
The glory of the movement from the second
CHILDRENS REEFERS.
LINEN COLLARS and CUFFS, all style; Collars, 2 for 25c; Celluloid Collars, 18c; Celluloid
Portland.
lieutenant,
beginning has been that it is God’s moveThe guests of the day were Adjutan
Cuffs, 34c.
ment.
There has never been any “bos3”
Children’s Reefers, from 2,50 to 7.00,
General Connor, CoJ. Philbrook of th
or any commander in Christian Endeavor.
Principles have been laid down as Second Regiment and Captain Edgerl
GLOVES-Dress Gloves, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00. Working Gloves, oil tanned, at 19c a
ODD SHORT RANTS.
tho principles of the society, but it la: of
the United States army, the new mil
Buck and Calf Skin, lined and unlined, at 45c, 75c, 1.00, 1.25 and 1.50.
pair.
for
or
to
acbeen
any chucrh
an? pastor
at the State College a t
Odd Short Pants, 21c, 45c, 75c, 98c, 1.25, 1,50, 1,75 and 2.00,
We carry an immeuse line of Mackintoshes and Umbrellas and quote the Lowest Prices.
cept or reject or apply them as he itary instructor

Our display of HOLIDAY GIFTS
opened and ready. The most appropriate and desirable Presents at FAIREST
Remember this assortment contains the RIGHT thing for every person, old, middle-aged
FIGURES.
We will satisfy you,
small,
We will meet your wants, be they large
young. We will please you,
C*
gyg
6 VI El INS O

unapproachable bargains

$3.98, 5.00, 6.00,

Price, quality, workmanship guaranteed,
good,
$4.98,
6.00, 8.00, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00, 18.00, 20.00,
grades $15.00, 18.00, 20.00,
$4.98, 6.00, 8.00, 10.00,12.00.

ULd 1 Criv.

M|n’s^DusiiHjSs^Suits

MEN’S FINE SUITS.

—

wh

20.00, 22.00,
III

SC^ R i^.1
r

IVIRfaPl O

styles

TTO

D*

IIM tea VVlialiVvIl I

$1.25

$2.25

pair.

pair,

^

chooses.
As a board of trustees, and as officers
of the United Society, we have resolutely refuse to exercise any authority, to
legislate for any society, or to decide ony
local questions of administration.
All
these matters belong exclusively to the
and
churches
that
have
been
pastors
adopted into the society.
» This idea, so difficult
for the general
public to understand, enters into all our
conventions, and moulds the character of
our brotherhood
Our coneverywhere.
ventions are mass meetings, larger or
as
the
ease
but
may he,
smaller,
always
without one legislative function, without the possibility of interfering with
or directing the affairs o f any society.
SECRETARY BAER’S REPORT.

Secretary Baer in his report said:
Last spring, when the new
societies
were reporting at the rate of an ave rage
of one hundred a week, it soeme d as if
the growth would at some near day be
retarded, that the progress that was b eing made oould not be kept up; but God
continues to direct its momentum, and
the same average is being made week after week.
Last week 133 societies were
enrolled; the week before, 115; and the
week before that, 105.
There are now
42,800 societies, with a membersihp of 2,668,000 ; 34,392 societies are in the United
States, 3,185 in the Dominion of Canada,
and
6,063 in foreign and missionary
lands. You will lie interested to know
that in England there are now 3000 societies. and in Australia over 1600.
Lot mo give you herewith a detailed
statement of the social enrolment for the
week endiDg November 30, 1895:
United States—Young People’s, 25,270;
Junior, 8,988; Intermediate, 78: Mothers,
36; Senior, 20.

Orono.

The latter read

military tactics. He is

a

a

paper

upo 1

large, well buil

and

handsome officer.
Ealry in the morning before the sessio
begau, most of the officers visited th 9

armory, now in process of erection.
The session was continued in the even
ing and will not be finihed until nooi

GlY-LiN All Ai.

Jieautmu

Pictures,

today.
Col. E. C. Farrington, state iuspectc
of rifle practioe,a nd Gen. W. S.
Choat
arrived for the evening session.
Col. E. C.
Farrington, inspector <
rifle practice presented an interesting ri

port.

The m labor of officers
diers of the First
Regimen
against 518 in 1884. Of these 21

in’

A

so

was

54 >,

t*

MANUFACTORIES ESTABLISHED.
Facts Taken

sharj i-

p ractioo. This is a loss hot h
in number and efficiency. Col. Farrirn
run said that this is a great disappoin >
inent to bim, the standing of the i-eg i-

the

no

rnent

From

Labor Conimissiouei

following inquiries:

“How

many

and-what kind of factories,mills or shops
for manufacturing purposes, have been
enlarged, completed or are in process oi
ereotion duirng 1895?”
“Estimated cost

ca

^

self-help

weak, ‘•run-down,”

Doctors call your case anaemia—there is a fat-famine in your blood. Scott’s

Emulsion of cod-liver oil,
with hypopliosphites, is the
best food-means of getting
your

strength hack—your

doctor will tell you that.

He knows also that when
the digestion is weak it is
better to break up cod-liver
oil out of the body than to
burden your tired digestion
with it. Scott’s Emulsion
does that.
&MTY Si Bowse, Cheoii: fc, New York.

50c. ind

$1.0*

with $3.00 worth from
the opportunity.

our

Children’s
to

Christmas

Department,

Bring joy

some

mau

or

comes

but

once a

year,

Don’t

fail

boy.

'The totals of returns from the mills,
which have been enlarged, completed, oi
in process of erection during 1895,
ir
the other counties, are as follows :
Ir
Androsoogiu, two towns report six build
ings at a oost of $196,000, employing 161
hands; Aroostook has 11 towns which ro
port 18 buildings at a cost of $50,000, anc

are

206 hands; Cumberland lia:
five towns which report live building:
at a cost of $35,500, employing 156 hands
Franklin has lour towns reporting sever
buildings, at a cost of $162,550, employ
ing 130 hands; Hancock has four town!

employing

four buildings, costing $14,00i i
and employing 165 hands; Kennobeo has
five towns reporting five buildings, cost
ing $17,700, and employing 311 hands ;

reporting

Knox

has two towns reporting threi
buildings, costing $16,800 and employing
31 bands; Lincoln has four towns reporting five buildings at a cost of $33,500, am
employing 15 hands.
In Oxford county live towns repor
eight buildings, costing $312,600 and oin

hands; in Penobscot, sever
oight buildings, costing

ploying

172

towns

report

Ol

In

jg

*

jg

ed to he

Woissinger Tobacoo company o:
Louisvillo by tho Department of Maine

as

Ifnj

follows

Tetimonial
Department of Maine, Grand Army o:
the Republic, to the
Harry Weissinger Tobaoco Company, o

Louisivlle, Kentucky.

Wednesday will

be

forwarded

t

3

Louisivlle.

-flTtL

mn.

—

jfi

MB

“King of the Wind.” a bass song, word 3
by J. P. Cunmore. The songs have he
oome very popular and Cressey, Jones 6 :
Alien have them.

Congress street.
135 were

Recital.

Chairs to the number
in the room, and the

placed

qualities were exquisitely displayed
by Miss Alice Philbrook, Miss Lucy
Blanohard, Mrs. A. M. Smith and Mr.
Geo.
W.
Oakrnan, representing the
The following proCliiokering house.
gramme was given:
Krinter
Duo, in A minor,
fine

Miss

Lucy

Blanchard and Mrs. A.
M. Smith.

ROBINSON.

Wednesday—Edward J. Kelley, Henr
Stephens uml John H. Reagan.
Affray ;

Mlss7Aice Philbrook.
Beethoven
a.—Moonlight Sonata,
(1st movement.)
b.— Etud Ab,
Chopin

Mr. Goo. W. Oakrnan.
eaoh lined ten dollars and one-third costs
Beethoven
Fantasia,
Roso Dolly. Murder; continued with
Miss Philbrook.
out bail to December 14, 1895.
Chopin
Polonaise, D minor,
An accessory betoro th >
Ellen Dolly.
Mr. Oakrnan.
fact; continued to December 14, 1895.
Liszt
a.—Slumber Song,
Lawrence Massey.
Resisting officer ; b. Fire Charm (Walkuro)
Wagner
lined $30 and costs.
Miss Philbrook.
—

Papillous,

BREAKING THE RECORD.

404

Philbrook.

Duo, Theme and Variations from Beethoven Saint Saein
Miss Blanchard and

Mrs. Smith.

Important Aroostook Suit.

Caribou, Deoember 11.—The most important oase to be tried before the pres
ent term of the Supreme Judicial court
in Caribou, is one in wihch the heirs of
James Giberson ask ton thousand dollars
damages from the Bangor and Aroostook
railroad because of the death of Giberson
the
by train, at Mar’s Hill in October.
tho railroad is contributory
negligence. The company claims that a
brakeman standing in the rear of a train
nearest tho team warned Giberson of the

defense of

AVe have everything pertaining to Optical
eoods. Also a large stock of

including

Christmas Goods,
Silverware,

Jewelery,

'Watches,

Clocks, in all styles from the elegant Marble
and Onyx to the Nickel Alarm. I also have an
igffiyBpp'.
endless variety of novelties in Silver, including
Manicure Sets. Paper Cutters. Match Boxes,

approaohiug

V'--

Menthol in silver cases, Coat Plaster in Case.
Pin Cushions. Efhery Bags, Razor Hone in silcase, Thimbles in Solid Silver and Aluminum; all sizes at 6c each at
ver

E. S. PEXBEXTER,
561 Congress St.

Portland,

Maine.

~

decll

dtf

Portland Vessel in

Trouble,

Boston, December 11.—The schooner
Mildred and Kva of Portland, from shore
Ashing, while coming into the harbor
during a heavy gale at noon today, misstayed and went on the rocks of the western end of

Georges’

island. She

was in
was pulled oil
T
wharf.
The
by
tug and towed to
schooner lost her rudder and her steering
gear w s uisabled. After discharging she
will be placed on the railway for repairs.

a

dangerous position and
a

Schooner Charles K. Schmidt, (Sharp),
Bath for Philadelphia, put into Boston
train and that he, iriHtead
yesterday
leaking slightly, aud is at
of evading it whipped up his horses and Maequand’s yard where repairs are being
The
train.
made.
drove directly in front of the
Tiie National Republican Committee
is assigned for today, but will not.
case
oouusel
Able
has completed some of the arrangements
until
tomororw.
be reached
the convention aud adare retained on both sides and a sharp of details for
124 ) .egal battle will reult.
-loumed to meet again in January.

J
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Sohuman
Miss

I

Kruger

Impersouata,
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PENDEXTER’S.

a very
cosy appearance.
Tho beautiful pianos were finely shown.
A parlor Grand, a baby Grand and two
Uprights were brought into use and their

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

JUDGE

g

plaoo presented

Music.

of
Mr. Hastings Webling
Toronto
whose winters are passed in this city, ha 3
composed the music for two songs, ou 3
of which is called “Only lor Thee,’
words by Gerald Deane, and the utbe r

BEFORE

g|

THE N.K.FAIRBANK COMPANY. K
Chicago. 224 State St., Boston. Portland, Me.

A very enjoyable hour was indulged
in by the one hundred people who ventured out last night to listen to the piano
recital at
the Cliiokering rooms, 583
of

New

§

»

Ok

Chickerlng

The

Then fellows the resolutions.
Thes 1
resolutions will be placed upon pulbi 3
exhibition in a few days, and after th 3
meeting of the council of administratioi 1
next

A bI

TOSfek.
lKS

|

A
|a
jUik 1 H

9

G. A. K. It is one of the finest worki
of its kind ever shown in this city. Thi
text covers a sheet 3x436 inches and is s
marvel of delicacy.
The whole is hand

77

employ

When your cake is heavy, sogindigestible, it’s a pretty sure I
sign that you didn’t shorten it g
with COTTOLENE. When this
great shortening is rightly used, E
the result will surely satisfy the g
most fastidious. Always remember %
that the quality of COTTOLENE
makes a little of it go a long way. E
It’s willful waste to use more
g
than two-thirds as much as you
would of lard or butter. Always g
use COTTOLENE this way, and
your cake and pastry will always g
be light, wholesome, delicious.
Genuine COTTOLENE is sold everywhere in $
tins, with trade-marks “Cottalenc" and steer’s jg
head in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin.

Memory of the National Encampment

The text is

Proprietor,

|

Assistant Adjutant General Sawyer o;
the Department of Maine, G. A H., has
received from H. W. Shaylor, a sot o:
finely engrossed resolutions to be present

somely mounted.
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RBDXjOKT,

hands.
It will be seen from this that tho tota'
cost and hands employed for 1895 show
a considerable increase ovre 1893 and 1894,

ju

towns, 114 buildings $2,128,000,

M.

VU.,
gy,

^

,

Th8 Le8^ 0,8 Price sPot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,

ing 4313 hands; lor 1893,' 81'townsTlOl
buildings, $841,735 and employing 353(
bands; for 1894, 48 towns, 55 buildings,
costing $663,700, and employing 1031

spect.
and employing 273 hands; ii
Remarkable Bowling at the Club Tourna
General Choate added a table shown ® $337,750
Piscataquis, live towns report eight
merit.
the number of absentees at the inspector:
of 1875. He said in closing that it woul 1 buildings, costing $20,500 and employing
ho a ploasure to him to assist the office] s 78
hands; in Sagadahoc, one town rpoort:
of tho First Regiment in any possibl u
At tho alleys of Stanley Bros, last eve
one building costing #6000 and employing !
way.
ning, the attendance was large, the inter
25 bands; in Somerset,seven towns repor
and the records of totals wai
Walked From Maine.
^
eight buildings at a cost of $130,700 em est great
Boston, December 11.—Early this mov: i- ploying 428 hands; in Waldo, four town: broken by 43. Tho score.
ing several peisons passing an old sh< d report live buildings, costing $14,000 am
WAVERLYS.
near the
Crescent Beach crossing, no:
employing 21 bands; in Washington, si: Peterson,
88 101
99
Beachmont, beard some one groaning :
<>8
74
83
91
there, aud oil investigation found a III; n towns report eoven buildings, cos tin; Dennis, *
24'
81
99
in convulsions.
Mitchell,
A physician was stir l- $23,600, and employing 48 bands; in Yorl
95
37, !
94
75
Noble,
79
named, who brought tho man round. 1
3^ 1
county, three towns report four buildings Choate,
91
85
89
gave his name as Frederick Peters, a;
29
costing 17,200 and employing 20 hands,
15 years, and said he belonged in Por
438
439
7
i
show
and
The
totals
had walked from there u
of the 16 counties
,
450
laud, Me.,
-earcl) of work
Being unable to g it towns with 102 buildings, at a cost o
IMPERIALS.
any, he became despondent and attemp '‘
$1,368,800, and employing 2797 hands.
90
78
ed'suicide by taking lndanum He elain
Silva,
98
39
to 189 1
Tile totals for the years 1891
85
a
wife ami four children ^
87
to have
77
Berry,
34
101
83
Maine.
T'or
8:
i
Hart,
79
J891,
Inclusive, show as follows-go:
74
83
79
i
[The directory gives no such person at d towns, 110 buildings at a cost of $2,023, Greely,
79
73
77
Enos,
33 1
the police have no knowledge of any m; n 850, employing 4278 hands; for 1892, 8 ,
of this name.

Gold,

Don’t neglect

®

.

Matthew’s Report.
shooters, 85 first class marksmen, 195 se
end class, 119 third class, 63 practicin;
and 136 having no practice. A tailing oi f
The
returns on building and new
of sharpshooters of three first oiass, 23; a buildingR in tbo state, for the past year,
gain of 16 seoend class, and a loss of l 3 have all been sent in to Labor Commis
third ciass markskmen, 11 less liavin a sioner S. \¥. Matthews, and have been
The figures are in answer tc
piacticed and not qualified, and 35 moi e compiled.

having

Oht

InA r
ULAHtV
,_;_CHAS.

and
are

White and

glad.

-xox-

'BOA

for a detailed account of what has been
done from week to week, but this report diers. A soldier who does not know ho v
would be incomplete in every way if to use his rifle is a man of straw, 01 [mention wore not made of the fact that serves no
place in the states’ serviei I.
from corresponence with secretaries of
“No matter how brave he is, [[he canni it
denominational missionary boards
the
gratifiyng information comes that every do the will of the state. A man wl 0
year the Christian Endeavor societios are will take no pride in being an effioiei t
contributing increasingly large sums to- soldier in every sense of the word, so fi ,r
ward mission work at home and abroad.
From pastors’ letters and from pastors’ as opportunities offer, cannot be regard
tetimonies
given at conventions, and ed as an acquisition in the force of tl e
from reports that come to this offioe, we state.
learn that the Endeavor soeieties are
Col
Farrington said that with onl
the Unite
making personal and direct oSort to win about 35,000 eoldiers in
the souls of men, and are
States army each state in case of dome i_
supnlomenting
tic disorder must depend upon her Ni ito a great degree the pastors’' work in
thousands of ohurhces throughout the tionai Guard, and it should be made t 3
land. Yes, the Endeavor movement is a effective as possible.
Col. Fsrington spoke of tho great ii
God-given and God-giving movement,
and is a missionary
Cleaves and Get
and evangelistic torest taken by Gov.
force.
Connor in tho National Guard of Maim
and urged every officer to do his best t “
bring tlie regiment up to the highei
possible point, so as to mako the citize a
soldiery of .Vaine the best in the country
Inspector Geneail Choate sent a let i( r
to Col. Kendall in which he spoke of tl °
necessity on the part of every officer t
do his best with the men under his com
The question is:
mand.
“How sha 1
the present high standard be preserve *
and~ bettered?”
He
did
not
believe tha
You are
thero is a captain in the regiment wh a
is
gone, thinks he cannot improve in some r i-

frail,strength

13 by 16, all framed in
to make some heart

new

should liavo been increased, n< it
diminished. Col. Farrington then too k of same, and the number of hands emup the record of tho regiment
by con i- ployed?”
In all, 75 cities, towns and plantation!
panies. He did not hope that one. hui idred per cent can be acquired by eac h report building in this line.
In Ke nnebec county, Albion report!
company, but there should at least be i 5
per cent of qualified marksmen of a [1 one tannery employing five men, with re
classes in each company. He spoke of tl e pairs at a cost of $1500; Hallowoli report!
fact that 126 sobers have done no prai i- one shoe factory employing 500 men witl
Canada—Young People’s, 2,787; Junior,
tice.a nd 63 have not been able to qualif y enlargements made at a cost of $11,500
395; Parents’, 2; Mothers’, 1.
Foreign Lands—Young People’s, 4,791; even as third class marksmen. Thi s Rome has one new lumber mill, costing
Junior, 267; Senior, 4; Mothers’, 1.
makes 189 soldiers, or 34 per cent of tl e $200 and employing four men; Vassal
Floating sooieties, 160; total societies, regiment, who have none or a trifliu
g boro has enlarged its woolen mill at ;
total
42,300;
membership, 2,568,000.
cost of $2000, and Winthrop ha3 remodel
In a general way I have sought to tell knowledge of the weapon with whicl
Col. barring ton spot e led a butter creamery at a cost of $2500,
you something of the work as it is re- they are armed.
vjcwuu uuiu mi is oiuue.
rtf film llllfinc 1^A+ ll A#
Aftinnili-'
nml
xnere is no Dime
[- employing two men.

health

size

We

can

do

your

Slepairing

very
©S’
any
youi*

quick just now,
old furs.
©nc line of Men’s li«oves you
will Sind very large and we can suit you,
or

make

over

LOOK AT OUR 50c NECK WEAR.
—

—

—
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SIISCEIXA^TEOUS.

The President and the National

Finances.

To the Editor of the Press:
After the arbitrary and despotio

way

wbich the President has been managing the national finances, partly by a
palpable misconstruction of the plain requirements of existing laws, partly from
a
disregard of those laws; after, in a
single year of peace.of abundant harvests
and,but for reckless financial experiments
in

which he had chiefly promoted,of commercial prosperity, having added $162,000,000

\

O ub your poor, tired feet
*A with

;

>

It takes all the
aching
out of sore or tender
feet,

>

instantly.

?

over-worked

>

chafings,

Strained
or

any

relieved in the

Sprains,
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Burns,
Bruises,

remedy

for

Piles,
Catarrh,
Sore Throat,
Bolis,

Two sizes, 25 and 50
The Brandketh

;

,5

Skin Diseases.

druggists,

<

|<

all 5

quick

or

cents.

by mail.

<

debt of the

coun-

nay, with a very distinct
intimation that the law-making department would promptly and energetically
withhold any such mandate, by an act
of sheer executive discretion incurred this
indebtedness to maintain a coin reserve
—he calls it a gold reserve—to sustain
the ourrency of $346,000,00u of circulating
treasury notes, which the laws of the
United States, sanctioned by tho opinion
had provided
of the Supreme Court,
should

be

a

*
of
the circulating
part
country. The authority

for such

discretion

was

oiaimed

to

be

given by the act of 1876—aD act to provide for specie payments January 1, 1879
—“authorizing tho Secretary of the
Treasury to issue bonds of the United
States and dispose of them fot coin and
to use the proceeds for the purpose contemplated by the statute.” I quote the

>

j
\
?

words of the President’s message. But
many eminent statesmen, and many good
lawyers were and are of opinion tlfat “tke

$

Co., 274 Canal St., N. Y. S

purpose contemplated by the statute”
i. o. the accomplishment of specie payment, having been effeoted, the authority
of the act of 1876 had been exhausted.
T’Kn

U.lAn;,lnnt

-1

~

.1_^

the sales of the bonds authorized by that
act, together with “surplus revenues”
devoted to the same purpose, had given
the Treasury a reserve fund on January
1, 1879, of 8144,195,360, which though constantly fluctuating, did not fall below
that sum until July, 1893.

Star
Bro. A1
Brand Silver Plated Ware
is the best, and every piece
is warranted for 20 years.
Knives, $3.50 per doz.
&

Spoons, $2.50.
Desert Spoons, $4.00.
Table Spoons, $4.50.
We have a large variety
of
Pie
Berry
Spoons,,
Knives, Fish Sets, Cold
Meat .Forks, Oravy. Oyster
and Soup
Ladles, Fruit
Knives, Ant Picks, Sugar
Spoons and Butter Knives
in plush lined eases, aiid
they make a useful and

interest-bearing

medium of the

SILVERWARE."
Rogers

the

department,
(

soreness S

same

way.
It’s the best

At

or

muscles,

stiffness—they’re

< or
<

(

(trade-mark).

(

s

|

to

try, which he plausibly pleads was in do
way required to make up any deficit of
the federal revenues, it was to be expected that he would attempt to excuse, explain, and justify his policy. He had,
without any mandate of tho law-making

SCOPE AND PURPOSE OP THE

RE-

SUMPTION ACT.
Tho purpose of the act of 1875, was to
establish specie payment, to bring all
the legal tender currency authorized under existing laws up to par, by providing

Tea

legal tender coin for every demand treasury note that should be
presented for
payment. The current
treasury notes
were due on demand striotly.
They were

not due until their demand.
Any enforced payment of them before they were
duo would have been as flagrant breach
of the oontract, as the enforced payment
of any of the time bonds of the United
States before the time they were made
payable. It was not oDly the leagl right
of the holders of those notes to use them
pretty present.
in their actual form as instruments of
Come and see the goods
purchase and payment, but it was the
express intention of the statute, by whiali
before you purchase.
they were authorized, that they should
be so used. So that it did not take a
very large reserve of coin to make competcly successful the experiment of specie
payments. Nor has there ever been any
deficiency of coin tomaintain at par every
form of United States indebtedness in
use as ourrenoy, by the prompt
payment
of all that was presented. The trouble
that the President might have foreseen
that lie would encounter, is
that, with
MONtiMENT SQUARE.
obstinate devotion to tho theories of a
M doctrinaire, he has refused to use or treat
as coin what Congress has declared
shall
Open
+ be coin with all
the attributes and powers
of money—ami it is only by positive legislation,since that lias superseded commercial usage, that silver or gold can acquire
perraament monetary values, and have
their intrinsic
comm ercial values are
via. S S. LAL'REXTiAA', sailing on wholly suspended. No, his difficulty has
been
not
to
get coin, but to get gold, as fast
Thursday, Dec. 12tii,
as the hoarders and speculators—the cateCan be obtained of
gories are his own—by a every open game
of
bunoo-steering have kept draining
G.
2 1-2
from his constantly shrinking hoard.
Agents for Allan. Dominion, Cunard. Atlantic 1 iT TT tiniCT/ V«T r\Tt1
Transport and White Star Lines. oet21eod3mo

|
1

I

McKEKKEr,
the

Jeweler,

I

Evenings.

|

fiCKETS

H.

FOR

EUROPE

STARR,

Union Wharf.

nvTTV-a

FUND.
But whatever may be the sound opinion
as to
appealing to a “purpose” for tho

selling

of bonds, which purpose had been
effectually accomplished seventeen years
before, the President could not have found
any legal adviser to'counsel him that
he could enlarge that purpose beyond
that “contemplated in tho act” of 1875;
i. e., to provide for the payment in specie
of such of the then existing treasury

BLANK BOOKS

STATIONERY.

Closing Out Sale.
Mr. Thomas B. Mosher

•decided

to

devote

having

himself to

publishing, offers for sale during December, his entire stock of
Blank
Books, Stationery and
Office Supplies.

This

posed

large stock

must be dis-

of before

will be sold at

January 1st, and
prices far below

market rates.

Such an opportu-

nity

to secure

bargains

has sel-

Stationer,
STREET.
dfi*3eod2w

the purview of

LAWS.

facts? This

is his lan-

gaugo;
“The government was put in the anomalous situation of owing to tho holders

Marvelous Results.
a letter vviitten
by Rev. J. Gundermal), of LMmondalc, Mich., wo arc
permitted to make this extract: “i have
From

no

hesitation

in

Dr.
results
wore almost marvelous in the case of
my
wife. While I was pastor of the Baptist
Rives
at
church
.function
she was
brought down with Pneumonia succeeding La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of
coughing would last hours with little
interruption, and it seemed as if she
could not survive them. A friend recommended Dr. King’s New Discovery; it
in its work and highly satiswas quick
in
results.” Trial bottles free
v
;»j. Young’s Drug Store.
Ucgu489 Congress
.Vis. and $1.00.
street.
II. G. Starr. Westbrook.

recommending

King’s New Discovery,

|

OF

In what respect has tiie President misconstrued the requirements of existing
laws, for I wish carefully to keep within

THOMAS B. KOSHER
EXCHANGE

thujimprovidently

MISCONSTRUCTION

dom occurred in this city.

37

of the United States as should be
demanded.
What authority of law, what
opinion of legal advisers justified him in
using a fund strictly devoted to the redemption of such of the greenbacks as
should be presented for payment, the
whole.volume pf which was about $346,000,
000, to other purposes, not contemplated
by the statute, to the payment, for instance, of the treasury notes issued under
the act of 1890 in payment for purchased
silver bullion, and to the pavment of
silver certificates by their terms made
payable in silver coin? How much of
this precious fund was
wasted in paying silver certificates the
President does not tell the oountry, nor
have I been able to determine the amount
from the reports either of the United
States Treasurer or tho Seoretary of the
Treasury. It is a financial feat of which
she government officials do not seem to
be very proud. In a debate in the Senate
in 4893 it was charged that
by mid-summer of that year more than
$50,000,000 of
this fund had been so expended ; and as
the President avows that that is the only
way in which the parity of silver and
gold is to be maintained, it is presumed
that this reserve, strictlv devoted to “the
purpose of this act,” has been open to
raids from everybody holding any obligation of tho United States. But I am
not quite ready to consider this
practice.
notes

AND

-----

as

the

of its notes—debts payable in gold on de
mand—which could neither bo retired by
receiving such notes in discharge of obli
gations iTue the government, nor cancelled
by actual payment in gold,” and furtlxoj
on :

"Thu notes of

this

description”—notes

by their terms payable in either gold
siirer coin—"now outstanding, added

oi

tc

the United States notos still
undiminished by redemption or cancellation, constitute a volume
or gold obligations

amounting

to

obligations

nearly Soho,000,000.

These

are
the instruments, which
since we have had a gold reserve
have been used to deplete it.”
What right had the President to say
that old Treasury notes of the United
States now are or ever were debts payable in gold on demand'? What right lias
he to call tho notes given for tho purchase of silver bullion under tho Sherman act "gold obligations?”
The contract is in tho obligation itself and if there bo any uncertainty about
its stipulatious, it is lor the courts o determine their scope and meaning. It is
for the President and his lb uncial agont,
the Secretary, to perform the contract on
the part of tha United States, and not to
alter it or make in over according to their
ideas, in aisiogard both of the over and
over expressed intention of
the national
legislature and of tho promulgated opinion of tho national judiciary.
Tho President knows, as every citizen
of ordinary intelligence Knows, that not
only the demand notes of the United
Statos are due in ooin—in silver ooin, ii
tho government sees fit to exercise its
legal discretion—but that the bouds oi
tho United States as to their
prinoipai
are also, by their terms, duo in
coin, and
that Congress though importuned by the
President, as to his last issue of bonds
expressly refused to make them payable in gold.
There bad been some uncertainty about
the extent and character of the national
Members of Congress liac
obligation.
maintained, that the United States bonds
might be paid in any legal tender m mey,
and that as they had been purchased no1
with gold, or any other ooin, but wit!
depreciated paper, they might honestly
be refunded in paper that the
government had raised and maintained to tin
of
gold. To make this matter cer
par
tain, Congress on the 18tli of March, 1S159,
enacted as follows:
“The faith of the United States is solemnly pledged to the payment in coin oi
its equivalent of all the obligations of the
United
not bearing
States
interest,
ever

Known

ns

uniceu

otaces

noces.ana

oi

an

the interesting—bearing obligations ol
the United States, except in cases where
the law authorizing the issues of such obligations has expressly provided that the
same shall be
paid in lawful money oi
other currency than gold or silver.”
I do not know what the words ‘‘or its

equivalent,” mean,unless they mean,that

if payment is made in some currency
other than gold or silver the discount, if
any, on the medium of payment shall
also be paid so as to make it equivalent
to ooins.
When then
the government wished
to strengthen its credit and reassure its
creditors, it did not, as the President
seems to believe, pledge its faith to
payment of all or either of its obligations in
gold, not even in silver, but to their payment in either gold, silver or their equivalent.
It is true that from 1873 to 1S78 while
silver was demonetized it ceased to be a
legal tender and a complete instrument
of payment for sums exceeding $5, but
when by the Bland act of 1878 the legal
tender quality of coined silver "was expressly restored, any and all of the obligations of the United States could have
been, and can now be as legully, as
equitably, as completely paid in silver
as they can be in
gold, to say nothing of
the permission of Congress to pay them
in “the equivalent” of e'ther.
LAWS

NULLIFIED.

In what way has the President disregarded the plain requirement of existing
laws? The answer oau be gathered Irom
his own excuses. He has appropriated his

gold

disregard the obligatory clauses 6f
Sherman Act in an attempt to maintain
the ‘’parity of silver with gold,” v»hat a
When the
way he took to accomplish it!
great Republican party at its last national
convention, without a dissenting voice,
declared in favor of maintaining the party' of the silver and gold coins of »ne
United States, and the great Democratic
convention,. m
party in their national
almost similar terras adopted the declaration and when the national legislature
by a vote that set aside the obstructive
veto of the ICxeoutive, embodied this declaration in the terms of positive law,
what did they mean?
They meant to make silver coins P*
equal monetary value and power with
gold ooins.
They did not intend that
within the jurisdiction of
the United
States a gold dollar should have a paying
or
a
purchasing power above a silver
dollar. They intended to give all the
coin they authorized the funotions and
attributes of money, i. e., the power of
complete and absolute and final payment.
They did not intend to create one form of
coined money that it would bo neoessary
to redeem in anothor form of
money. Itis i ho vital, essential function of money
that it redeems and does not have to he
redeemed. All through Mr. Cleveland’s
first administration,all
through his second
administration, dollars containing 371)4
grains'of pure silver were lawful money,
a sufficient instrument of
oomplete payment, so far as the will of the Amerioan
people expressed in their deliberate legislation would give them these attributes.
When the President, who avows in
his message his belief that ‘‘the only safe
financial standing or condition (for the
country) is that which is built on gold
alone” administers the national finanoes
so as to accomplish that consummation,
he sets his personal Will
against the
avowed opinions of the party that eleoted
him, and the nearly as numerous party
that opposed
his election, as well as
against the most distinctly enunciated
of
the
purpose
legislature, whose laws he
had. sworn to maintain.
No more effeotive blow has been struck
to destroy the monetary parity of silver
to gold, than was struck by the President
in refusing to the lawful ooins of the
United States the essential attributes of
luouey, and treating them as rubbish of
old junk to be jobbed off to the silversmiths when the market favors.
Not
the suspension of silver five frano coinage
by the Latin Union and by Germany, nor
the governmental stoppage of the ooinage
of rupees in India, nor e ven the British
act of 1816 demonetizing sterling silver,
im

bu

proiiuo

or

commercial

Over

Years

72

Ago.
INTERESTING FACTS

Building Be veals the Fact

THAT TO

MR. PERA30 AND THE DICKERING PIANJ

JONAS CHtCKERINC

It is now

thirty years since I first used
Cliiokering piano, and I have never
accorded it any public praise except that

ft

Belongs

the

the credit of establishing the Vrpaciples upon which the American Pianoforte of
is constructed.

today

of using it. 'This silonce ha3 been caused
by the shameful warfare between the
traders, who,, without one spark of artistic sense, have paraded their selfish interests on every sheet in both hemispheres.

No House can, with any truth, claim greater results in the development of the pianoforte
than that of

Shrinking

from the din of suoh coarse
a sincere
and disinterested
musical judgment natuarlly seeks shelter
in an inner circle of refinement and silence, despairing to enter, without loss
of self respect, that commercial sphere
which
were
it
manhonorably

controversy,

CHICKER9NC & SONS.

aged,

would be the most potent of all
factors in securing to true merit Its defliwirl nrinrooiofion

Under these oircuinstances, the fact
that no pecuniary or other extraneous
motive has ever been offered to induce
me to use the
Chickering piano speaks
for itself with sufficient force. I

The present construction of the

CHICKERING PIANO

always

choose this piano because in
my long
study of the great masters I have neve*
found so true an interpreter of their
ge-

Gives it great tone producing capacity, attlic same time retaining
aud even heightening r'>e exquisite purity of its tone. The action
is
most
skillfully adjusted aud is wonderfully satisfactory.

nius, or one whoso workmanship can so
uniformily bo deepened upon, whether
considered poetically or technically. The

THE RESULT IS A DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE IN THE ART OF PIANOFORTE CONSTRUCTION THAT

ALL COMPETITION.

CONQUERS

©

industrial paralysis and
destruction of
accnmuiated wealth, was so sweeping
and immediate in its oonsequenoes as
this carefulness of the President to maintain the monetary parity of silver to gold,
by utterly destroying its monetary uses.
In fact wo have oome to a gold standard and are fast on our way to an exand when we
clusively gold currenoy,
loos into the statute book to see who did
it, and whore and how it was done, we
find nothing hut a series of statutes enacting that the monetary standard shall
he bi metalJlo, and the coin of the country shall be silver and gold each of oomplero monetary power; and after an overwhelming avalanche of popular disapproval of something he has done, the
President ris3s up magisterially and says:
“I have never hail the slightest misgiving
concerning the wisdom or propriety of
this arrangement, and am quite willing
to answer for my full share of responsibility for its promotion.”
The American people had not been able
to re-establish the free coinage of silver,
though it was notorious that for ten
years nothing had hindered them but an
exeoutive veto; they could
ic quite consent to continue the pur CL
lor coinage
of silver bullion, though nothing but an
of
free
silver
national
or
by
expectation
international
appointment had made
them consent to the repeal of the therms n Act; but they had temporarily compromised with the understanding that
all the silver that had been coined under
the aots of Congress should have the
complere attributes of coined money.
Mr. Cleveland had summoned Congress
in extra session to put the country into
the
conservative, cautious
positiou
Prance and Germany hail put themselves
in by suspending the coinage of silver,
and tlio Indian government by suspending the coinage of rupees, that is, securiug the monetary value of their silver
coins by not coining any more.
Monometallism was in plain sight, hut
to be reached by slow and easy stages.
This rush to the inevitable waste and ruin of gold monometallism was not quite
headlong enough to comport with the
President’s reckless ideas, and so hq conceived the purpose by one coup d’etat to
oonvert the millions of silver in his custody into old metal, to be worked oil for
token money to the best advantage.
As tho government treated its silver
currency so inevitably would the banks,
and as the banks, the business men, and

key-board is most agreeable to the touch,
evenly graded, while the bass has a mu-

®

sical fullness as satisfying in its powe*
the well-proportioned treble is in its
vooal
and finally
deeply
flute-like
quality. The orchestral gradations front
double-bass to flute are most admirably
as

From

December

2,

to

December

2I,

1895,

Exhibition

holding

are

we

an

given, better than upon any other instru*
ment X have ever played.
The tone is
purely mellow and musical, and lends
itself as readily to the orchestral blending
as to the
more delicate
conditions
of
chamber music.
Finally the action is
so well and evenly regulated that,
in all

Sale,

I
my long public service,
have neve*
found is necessary to use the soft pedal,
the touch being quite sufficient to pro
duce every variety of shading.

-AT-

583

St., in tlie New City Hotel Building.

Congress

The gentlemen composing the
firm
have never asked me to make any written
statement about their instruments. This
notloe is entirely voluntary on my part,
I make it because it is just to both sides,
and because I consider the result of their

We are Exhibiting only specially selected instruments shipped direct from our Factory, No.
791 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. Our personal representatives will be in constant
attendance,
and every possible advantage is secured for intending purchasers by dealing
directly with the manufacturers.

PiliPSf CHIUf* 9

FromDec. 2d,to Dec. 21st, 1895,
at Ho. 583 Congress St.

great and patient labors, a noble contribution to the refining influences to bo
foimd and experienced in that oft-neglected sphere—the innermost rogion of

©dUP

IlHiUdbliiHIX

our

nature.

ERNYST PERABO
Boston, May 14, 1895,

dUild,
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DO YOU APPRECIATE BARGAINS P
4 lbs. New Prunes,
Gibe. Good liaising,
4 lbs. 3-Crown, New
3 lbs. 4-Crowu. New

25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
16 cts.

Raisins,
Raisins,

lbs. New Clean Currenst,
Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
Pie Beef, Suet and Spices.
iiss. Nuts and Dates.
£ew
101b s. Rolled Oats,
a

>ew

S.

20 eta.
25 cts.

A.

35 & 37

I

I

Can

Salmon,

Pork Roasts,
Beef lioasta,
Corned Beef

2

Tamarinds,

IB bs. 8-ilver Skinned Onions,
12 lbs. i-weet Potatoes,
Good Potatoes,
St. Andrews Turnips,

10 cts. can
8 eta. lb
6 to 12 cts. lb
to 8 cents, lb
8 cts lo
35 cts
25 eta
50 eta. bush
50 cts. buah

MADDOX

Middle, 54to 60India Sts

VIGORfMEN S?

_

Easily,Quickly,PermanentlyRestered.

host Vitality, Neiroos Debility, Insomnia, Falling Himory,ud all
Wasting Diseases and all Weaknesses resulting from early or latej
excesses. $1 per box, 6 tor $5.
Mailed to any address by
The Japanese Pile dine Company, St. Paul, Minn.
For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 205 Middle St., and SIMMONS & HAMMOND
575 and 800 Congress Street.
novlOtf
,,.j

*B£cOSE

R-

YOU ARE

INVfTljCTO OUR

GRAND OPENING...
OF

HOLIDAY GOODS,

...

I

|

MONDAY, DEC. 2.
Novelties in Feather, China and Class.
A large and choice
assortment of All Linen Embroidered Handkerchiefs from 25
cts. to

$2.75.

I

J.. M. DYER (i CO.

—
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The History of Pianoforte

disaster,

to the payment of other obligations of the United States than the
8346,000,000 of United Statos notes for
the redemption of such as should be demanded, th e proceeds of the sales of
United states bonds prior to January
1, 1879, and the proceeds of the sale of his
ovyn three issues of United States bonds
—if indeed the latter were not issued
without any warrant of law—were expressly and exclusively devoted, that is to
the payment of the United States notes
issued in payment for purchased silver
bullion under the Sherman Act, by their
terms payable in silver as well as gold,
and even to the payment of silver certificates.
That it'was the manifest intention nf
Congress to have the legal tender silver
4-1,
1
.-.1 .1
coin authorized by tlia Sherman Act used
to redeem the United States notes given
us arrived not only to the gold
standard,
for the bullion out of whioh it had been but to an exclusively gold currency. It
coined, is manifest by the terms of the seems to have been a contest between the
Act itself, whicn declares that the Secre- people and their elected legislators, trytary of the Treasury “shall coin as much ing to make or at least to keep silver
of the bullion silver as may be necessary ooins money, and a determination by
for the redemption of the Treasury note's the money power and the Prestdont pasherein provided for.”
Did Congress so sionately devoted to their purpose, that
stultify itself as to require its servant, silver coin shall not be money, and the
the Secretary, to coin enough silver dol- latter combattants thus far are clearly
lars to pay all the United States notes ahead.
G. F. TALBOT.
given in purchase of silver bullion, if
only gold was to be used in such payment?
A foul breath Is
Dut what is tho President’s excuse for
one of the greatest
paying the Sherman United States notes
afflictions that a man
which he tries to justify, aud the silver
or woman can have.
certificates, which it evidently passes his
An affliction not
ingenuity to justify, out of a fund raised
and expressly appropriated to another
only to themselves,
but to those with
to
the
maintain
purpose? O,
parity of
whom they come in
silver to gold, and he quotes a declarative
A foul
contact.
Sherman
clause of the
Act as
his
breath
is a dreadful
sufficient wariranty.
of affecdiscourager
MAINTAINING THE PARITY.
tion, or rather of the
demonstration of afThe President is too good a lawyer no
It
would
fection.
probably be more so if
to know that the recitative statement of
what bad breath
realized
just
only
people
tho mtont, and purpose of a statute in
Bad breath is one of the symptoms
means.
of
the other sympof constipation. Some
the body of a section, as well as the preof appetite,
liminary whereas at the beginning of a toms are sour stomach, loss,
sick and bilious headache, dizziness, heartof
section is no part
the mandatory
burn and distress after eating. These things
clauses of the statute, aud cau- only bo
mean indigestion.
They lead to dyspepsia
start with conappealed to in case tho plain mandatory and worse things. They all is
inexcusable
stipation, and constipation
and Imperative requirements of the law
cured easily,
because it can be cured
are equivocal or uncertain.
Nobody pre- quickly and permanently, by the use of Dr.
tends that there is auy ambiguity in the
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets. They are a permandatory requirements of the Sherman fect
remedy for this most common of all
Aot of 1890. Ic directed the Secretary to
troubles. They give to nature just the little
prepare and soli United Statos bonds' for
that she needs. They are very mild in
coin, and the coin so procured might help
their action, and act without any violence
have been silver dollars, and it requiied
whatever. In this, they are different from
him to coin enough silver dollars to remany preparations offered for a similar purdeem the Unitod States notes “herein
Sometimes the remedy is worse than
pose.
for.
It
him
the discreprovided
gave
the disease, Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
tion to pay these notes in silver, if econoare mild, but they are infallibly efficient
my and prudence made such payment
do the work which they are intended
desirable. It would seem as if alter the They without
to do,
deranging the system iifany
found
the
President
“speculators in way. Thev not only give immediate relief,
as
he
calls
had
them,
been
gold,”
jug
but the benefit derived from them is pergliug with him, and drawing out his gold manent. You can stop taking them by
to buy the new issues of bonds and then
and by and there is no danger that you
selling the bonds with a premium for will become a slave to their use. The drugother demand notes with which to prosell you something else
gist who tries toeither
cure a fresh supply of bonds, so
does not know what
that the
just as good,”
net result of issuing more than Sliy.OCO,he is talking about, or he makes more
UOO of interest-bearing bonds was an adIf you care
money on the other thing.
dition to his gold reserve of less ti an
more for his prosperity than you do for
the
take
other
$14,010,000,—a surplus likely wholly
thing. If
your own health,
have vanished at the date of this publi I
von value your health, insist on having Dr.
“
lieu—the time to exercise the legai
A free sample,
Pierce’s Picasant Pellets.
oretion of paying silver had clearly come
of from 4 to 7 doses, will be sent to any
and tho President certainly cau have no
address.
rioubt that such payment would have
A copy cf Dr. Pierce’s celebrated iooS
effectually chocked what he calls the page book, ‘‘The Common Sense Medical
“raid on his gold reserve,’’deemed by him
Adviser,” profusely illustrated, will be
so disastrous.
sent free on receipt of twenty-one (21)
Dut if the President was at liberty to
cants in one-cent stamps to cover cost
of mailing only.
'The readers of our publications are reAddress, World’s Dispensary Medquested to use Salvation Oil for any and ical Association, No, 663 Main Street,
«
It
is
sure
ill poins.
cure,
ito cents.
Buffalo, l*. V.
reserve

Founded
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C O AL !
Cargoes, Carloads

and at Retail. Elevators on B. & HI. R. R,
The best qualities of Hurd and Free Burning Coals care'
fully screened for family use.
Ocnuine LTKENS
VU.LEY
IRAAIItUiV and BORDEN MINING CO.. GEORGES
_

Wliarf.

BUY PURITY WBltiE

BREAD.

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
all the Land. Label attached to every Loaf. Presentation of 40 of said Labels at otsr office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread SCnife, FREE.

Corner PearS Si Mjlk
SOLE

MANUFACTURERS

Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER
COAE. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
of all kinds cut to order.

L R. WRIGHT GO ,,
lnari>

_TEIjE£jIIO

IHYKITV

Streets,

b'RAN'D

33-3t-a.

edt:

Hundreds of children have worms, but their ilurents doctor
nearly everything else.

Pin Worm Elixir |
>True's Remedy

eoiitr

Is the best %

£t,MILLS,

H.
fltHE Butterfield house lias been newly fitted
-»
up and under new Management is now
n© r.
opened; e egantlv furnished rooms, steam
beat, gas and use o'f bath. central location. For
Order Slate at Chandlers Masia Store 4t!i
terms inquire attbe house No. Uhl t.umber- Congress Street.
dJU>d .a"-eet
Bov go-4
I
«odt£
Soot?

PlAnO'''fX"'0-

Office, 350 Commercial Si

them for

MALTINE BREAD.

sep7

iKT .13!

TEAM
W'ood

WORMS II CHILDREN, fU

KBMT,

GOUDY

:EK,

CUMBERLAND.

made. It is likewise the best Rem- w
complaints of children, such as Fever'shness.
Sour Stomach, etc. It lias been a sk
Household remedy for 44 years. Its efficacy In suqh si
Keen equalled.
Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cts. Vt &
orm

lor all the
Jedy
.Costiveness,

Indigestion,

i troubles has

never

4

iliili°R‘ J,(F\1TR.UE CO\'

*ububn.

m'e.
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PORTLAND
—

DAILY

PRuSS

done

AND—

MAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
(in advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; §1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere v it lin the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at tl e
Daily

late of

$7

a

year.

State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; §1 for six months;
5o cents a quarter; 25 cents lor trial subscripMaine

tion of six weeks.

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

muoh to corrupt tho Amerioan
people, and It might be true, and yet he
bo entirely inexcusable for saying
it.
And what an ambassador may not say
with regard to the conspicuous servants
of the people he cannot with propriety
say with regard to their
masters, the
people themselves. If Mr. Bayard were a
novice who iiad little
experience his
lapses from propriety might be pardonable. But ho is a gray-liaired
of calm temperament, who knows

statesman

perwell what subjects are proper for
the ambassador to discuss and what to
avoid. His offence therefore is something

fectly

worse than carelessness or impropriety
even.
What lie was guilty of apparently
Advertising Rates.
was a deliberate
insult lo one half at
In Daily.Press §1.50 per square,
first
week. 75 cents per week after.
Three inser-' ^Jeast of the American people, mid while
lions or less, §1.00 per square.
Every* o^ier that may not be an impeacheable offense
Cay advertisements, one third less than these it is one of sufficient gravity for the repales.
resentatives of the people to take cognizHalf square advertisements §1.00 per week ance of.
Mr. Bayard can renounce his
first week; half price each succeeding week.
to tho United
States, and
allegiance
‘‘A Square” is a space of the width of a colthen there will be no impropriety in his
umn and one inch long.
into its people or policy as vioSpecial Xotices. on first page, one-third ad- pitching
lently as he sees fit, but as long as he reditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, §2.00 per mains one of i ts citizens and its ambas-

—
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Italian Stories, by
Constance Fenimore Woolson. Illustrated. Every lino from Miss Woolsou’s pon,
now that sho is with us no longer, is

Dorothy

cherished

and Other

in current literature.^
The present volume lias five stories in
its table of contents:
Dorothy; A Transplanted Boy; A Florentine Experiment;
A Waitress; and At tile Chateau of Coriune. The reviewer
thought he couid
absorb these little tales by reading hero
a bit and there a
bit, but ended by perusing every word of every page.
Americans living,
lingering or sojourning in Italy are here
and the
is

fascinating.

Quito

|

his trme expires.

Mayor Quincy pledges himself to use
his new power as Mayor of Boston for the
greatest good of the people. What people,
it might be pertinent to ask? Heretofore
tbe “people” whom Mr. Quincy in official
position has benefited chiefly are the
‘cold toed Democratic boys,” and
a lot of them in BostOD.

there

are

The New York World has a story to
the effect that Secretary Carlisle's report
was ready at the time of
the President’s

any self-respecting person,” said Johnwitheld
because the son.
“I said something like it,” osberved
linanoial theories of the message were not
sustained by the financial facts of the Tennyson.
Doctor Johnson looked around to see
report. The assumption is that before who it was that spoke.
it is sent to Congress it is to be revised,
“And who, pray,
“Yon?” he cried.
and that in order that the President may may you be?”
“My name is Tennyson,” replied the
know that_the revision is properly made
the report will not be sent to Congress poet.
“And a very good name itps,” said
until the President has returned from his Shakespeare.
“I am not aware that I ever heard
duck shooting
excursion and has had
the name before, ” said Doctor Johnson.
time to look it over.
“Did you make it yourself?”
“I did,” said the late laureate, proudly.
uiLv sue
uaufiufiH:,
ine
quesuoneu
But to sample the style is like atof
Mr.
Barrett’s
sincerity
impeachment tempting to analyze the flvaor of a punresolution, while they claimed that Mr. gent and aromatio fruit. Eat it and see.
Bayard’s offense did not fall within the Read Mr. Bangs’s book if you want the
refreshment of some thoroughly adroit
purview of impeachment proceedings, and
laughter-compelling literary gymwhile they said his statements were true, nastics.
York:
&
(New
Harper
not one of them was willing to go on reo- Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Price
¥1.25.
Harmon.)
ord as defending the propriety of an

message,,but

*

jolly and highly amusing and the pictures are capital in their way. The manof today are exner in which the fads
ploited in the society of the lights of the
past is really quite inimitable.
“It seems to me,” said Shakespeare
wearily, one afternoon at the olub, “that
this business of being immortal is pretty
he’d
dull. Didn’t somebody once say
rather ride fifty years on a trolly in Eur-,
a
in
than
on
bicyole
Cathay?”
ope
I never heard any such remark by

dips beyond

unless Our Pianos

was

American

ambassador making
such a
Aftermath. Part Second of A KenMr. Bayard is alleged to have
made. Perhaps one reason was that Bay- tucky Cardinal, by James Lane Allen,
ard is a little too devoted a worshipper of author of The Blue Grass Region of Kenthe President to mako'him persona grata tucky, eto. No one who has had the
to the majority of the Democratic mem- earlier delight of reading The Kentucky
The
liers of the House; but another and more Cardinal can pass by its sequel.
It
conclusive one was
that no intelligent work has a quality hard to define.
hardeals with human nature in subtle
defense could be made for him.
mony with or contrast to nature as we
In the first place the subjects them- talk of her when we mean
sky and field
selves in connection with which
and growing herbs, more esBayard and wood
in
hands
this
author’s
the garmade the remarks complained of were pecially
den and the wild birds, the flying oreatsubjects that an ambassador ought from ures half tamed by living near
us in
our
their very nature to avoid in a
Georgiana herself is a
public country homes.
soul
that
shrinks
at
the
address. Disputed questions of publio
thought of
policy are matters that an ambassador capture.
This little study is
as
delioate and
representing bis country at a foreign beautiful as can
be.
It has a wistful
court ought to let severely
alone, not note from heginniug to end. Yet this is
merely because it is tho only Bafe and relieved by a sense of humor clear cut and
proper thing to do, but because his in- delightfully sympathetic. If pathos lias
its way at the very close the lips have
structions require him to do it. When he
been touohed by smiles all the way along,
is at home in a private capacity, or even and even in the
ending the author makes
feel the naturalness and sweetness of
in an official capacity, ho may
you
appear as
it
all
the advocate of a certain internal
policy
For delicioous and happy absurdity we
or tho attorney of
a certain
party, but commend the recital of the
carpenter’s
when he goes abroad as the official
repre- raccoon, who descending the chimney,
seutative of this government, ho has no decked with soot and straw, makes his
Walter's
Mr.
business to parade himself as such advo- way to
immaculatoly
there to dig even into the
snowy
cate or such attorney.
He is then the feathersbed,
beneath the ticking.
What aprepresentative of tho whole people, for pearance lie presents upon the housekeeptho transaction of certain business be- er’s return can ony be adequately learned
tween the country he represents and the from the story itself. (New York: Harper &> Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short
country to whioh he is accredited, and & Haromn. Price $1.00.
for the time being he ought to cease to
discuss the internal policy of his
To our customers:

speech

as

country,

'i'he fact that what he says may be true
W no defense.
It concerns a subject that
ho is forbidden by his position to aiosuss.
We might say that the
administration

If you sutler from a
us a 50 cent bottle of

cough buy of
DR. BALL’S
HUS
TEN A Cough anil Lung syrup and If
your
cough is curable, we will guarantee to cure
or refund the money.
a baij cougb
For
you
which sent him abroad was made up of
or
(bo throat, lung
cold,
tickling in
men of small ealibre,
and it might bo
troubles, asthma or for children in croup
true, but that would bo no defense for and
cougb Hustena has no equal. 25 size,
saying it. He might say that the mem 40 doses, put up in three cornered bottles,
hers of the administration were hot head- 50c size, 125 doses, in panelled bottles. Try
ed and at times violent, and it might he it. Cut this out for referenre.
H. II. Hay & Son,
not constitute a C. H. Guppy & Co.,
true, but that would
Himmouds & Hammond,
J. H. Hamel,
fur
sufficient
defense
telling Clinton Gilson,
K. K. Gueuttiner.
Ho
about it.
Englishmen
might
Sold by leading dealers.
nov21
gay that the policy they represented had
TuTh&stf

Equal
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I Construction Right!
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Other Investment
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DRAINAGE,
5
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AND

Cent.

Bonds,

Interest

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

Bangor and Aroostook BallCompany.

Mortgage 5 per cent Gold
JJUK J AN. 1, 1943.
payable January

and

Bonds

terms.
Interest allowed

on

Tima

foksaXe B¥
HUTSON R. SAUNRERS,
Investment Securities,

1-3
fcd28

FxchaiVoe

Street

.Portland, 51
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Commission

31 Exchange

ctiy

ti'AZt

Tickets
50
cents.
Reserve
ieats 75 cents at Williamson's
Urns Store Congress and Free
streets.
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Agency,

sible and avoid the

Brokers,

Street,

Portland,
Me.
eodiyr
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the
benefit of Home for
Destitute and Friendless Boys.

Direct wires to New York and Chicago.
tN. Y OFFICE:
No. 63 Broadway.
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Matiuees Wednesday

POPULAR PRICES—Evening, 10, 15 and
Matinee, 10 cents to all parts of the
Saturday matinee, Children, 5 ceuts.

EX II 1 R mo A
—-OF

)iis,Waier Colors,Black and White sketches
■--

BY

.—in

1135 ANNA N. F. KING,
(OF

BRUNSWICK,)

it the building of the Portlaud
of Art, Peering Place,

ruesday, Wednesday

and

Society

Thursday,

DEC, lOtli, 11th an.l 13th,
rom 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. Admission free.

,

atf

FLORIDA

i

C

PISTOL,

Comic

Opera,
by Leroy L. Higiil.

This Opera will be produced bv Amateurs, at
totzschmar Hall, Dee. 27th and 28th, forlie benefit of the children’s Warn, Maine Genial Hospital.
deel2d3t

—AND THE-

ATLANTA FAIR.

niYDF

R.H. KNIGHT H. M. PAYSON & CO,
Congress opposite Chestnut.

Exchange Street.

Saturday at 2.30.

louse.

DUE 1012.

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine, 4’s.

Sts., Portland-

week commencing MONDAY, DEC. 9, the
hottest show of the season.

: !5 cents.

&

dtf

EATER.’

C. McCone, Prop.

MAINE ■

Exchange Sts.

18.

[he Manhattan Burlesque and
J >tar Specialty Co.

INVESTMENTS. CEO. F. i

11yJ.7

HALL, Wednesday
Evening Dec.
Entertainment
class of selected

Every evening at 8.

-FOK SA LE BY-

decl0u2w

!iTY

by
pupils of
Mrs. A, W. Lowell, including Grecian
Searf Dance.
Tickets 50cts., for sale at Center & McDow
IPs, Cressey, Jones & Allen’s, at door and by
ligh School Scholars.
decl2dlw

MOULTON, CONSOL.
4’s,
BANTE13R.S.

408

SCHOOL

i For

Boston.

FL.

hurry.

HIGH

Little Samaritan Association.

( )ne

City Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
Just received from the importers
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
GERMAN and VENETIAN PHOTOS,
of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
AQUARECLE GRAVURES. City
NEW ENGRAVINGS,
of Braddock, Pern, 41-2's and 5’s.
Borough
WATER COLORS and ETCHINGS,
OLD IVORV STATUARY, &c„ &c..
Portland Water Company, 4’s and 5's.
My stock of unframeu pictures and new and
exclusive mouldings to frame them in is more Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
complete than ever before.
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.
Bring your orders tor framing as carlo us pos-

Horace Andehhon.

thos: j:

dtf

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO
Insurance

Stock

Street,

CITY OF BELFAST, MAINE, PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

uov26

BANKERS.
octl4

dti

Fire

Stale

$100,000

Cor. Middle and

auspices of

30SW0RTH POST NO. 2, G. A. I

LEEDS AND FARMINGTON

Payable January and DATfcD NOVEMBER 1, 1SD5.
July 1.
We

SWAN & BARRETT,

Deposits,

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this
bank

—

under tlie

margin ot

-BY THE

WOODBURY

HALL,

MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 16, 1895,

rurarable

STEPHEN R. SI^ALL, PresidoT..
July.
MARSHALL fl. GODIN j, Cash's,
track.
jin*

to iltj.000 per mile single
I would call special attentior to these
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
I am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspou
deuce and personal interview invited.

51

on

CITY

HAIGHT& FREESE,

stock.

recommend these bonds for Trust Funds

Current Account, race.ved

Will deliver his new illustrated
lecture at

AND

large

10-30 4 Per Gant Bonds.

These bonds .are issued by the Hanitary District of Chicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
of a popular vote of the electors within its
limits, which Include practically the entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.

75c. $1.00; Sat. Mati25?, 50c, 75c. Sale at Stockbridge’s, Monlay morning, Dec. 9tU, at 8 o’clock: numbers
,t 7 o’clock. Half fare on M. C. and G. T. R'y
,nd on P.& R. to>matmee;late trains on Grand
?runfc Saturday Night.
SPECIAL NOTICE—I take pleasure In asurinsr the public that "The fatal Card” is the
nost stupendous production that will be seen in
’ortland this season. The play, east and nroluction is identical with that seen at Palmer’s,
1. Y., and the Boston Museum.
decGutd*
E. C. SllTCHELL.

RR. EDWARD C. SWETT

_

SURPLUS

>

lee.

Grain

nov23

Due July 1, 1901.

boston
..

FOR

NEW LOAN.

FOR SALK BY

road

too

our

FINANCIAL.

GHICAGO

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITA!.

cash,

or on a

L

%%

Cut.

Co..
Clothing
S-fcT

FINANCIAL,

-OF-

Circular Mailed to any address upon

a

Bonds,
Provisions,

1

gT

I

PICTURESQUE MET#

Miaaie

250

Casco National Bank

—

BA.3XTK33HS,

Standard

1

Opportunity.

sold for
per cent.

I

a

Months
Kun at the

As presented 250 Nights in New York City.

|

Daring Every Day Up to January 1st,

,,ecll<!4S

Regular

application

Cotton,

Direct from
Three

PRICES—Night: 50e,

Issued gratis and
MAILED FREE.

Stocks,
3 to

MARKED-DOWN.
As

Sale

lowest prices for a series of 10 to
30 years
of Stocks, Bonds, Grain and Cotton,
and
al9o the methods ot buying and selling on

margin.

j

Management of Charles Frohraan.
}
Vitli its Massive Scenery, Thrilling and
tealistic Effects, Magnificent. Original Cast

chases.

bought and

shall hold SPECIAL SALES, to reduce

195 Middle St P. 0. Box 1108.

Offerings Submitted,

■

Write or call for our
“400-page Manual,”
illustrated with Railroad Maps, giving complete information ot all Railroads and
Industrial Properties, including highest and

>

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Securities-

Limited

to Unload.

Jjk

Cr

Present low prices and an abundant supply of unemployed money are powerful
forces at work in the market to raise It to
a higher level.
blocks, bonds and wheat bought at current prices will return good profits in
the
near future.
Conservative operators realize that the
present Stock and Wheat markets, after a
ten per cent, reaction, afford a favorable
opportunity for making judicious pur-

IMPORTANT SALE OF FAUNTLEROY SUITS FOR ROYS
37, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50 and 5.00. These prices
represent our $4.00, 5 00, 6.50 and 8.00 Suits.

Sts., Albany,

Municipal, Railroad,

THE
CARD.

Ten Share Lots and Upwards.
DETERMINING THE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FIRM WITH
WHICH YOU DEAL IS AS IMPORTANT
AS SELECTING THE RIGHT STOCKS.

*I'3ES3S

—

-of_

even-

declOdtd.

the

Dec. 32.

A STUPENDOUS PRODUCTION]

WELL BOUGHT-UALF SOLD.

STREET,

DEALERS IN

and

FINANCIAL.
..1-----

Grasp

Thursday,

r

“The Best Melodrama Seen in Boston for
the Past Ten Years.”...(.Boston Herald.

Christmas

—.

7—SPECIAL-Nights and Sat. Matinee, Commencing

I

FAIR

all sizes, $8.75 and 9.75.
$15.00 and 18.00 grades down to 13.50.
$20.00 kinds reduced to 15.00 and 16.50.
$25.00 and 28.00 grades are offered at 19.50. Sizes 34 to 50,
All new, latest styles, perfect fitting, most desirable OverCOiltS*

NEW YORK.

Interest

Compelled

Same

BANKERS,
29

Direction Elliott C. Mitchell.

AND

Supper at 6,

4 to 8 years. $2

uov2i

&

ST.

IN THE VESTRY,
Thursday Afternoon & Eve’g, Dec. 12.

85

of Trade.

& GO,,

LAWRENCE

Annual

j
EXTRAORDINARY EVENT.

1

New York Produce
and Chicago Board

SPENCER TRASK

C!I1 H*Ll Theatre.

The spicey Operetta entitled “Peppery Pa”
vvill be given each evening, with other attractions. Adults 25 cents. Children under 14
years
15 cents. Afternoons free.
decl0d3t*

Boston.

St.,

°.u Sale at Box Office.
PRICES—Evenings, 15,
25, 35 and oOc. Matinee, best seats,25c.

|

be given lii the

..

LIVING PICTURES.
SeatsNow

1
1

ENTERTAINMENT.

INSTRUMENTS.

More Clothing Than We Want,

Necessity.

Cotton

Invited.
CorrespondencedTu,Thurs,Sat,3mo

Alliance

*

ings, Dec. 11th and 12th,

purchased from our Boston store during this sale, will be delivered free at any railroad station in New England.

We

Members

...Chimes of Normandy
.Fatlnitza
.Iolauthe
••Pirates of Penzance
•>
Saturday
Ollivetto
GRAND SERIES OF

;;
TRuf/day
Fiiday

course of

Wednesday and Thursday afternoons

Equalled by Any Manufacturer.

Tremont

200

'*

Juesday

Wednesday,

Rev. Minot S. Savage. Rev, Thomas Van
>.ess.Miss Margaret B.Barnard and Mr. Charleton E. Black. The fifth leciure announced
later. The series will open with a lecture by
Rev. Minot J. Savage on “Lowell a«d. the Bigelow Papers,” Monday, Dec. 16, as 8p. m.
Course tickets five for SI. Single tickets 35
cents. Tickets for sale by Mr. Albion Keith at
Merrill’s Jeweley Store, Mr. Erving McLellan
with Stevens & Jones, Foss’s Drug Store, and
at the door.
declOdlw

ENGWNANO CO.

NEW

i

—

FIRST PARISH CHURCH

A Sale el Fine Kersey Overcoats.

York

a

Artists—40

REPERTOIRE

Monday Evening.,.Billee Taylor

LECTURES
to

$12,00 qualities,

New

40—Recognized

STIiPHOS

Grain.

First

FIVE

ST.

GRADE

Exchange.

severe

Announces

1

GO.
—

H

I

OPERA

Tickets, including reserved seats, SI.00
Now ou sale at Stockbiidge’a Music Store.

The Unitarian Women’s

g

and Saturday.

GILBERT

McKENNEY,

—

Stocks.

—

respect ?

World to the New Hotel
turers in the world, must sell

Exchange.

Members

Thursday, Friday

Soprano,

(Ada Cary.)
First Contralto,
MRS. C. M. RAYMOND,
(Annie Louise Cary,) Second Contralto,
MISS GERALDINE MORGAN,
Violinist, of Lew York,
MR. HARVEY MURRAY,
Accompanist,

Largest Piano Warerooms in the
Syndicate, we, the Largest Piano Manufac-

Cotton.

State

Second

WEEK,
Monday, Dec. 18th.

MATINEES

MISS CLEMENTINE VARNEY,

Terms Made Right!!!

PRISES ALL
York

Commencing

SOPRANO, Assisted by

the

our lease of

co.,

New

OKE

—

by

Broadway,

Members

TO BE OIVEN BY

E. LOTHKOP, Prop.

G.

Sally Frothingham Akers,

The Larges! Plano Manufacturer in the World.
I0ST STYLES, GREATEST VARIETY AND GRANDEST ASS0R1ENT.
IN AEL DESIRABLE WOODS. UNEQUALLED VALUE FOR THE 1DNEY.

New York.

27

to any in every

Portland Theatre, I

CONCERT

•

_dec 12 (1 lv/*

Price, McCormick
72

—

We rent the most Pianos in every town of
importance from IVIaine to California. Do you think we could
do it without the BEST and greatest variety of Styles, and

so

&

GRAND

We sell the most Pianos.

Your Liver

the Associated Shades, by John Kendrick
Peter Newell.
Illustrated by
Bangs.
Readers of Harper’s Weekly have enjoyed
this skit and will like to have it in permanent form, for the sketch is droll and

AMUSEMENTS.

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 18th,

MRS. FRANK

I

PRESS.

the present Senator’s father, served in
the Senate eighteen years, and his son
will have served oighteen years also when

AMUSEMENTS.

INVESTIGATE THE PRODUCTION OF THE MODERN UPTO-DATE MANUFACTURER.

as

is the study of character which
tho surface in psychologic introspection. Particularly interesting is
the phenomena of a man’s telling a woman that he
believes her to bo in lovo
with him. After that look out for clouds,
which liowover finally scatter to let love’s
sunshine through.
Concerning Americans abroad, the author says,
“Americans who have stayed in this
way for
twenty years or more are heard remarking
Three insertions or less, sador a decent regard for the proprieties in solemn
square each week.
In
case
I
die
over hove
tones,
$3.50 per square.
of his position ought to
restrain him I am to bo taken home to my own counReading Xotices in nonpanel type and from describing thorn in language that try for burial; nothing less could content
This post-mortem patriotism probclassed w ith other paid notices, 15 cents per reduces them to the level of a mob or a me.
ably soothes the conscience.”
line each insertion.
(New
of thieves.
York: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
gang
Pure Reading Xotices in reading matter type,
Short & Harmon.
Price
Loring,
$1.05,
25 cents per line each insertion.
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverA Bad Lot. A novel by Mrs. Lovett
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
Some Unconventional People, by Mrs. Cameron, author of In a Grass Country,
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed adver- J.
Gladwyn Jebb, author of A Strange etc., was a p pular novel in its more pertisements under these headlines, and all adverCareer. With the unreasoning prejudice manent binding and is now issued in
isements
not paidj lin advance, twill be
to which even book reviewers are prone, paper. It details with a good deal of
barged at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—§1.00 per square we oonfess to taking up the
bock, A spirit and reality the varied experiences
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for Strange Career, last season with a dislike i of a young girl in London whose love
each subsequent insertion.
to the name of its hero, “J. Gladwyn affairs were certainly far from smooth
Address all communications relating to sub
Jebb.” So trivial was this state of feeL- ana easy of progress. The story is comperiptions and advertisements to Portland
manufacthat we gave rather more time to the pletely and rather patently
ing
Publishing Co., 97
Exchange Street,
tued, but if sensational it also lias good
volume than we should ordinarily do. It
points. “Granny” was endowod with
Portland, Me.
proved to be a somewhat sensational, cer- shrewd common sense, though she won
New York Office:
on
whole
a
strikdeservedly tho reputation of an old harbut
the
tainly strange,
No. G6 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
ridan, whose moral
Byron Andrew’s, Manager.
ing and entertaining account of a career hardly of tiie keenest. perceptions were
The girls are
very far removed from the common place. wide-awake and natural, and if various
a
first book, antique stage propjrties pertaining to
And now there follows
the love story par excellence could have
anart from that biography, by Mrs. Jebb.
been
with, A Bad Lot would
A dozen short stories compose its text. have dispensed
been a very good lot,
(Philadelwhich
show
marked
are
stories
They
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 12.
J. B. Lippincott Company; Portphia:
individuality and talent. They are not and: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Price
refined but they are clever and orig- 50 cents.
The Republican party of Delaware will very
inal.
Mexico, Cuba and Hayti supply
suffer no serious detriment from the ex- the locale for these vivacious tales into
which creep not a little shrewd wit and
pulsion of Gasman Addicts from it.
An Inciknowledge of human nature.
The prompt confirmation of Rufus W. dent of Lorgales is as good as Bret Harto.
a
I* out of orA
witli
of
Servant
Price,
telling dash
Peckham to be justice of the United
illustrates how near service and bloodder if you
States Supreme Court shows him to be shed abide in the hearts of the untrained
have bitter
a thoroughly fit and competent person for
Spa nish lower olass. Concerning a Mine
is followed by an exquisite
taste, offenidyl anent
that exalted position.
a little waif, “Poppy,” and “Hannibal,”
sive breath,
of Guadeloupe
“The Ways
i The Britisli Home Secretary appears to her dog.
sick headache,
the unmoral with a guilelessness
have consented to reopen the May brick presents
slight fever,
void of offence;
while the remaining
case and allow her friends to be heard.
numbers are A Dangerous Wooing, Mrs.
weight or fullThis gives them great hope that they Trent’s Concession, Simpson’s Salvation,
ness in the
of
Mr.
AfPocket Judas, The Undoing
stomach,
may secure her release, or at least the reor
If
First
Don’t
and
nausea.
at
You
Hood’s
Wilkins,
heartburn,
Pills rouse
Agree
duction of her sentence to a term of years. A
Legal Light of Hayti. (Boston; Rob- the liver, cure biliousness, restore proper
erts Brothers; Portland; Loring, Short
digestion, expel accumulated impurities,
cure constipation. 25 cents.
The country has got so used to having
&Harmon. Price 11.00.
Prepared only
by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Masa.
a Cameron in the
United States Senate
that when he drops out that body will
A House-Boat on the Styx
Being
FINANCIAL,
Simon Cameron, some acccount of the Divers Doings of
seem like a new one.

THE

|

portrayed;

much

MISCELLANEOUS.

I Whose Piano Are You Going to Buy?

justly so, for she was one of our most satisfactory novelists and is greatly missed

atmosphere

j

KOTZSCH9VSAR HALL j

readers; and

by discriminating

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

lienees.

ILilliL
IMP

Call

or

CHEAPEST
ami
BEST
ROUTE, including all exprices ana family il-

semi for

lustrated advertising.
J. A. Flanders, F. Agt., T. (.1. Peer, T. ]\I,
201 Waslt’nSt., Boston, 5 Bowling Green. N.Y.
oct3
TS&T4 mo

WOOD

MASTERS
TIRIACL
and

I Largest and tiiiest stock.
est Prices.

Low-

AL LE

N,dtt

W.
oct5

A.

boot of Treble Street,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Gilbert

A STRANGE CASE

Opera Company,

The Gilbert Comio Opera Company
will open a week’s engagement, at popular prices, in this city at the Portland

theatre,

Monday next, Dec. 18.

on

The

says: “The Gilbert
Opera
Company is composed of some of the
best operatic artists to bo had in
the
country, head6d by that popular comedian James Gilbert.
Among the princiFlorence Gilbert,
pal ones are: Miss
manager

Miss Ethel Balch, Miss Marie Zahu, Miss
Katherine Power, Harry Nelson, James
Callahan, Frank Kanney, Frank Edwards, Albert Conolie, andfHubert Dodd.
Their repertoire includes F’atinitza, Bill
Taylor, Chimes of Normandy,
Mikado,
Olivette, Mascot, lolanthe,
Patience,
Pinafore, Pirates of Penzance, and the
Bohemian Girl. At every performance
will be
shown a grand scenic of Living
Pictures. This scenifc of pictures is said
be the finest ever carried on the
The frame is a massive gold one,
larger than the one used at Keith

road.
foot

to

a

thea-

Monday night the Gilbert Opera
Company will open thoir engagement in

tre.

Li tigatiou Over

a

Note Found Among

George W. H ooper, a brother of the defendent, testified to the talk he had with
Mr. Cressey when he told him that his
brothor was owing him a small balance

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
—-

an old note.
No cross-examination.
Mr.
Matnews then read an abstract
from a letter written by Mr. Cressey to
Mr. Morton, and dated “Gorham, Me.,
28, 1888,” in which he spoke of
Did Julia K. Cressey Make a Note and Sign January
having considerable money to invest, and
the Name of Orrlu R. Hooper ?
said that he had not been able to be about
for more than two months.
In the Superior Court yesterday oefore
Mr
Mathews in his closing argument
Judge Bonney, there was rather an inter- devoted much of his time to tho testiMr. Morton,
esting oase, thut of Frederick Robie, exe- mony given by Mr. Neal andMr.
and olaimed
that in 18s8
Hoopers’
cutor
of the will of John R. Cressey,
were such that he had no
circumstances
Orrin
R.
against
Hooper of Berwick, on need to borrow money. He made a close
a proinisory
note
for $203.10, dated No- and logical review of tho evidence in the
case.
vember
14, 1888, and found among the
Mr. Waterman in his argument defendof
Mr.
after
his
death
papers
Cressey
oy ed the memory of Mr. Cressey from tho
Gov. Bobie,
who demanded payment oharge of forgery, and said that the record
which Mr. Hooper refused to make ana of his long business life was a sufficient
His review of
a Maim.
to such
answer
a suit was then brought
John A. Water- the evidence was
sharp and effective.
man appeared for Gov. Robie, and Wilthe
jury very
Judge Bouney charged
liam S. Mathews of the firm of f'Mgorly briefly, the question being one of fact entirely.
& Mathews, of Great Falls, N. H., for
The jury returned a verdict for the deMr. Hooper.
The defence was that the
feudont._
signature is a forgery.
WEDDINGS.
Gov. Robie did not appear in court but
the finding of the note among the papers
of Mr. Cressey was admitted, and Mr.
Adie—Cole.
Waterman called William K. Neal to the
The marriage of Miss Annie

Sent
to

The Fatal Card.

Tlio Bangor Commercial says:
“A large audience witnessed the first
performance oi that thrilling melodrama,
‘The F'atal Card,’ in the Opera House
on
The piooe was
Monday evening.
splendidly put on in every,detail and by
people who understood their business in
every part. The play tells of tile adven
tures of two men whose life interests are
strangely intermixed. The breadth of
aotion extends dear from the base of the
Rooky Mountains in the United States
t.hn valine of thn Thames end

If,

London

and th^stage sittings are effective
in the extreme. In many places the acting is very strong, Miss Busby’s work
in the difficult second scene of 5 the fourth
act calling forth loud applause from the
audience. Mr. Alison, Mr. MoKae and
Miss Busby were called before the curtain
at the olose of this scene.
Not one of
the parts was badly handled, several of
them, especially that of Harry Burgess,
by Mr. MoKae, was worthy of extended
commendation.
His
companion, Miss
Wood Miss Uairolles as Mercedes and
Miss Kothe as the sentimental and dangerous Auut Penolope, were marks for
the distinguished favor of the audience.”
The play ran three months to orowded
houses at the Boston Museum aud was
presented by tho same company as the
one that will appear here and
the same

City,

effects.

the two signatures. Mr. Waterman made
his case praeticaliy one of expert testimony and the general business and personal
reputation of Mr. Cressey and having
shown where and under what oircumstauses the note was found, rested the oase.
Mr. Mathews in his opening argument,
outlined a very interesting theory. He
Mr. Hooper did hire
said that in 1865
flaO of Mr. Cressey, they both being residents at .the time of Somersworth, N. H.,
and that when Mr. Hooper called on Mr.
Cressey to make a payment of *100, Mr.

Cressey couldn’t find the note among his
in some way misplaoed
papers, having
it, but earn: “That will make no difference, you can pay me *100 and I’ll give
a
you
receipt for the amount.” The
money was paid and the receipt given,
stating that it was in part payment of the
note.
Later on Mr.
Hooper paid *50 and
took a second receipt and on the same
piece of paper, the interest or all of the
interest was not paid at the time. Some

potted plants

crysanthamums.

Kotzschmar Piano

School.

On Tuesday evening a group of pupils
and friends
gathered in Mrs. Kotzsohmar’s pleasant parlors, Walker street, to
listen
to a pitino recital by Miss Mary
Liscomb, which was so excellent in execution that it gave pleasure to all present, aud called forth hearty commendation from critical sources. Miss Lilscomb,
who is but IS years of ^ge, has always
studied with Mrs. Kotzschmar.
She has
h d but one,year of clavier practice and
has usually devoted but an hour a day
to study,yet last evening she gave correctly and with much expression the following Droerramme. memorized at the cluvier:
v

Prelude,

Bach

Weber

Polacca Brillante,

the testimony of others and the comparison of papers.
Mr. Mathews discussed
the question: “How did Mr.Cressey come
to make this note bearing the signature
of Mr. Hooper if he did make it?” He
said that
in his opinion Mr. Cressey
found

the old *150 note many years after
it was
lost, and of course long after it
was outlawed, and that he figured up the
interest and having forgotten all about
the

sn

ha

was

lad

tin

matu

fVio rmtn .nLinh

was never
presented to Mr. Hooper for
payment during Mr. Cressey’s lifetime.

Mr.

Mathews

said

that the note dated
September 9, 1865, with interest compounded, would he two cents mote than
the note of 1888, or $203.12 cents on No-

Prelude,
|
*
Valse,
|
Chopin
Nocturne,
|
Schubert-Liszt
Hark, Hark, the Lark,
Kotzschmar
Barcarolle,
vember 1,
1888. It seemed to him that
(Dedicated to Miss Lisconib.)
*
2nd Mazurka,
Godard this was in itself a remarkable circumMr. Kotzsckmar's “Barcarolle” which slance showing that Mr.Cressey did make
will he published later, was a beautiful
the second note himself, and did affix to
Au encore resulted in the

composition.

Paderewski “Minuet,” linaly
rendered.
Furit punoh and cakes were served by
the young
ladies attending the recital
and congratulations
were
extended to
Mrs. Kotzschmar and to Miss Lisconib.
Lieut

Peary.
entertainment

The next

bridge
Peary,
Last

in the Stockwill bo a lecture by Lieut.
December 2Sth; subject, “Peary’s

oourse

Expedition.”

Stockbridgt Course.
for tlio Stockbridge course
areas follows;
Peary, Decumbev 28th ;
Kellar, January 14th; Ondrieke, JanMiss
uary 29th;
Jerry, February 5th KenTre

dates

it the name of Mr. Hooper.
\V. H. Morton of Salmon Falls,N. H.,
first witness
was the
called by Mr.
Mathews, and qualified as an expert in

handwriting. He said he was personally
familiar with the signature of Mr. Cressoy, but'not’with that of Mr. Hooper, although both had been depositors of the
bank with which he is connected. Mr. Uressey was in the habit of making close collections and was in the habit’of leaving
notes' with the bank of which the witness
was cashier. Mr. Mathews had made the
point that Mr. Hooper’s style of writing

February 10th; Talmagf, February changed greatly between 1865 and 1888,
19th; Hauovarian Band, hebruary 26th:
and that the signature on the note of
graud opera,about March 15; Itoyal Hand
Bell Ringers, March 25th ; Watkins Mills, 1888 is
substantially like his signature
April 8th.
iu 1865. Mr. Morton took a recent sigPis! ol.
nau,

Right’s

comic ope-

rijwill bejbrought

outfor the benefit of the
children’s ward, Maine General Hospital,
December 27tli and 28th. These performances will draw the best known people in
the plan of seats has been
the city, and
Williams’s drugstore, corner of
loft at
Freo and Congress streets, so that everyone
who desires oan got their choice of
seats if they
apply at once. The little
opera is highly spoken of by;all who have
heard it.
Notes,
Our Home Opera Co.
will coiumenop
rehearsals of H. M. jj. Pinafore at Bosworth Post, G. A. R., Free street this
evening at 8 o’clock. Members are kindly requested to be on hand promptly.
Tickets for the Cnrv-Akers concert will
be on sale this morning.”

of

Mr.

Hooper

the standard ol
comparison ana said that iu his opinion
the signature attached to the note of 1888
was not written by Mr. Hooper.
Mrs. Myra G. Hooper, wife of the de
nature

“Pistol,” Mr. Leroy L.

as

fendent, was the next witness and testified to the date when they returned from
(o
Manchester
Somersworth, and of the
A
change in Mr. Hooper’s writing.
sharp, clearly defined style changed to a
round and rapid hand. She had charge
of the receipts Mr. Cressey gave her husband. Judge Bonney tried hard to make
the witness understand that sho was to
she personally knew of the
state what
business affairs of her husbanl, not what
he told her about his business, but she replied: “I know my husband told mo .just
as it was.”

“Pure and Sure.”

Cfeveands
Bakins Powpek,

“Absolutely the best and most
desirable baking powder manufactured.”
Gen. S. H. Hurst, laie Ohio Food Commissioner.

pfjggg

$40,00 Electric Seal Capes
to be sold for $29.00.

Packard, Mrs. Peter Feeney, Miss Fannie "Cobb, Miss Winnifrod Milliken, Miss
Lillian
Crabtree and Mrs. Frank Gftllisou assisted.
Mr. and Mrs. Adie will bo at home after January 1 at 7 Roberts street32i£j

absurd street repeat yesterday that the steamer Portland was in
trouble. As a matter of faot she was at
her wharf in Boston.
The captains of
that line are not given to taking chanThere was

an

oes.

J.W. Trefethen reported the arrival yesterday of the following fishermen with

AN OPENING

cod and haddook: h’redonia, of Gloucester, with 40,000 pounds; the Uncle Joe,
with 10,000; the Emma Jane,
with 6000
the Cora E. Smith, with 6000
the Robert and Carr, with 6000
the Moses B. Linscott, with 6000
and the Amy Wiokson, with 6000
The fishermen complained of
the bitter cold.
There was a very heavy sea outside yes-

gest that it would be well for the captains
to look to them.
An attempt to coal the
Laureutian was given up, it having been
found impossible to keep lighters alongside.

City

AND DISPLAY
of

You know

upon the sewer assessments estimated and assessed by the order of the
Mayor and Aldermen, passed December
iruunmi ,11

tuts V.iiy or

we

surely

is

not so to-

always pleased

are

goods, and we
much of suggestion

mix with

our

the

advice

or

as

all

the

fabrics that

all.

kinds

we

others—you may bp
thing or good thing in
in

and

have.

a

of

few

not

\

evening
the

t

This the favorite fabric of the

Satins

and

was never so

Department

largely

used

Broaade satin in white

as

this

Worth,

season.

i

delicate

all

and

{|

qualities,

Maison

1

2

shades.
White

said order and assessments made therein
on
December 3d, sevon days before the
heaving, and that no person appearing to
be heard and no objection being made to
any of said assessments, the Mayor and
Aldermen do hereby confirm all of said
assessments and adjudge that no one of
them shall be increased or diminished.

ground

silks

and stripes.
A choice line of

with

Dresden

figures

light figured Taffetas

j

for

waists.
Plain China and

Surah

In the Lace

Fabrics

In this city. Dec. II, by Rev. Dr. Blanchard.
William B. Ailie and Miss Aume R. Cole, belli
of Portland.

in Old Orchard. Dec 10, by Rev. W. Canliam
Georgec h. Merrill ami Mrs. Sarah E. Mack
both of Scarboro.
In Hollis, adjust. Hill Gordon, of Dayton,
and Miss Emma A. Warren of Hollis.
In Springvale, Nov. 26, Josopb Valliro, oi
Sanford and Rosanna I.avesque of Springvale
* 111
Springvale, Nov. 23, Fred B. Ricker ami
Olive Pillsuury. botU of Shapleigh.
ill Sanford, Nov. 27, Daniel C. Littlefield of
Alfred and Sadie F. Moulton of Sanford.
In Sanford, Nov. 27. Wm. H. Whitcomb and
Ellen E»Carpenter, both of Sanford.
In Sanford, Dec. 2, Lindsay H. Downs and
Elvina F. Wheeler, both of Sanford.
in Thomastou, Dec. 5. Eugene vv. Goss of
Auburn and Miss Sarah A, Wilson Of Thomas-

Department

for

have able allies in the

Com-

gauzes and crepes, which
used W combination.

bin-

chiffons, tulles,
are now so

i

of

\

A
visit to
these facts.

our

store

will convince

you

a

STEVENS & JONES CO. bSA^S.s.

j

Immediate

ent
One of the best and most
seven rooms, modern plumbhouses,
—-«-■
ing, new this year, sold at a bargain
balls,
magnetic toys and lots of
Terms easy
if
taken immediately.
others.
enough for anybody. Call at
——

—

muslins.

the

we

have

Spangled phiffon—22
Spangled Brussels Nets

lYient

cashmere—27 Inches wide,

atioh.

Mouselline-de-soie, embroidered in tinsel
and Persian effects—22 inches wide—used for
fancy bodices.
Spangled Bands, Fancy Trimming Laces,
Real Pointe, Duchesse and Applique Laces

DEATHS.

—$1.75

to

ers.

gold,

silver

and

$25.00 per yard.

In Bath, Dec, 7, Mrs, Margaret Judge, aged

47 years.
in
Dec. 1. Mrs. Josie Wilson, formerly
of Biddeford.
In Saco, Lee. S, Mrs. Melinda J. Hanson,aged
63 years.
In Biddeford, Dec. 7, Sirs. Ida M. Walker,
aged 35 years.
In Biddeford, Dec. 7, Janies M. Hurd, aged
73 vears.
in Wells, Dac. 4, Mrs. Isabelle West, aged
1)6 -.ears.
In old orblmrd. Dec. 3, Mrs. Lizzie A. Hichams, aged 54 years.
In Bath. Dec. 4, Elweli A. Dikiuson, aged 28

l.yiin,

NEXT FRIDY—You will

Under
gas

We have a dark room where may be
observed the effect of any evening fabrics under

light.

gas

light.
Our large corner window
goods. It merits attention.

EASTMAN

see

er

BROS.

no

in

on

Very busy—excuse

&

haste

SANTA

t

CLAUS,

aocident occurs

LARRABEE’S

is trimmed with the
I shall be

with you that day

on

my train.
Come and see me and tell me
how much
you appreciate the
pretty things I have brought for

before and a]
Foisale

vssm.

v.

The great remedy for nervous nrostratlon and all nervous diseases t
the generative organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostrat ion. Pal
ing or Lost Manhood, Impotenev Nightly Emissions, Youthful Error
Mental Worry, excessive uao of Tobacco or Opium, which lend to Co
sumption and insanity. With everv $5 order we give a written gua

jg&aarssSftft

liy I.audflra & Ribbisa. 17 Monument

Sauare, Portland,

Me.

ooto

tu.tli&Slu

Zeutrope,
Climbing monkey,
Ark, surprise box, transparent slate, trombone, uornet
harmonica, music box, hand organ,
swimming frog, hair horse, modoiling set.briokmaking set, books,

lf.
*;
i'“

blacksmith
set, Panel

bridge-making
making set, games,

set,

i
)

151 Federal

St.,

Dear

Pearl St,

WATCH OCR WINDOW DISPLAY.
dtf
declZ

All Solid Gold.
Any size, weight
stylo, in 10, 14 and 18 let. gold.
Pounds of them.
You can find just
what you want in my stock.
or

McKEKNEY, file Jeweler,

Noah’s

i

GO.,

Jewelers and Opticians,

WEDDING RINGS.

516 CONGKESS ST.

Here is a list of a small part of
the large line of Holiday Gifts.

}

BEST9KE8

FRED L. MERRILL &

White Store.

you.

BftMCRFT,

monthly payments at the lowest
prices.
We shall be pleased to show you a
complete line of Watches, Diamonds,
Rings, Jewelery. Clocks, Bronzes,
Silverware, Spectacles, Eye Glasses,
Opera and Field Glasses.

looking

over those pretty
you do uot find what ycu
want, ask my assistant wliojwill
he on the floor for that purpose.

I VW

you desire but come and see us
If you have not the money to pay
cash we will sell you on weekly or

The assortment never was largI have come to please you all.

If

■

Cart lake Hie teals

things

the rear end of MR.
LARKABEK’S SWHITE STORE
of the train on which I ara

part
rived, in case
unloading.

I

Mothers,

For the Little Brother.

______

aged

today.

exhbition in

Great Chebeague Island, Dec. 10, Leon
Stuart, son of Dr. L. L. and Alice M. Hale, aged

Fathers,

eodGt

dec!2

Aunts and Uncles.

Sorry to have delayed you one day, but nevertheless they are beautiful things that
X havA selected for you.
bition

At

6 mouths 26 days.
In Cumberland Centre, Dec. 10. .Samuel R,
Sweetser, aged 78 year? 5 mouths.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
from his lale residence.
In Sanford, Nov. 28, Dea. George Gowen.
In Sanford, Dec. 2, Lillian, wife of Fid. H.
Emery, aged 27 years.
In Springvale, Dec. 2. Coleman Moody, aged
77 years.
In Sanlorii, Nov. 30, Eveline Taylor, aged 2
years.
In Shapleigh, Dec. 2, Ivory Hall, aged aDout
57 years.
In Bath, Dec. 8. Kiss Nellie M. Shaw, aged
27 years.

For

ADAMS,

No. 81 Exchange St.

bottle

lassoia,
booklets, story books, a
fur set, dolls, paper dolls, silver
set, knife, fork and spoon; finger
rings, napkin rings, etc, etc.

the eastern
Train parted on
slopes of tne Rockies.
Only one-half the trail} loaded
with| Christmas Presents soleoted
with special oare for the White
Store arrived yesterday, the other
half will arrive and ho on exhi-

and 44 inches wide,
in

C. C.

of perfumery, brush
aud comb, tray, glove or handkerchief box.Jpookot boob, card case,
a
pair of crochet slippers, games,
folding beds and hammocks for
dolly, tennis rackets, jump rope,

To tlie Little Tots and
their Mothers and Fath-

a

orna

and

A

generally

plain chiffons and muslins, of
complete line in all shades, are
following we wish specially to mention.

which

East Corinth, Nov. 26, John A. Barker and
Miss Nettie Smith of Hudson.
In Lynn, Mass., Nov. 2, Corey A.
Bumpus
ami Florence i. Young, both formerly of Springvale.

Yn Yarkman,

.LOWEST PRICES,

MESSAGE:

the rich silks

Besides the

ation.

ton.
In

Dec. 1, Mrs. Lydia Smart,
57 years.
Dec.
g, Mrs. Nancy Pacard.
lu Parkmati,

STOCK.

SANTA CLAUS'

Silks for founda-

tions.

\i

Christmas Gifts.

For the Little Sister.

MARRIAGES.

^

\$

-FOR-

CHOICEST

•

J

FANCY GOODS

the

»T

l

-AND-

no new

there is

and

That, pursuant to said order of the
Mayor and Aldennen.due notice has been
given of this hearing by publication of

BOOKS

$

In the Silk

BROTHERS.
BARGAIN

represented

Plain White and Satin Duchesse in all

find-

name

index

Rich
Silks

r'orunnu

/

stock.

our

37, page 34, the Mayor and

as

you wish.

that there’s

sure

this line

RINES

show

to

"showing

qualities

Let

-oxo--

early

It would be well nigh impossible to

Can’t

Peters and

p. m,

a

gay season tor which it
to make preparations.

unanimously passed:
Ordered—|L'hat upon hearing giy6u this
Uth day of December, A. D., 1895 at 2

Aldermen

in

Days.

This order was

io»u,

Beginning Thursday

make

name here

Duddy,

eveuing gowns—
cordially requested.

for three days we
special display of new evening goods
the Silk and Lace Departments.
Following close upon Christmas comes the

For
Three

A special meeting of the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen was held yesterday afternoon to consider assessments.
The
Mayor was absent. Chairman

records, vol.

fabrics for

new

your presence is

Govern men t.

payments made by Mr. Hooper Randall
presided.
thought “here Is a note honestly due,
Absent—Aldermen
but on
which I may not get a cent.”
Smith.

and

g|j|g

$30.00 Wool Seal Capes to
be sold for $20.00.

pounds;
pounds;
years after Mr. Hooper removed to Man- pounds;
chester, N. H., and while he was living pouuds,
there Mr. Cressey met and said to him : pounds.

through

They

‘The

Tickets
can
bo
procured at
“Where is your brother, Orrin? I've an
Stockbridge’s for tonight, Friday or Satold note of bis on which there’s a small
or
matinee.
urday night,
Saturday
balance
due and I want to fix it up.” terday.
The Park.
The four-masted schooner Augustus M.
Mr. Mathews argued that the “small balThe Manhattan
Burlesque and Star ance” referred to was the interest on the Palmer ot Bath, parted her lines yesterSpecialty Company catches on at this
day morning and went ashore near the
*150 note.
house in good shapo.
Yesterday was the
After referring to the fact that Gov. marine railway.
Wednesday matinee and there was a great
The Allan liner Laurentian will sail
Robie, the plaintiff in the case, did not
audience of well pleased children and
She received cattle and sheep
take the stand, and that Mr. Hooper was today.
adults. Saturday matinee only five cents
barred by that circumstance from being last night.
is charged and the hill is especially preThe harbor was uncommonly rough
a witness
in the case, he said, that the
pared for the ohildren. If you want to
and vessels
at the whaivos
only way by which the facts in the case yesterday
have a good laugh go to the Park.
strained on their lines in a way to sugcould be ascertained would be
•

Of FUT Work 2! rOaSOD-

$37.50 Wool Seal Capes to
be sold for $25.00.

groom.
They wore white muslin. After
the oereraony lunch was served to the invited friends and relatives. Miss Maud

iiuics,

—-

araHnH^HHnBaB

bride wore a wedding dress of white Dresden silk and carried bride’s roses. The
bridemaidg were Gladys Hansen and
Alioe
Lane, cousins of tho bride and

uiftiiuo

advertisements.

■

employ and do all grades

$6.0©

$15.00 less tlian regular price.

■

we have Furriers in our

PAPF?
UHILG

witli instruction to sell ironi

■■■

These Capes are made by one of the most reliable manufacturers in the country, and are right in every way. The
prices run as follows:

Raymond

He was closely crossthe same person.
examined as to his reasons for this conand went
verjf fully into the
clusion,
points of resomblanco h« found between

ai

—

WOOL SEAL, ELECTRIC SEAL, ASTRACHAN AND
FRENCH CONEY.

Neal qualified as an expert Cole to Mr. William Buzzeil Adie took
theatre at popular prices. stand. Mr.
During the week seven different- operas in handwriting, and was given the note place yeterday noon at the reidence of the
will he preseuted. This entails a change and also the signature of Mr. Hooper to bride’
uncle, Mr. Edward Crabtreo, 164
of bill at every performance. Mr. Gilbert an affidavit filed in the case, and wliioh Pearl street.
The coremony was percomparison. formed by Rev. Henry Blanchard of the
is a very clever comedian.
At every was usijd as a standard of
performance will be presented the famous Mr. Neal gave it as his opinion that the Congress
Square church. The house
Gilber living pictures.
signature on the note and the signature was beautifully decorated” with ferns,
attached to the affidavit were written by
and
“The F'atal Card’’ will have
its first pr, sentation by Charles Froliman’s splendid company at City hail.

us

new

—

consist ol‘

the Portland

Tonight

--

mplfl
lUn

on

Old Papers.

advertisements.

new

-•

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK, jjio
_

je»

BOB

Pium

PRINTER,

stssss.

*

Monument

Square,

OPEN EVENINGS.

—-_4

MISCELLANEOUS.

BEAUTY IS NO INHERITANCE.
Cosmetics do not beautify, but
often destroy a healthy complexA natural rosy and healthy
ion.
complexion cannot be had by the

uije of cosmetics, but only through
the health of the body in general.
Nothing is better to secure this
result than the genuine imported
Carlsbad Sprudel Salt when taken
early in the morning, before
breakfast (about a small teaspoonful dissolved in a tumblerful of
water). It clears the complexion

and

produces

healthy color.

a

Gorham Citizens Now
sibilitles of

an

Discussing the Pos.

Electric Train

over

tin

Rochester.
There is still a great ileal of talk in
Gorham
about
better
transportation
facilities to Portland. This talk of late
lias been in regard
to a
proposed plan
whereby the Portland & Rochester shall
eleotrio line of its own straight to
over
its
stoam
locomotive
tracks. It would be necessary to double
track the road from here to Gorham su
run

an

Portland,

CHRI ST MAS^
538

that there would be no interference bethe electric mid the steam trains.
A prominent Gorjiam man said reoently

Company.

delson

'The idea is that the eleotrio cars could
from station to station on the
Rochester tracks and at Gorham branch
off and go through the streets of the town
and at Portland go up Elm street and

Unlike the others
_

B. L. Tobacco

by

use

of the proposed tracks of the Yarelectric line, reach Monument

Square.
The new train that will start next Mon-

The

Heart-burn,

or

Orono

wifo at Rumford Falls,
from her. Neither hus-

anything for
support. For

some

some

n-rao

it is

as

made from the
is

Leaf,

and

Long Chew.

a

ACCiioy

ales

1IY F. 0. BAILEY & CO

Auctioneers.

,

Valuable Meal Estate
NO. 199 SPRING STREET.

ilUCTIOKT.

-A.T

FRIDAY, December 13tL. at 2 o’clock
sell the
valuable
p. in., \\ a shall
property No. 199 Spring street, consisting of
2 i-2 story
brick house,
eli ami
stable.

ON

Hoi

has eleven finished
rooms
besides
and b'ltft; line cellar, steam beat, per-

gt,

halls

fec drainage,
and
good neighborhood,
about 42x110
sunny exposure: lot
feet.
Terms at sale. For further information inquire or the auvtioneera, 46
Exchange
street.
decTdlw

F. 0. BAiLEY & GO.,

Auctioneers.

Household Furniture.
Special Sale ofDecember
I2»h,at
Thursday,

10 o’clock,
rooms,No. 46 Exchange street, witkout reserve or limit,
large lot of household furniture, consisting
in part of parlor furniture, easy chairs,
polas, lounges, parlor desks, pictures,
black walnut and oak chamber sets, hair
and wool mattresses, feather beds and pillows, waluut dining chairs, couches, book
extension tables, sideboards, one
cases,
oak cabinet bed with large mirror, hall
stands, dinner and toilet sets, carpets and
straw
matting, sewing macnine. stoves,
kitchen utensils and various othe articles
t< o numerous to mention.
declldtd
Ob

a.

m..we

shall sell

THE HIGH

at

our

H1 viwcnfl

ho

mnwinH

to

GRADE;

AND

—

U.

a

CHRISTMAS
STOCK
—

SOLD FOR

—

tuning key.

OR

—

pieces of music, u music rack, imitation
tortoise shell pick, brass spiral pick and
a tuning key.
Price $5.00.

—

INSTALLMENTS.

our

for the

Representatives

of

town

buyers

requested to call
and examine our stock
or send for catalogues.

seen

fare from

Bangor

“/

want

,
Jeweler

HOOD'S

PILLS

curs

Liver Ills,
Headache,

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative. A11 Druearfst?

53 State street, 8 rooms and stable 58
Oxford street.
Apply to GEO. F. .1 UN KINS,
successor to L. O. BEAN & CU., Under
U.
S. Hotel, Monument square.
8-1

SALE—New two story bouse, 8 roms,
decorated, Sebago ami water
closet,
cemented cellar and stable,
wln<i0iT9’
ooUO teet of land, 3 minutes from
electric
cars, located between Portland and WoodPrice $2200. W. H
^■^•■kDR.UN & CO., 180 Middle street. 10-1

to

Who

be

the

cian.
It can he

used by every
the operation of
family,
simple that It can tie learned

few days’ practice.

ANTHEMS,
SACRED

and

|

Sacred Christmas Can-

tatas,
Secular

Watch, Clock
Jewelry liepairing.

Fine
and

Glass,

SOLOS,

School Concert
GATES’ Sunday
Exercises,

JEWELEK'

_

SALE—Deering Center, new 2 storv
house, ( rooms, water closet and bath
room, nard wood floors, 5600
feet of land.
1 he house is thoroughly built and
within
two minutes ot electrics, must be sold
price 81250.
W. H. WALDRON A CO.. 18U
■Middle
10-1

FOR

front room, 453
8-1

fllO LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
A connected. Kith board, at No. 74
Spring
street.
yo-4

street._

SALE—Peaks
pOllIncluding
high

house

SYMPHONIES,
CANTATAS.
This

Mail orders

Large stock

ade.

of

Pianos for tlie Christmas

CRESSEY JONES & ALLEN’S

f^Olt

new

ed to the music. The
songs are beautifully
illustrated in colors and each design is
well suited to its song. This hook wiii
please the little folks.

'or Waltham
movein silver case $8, in gold filled
Gents waich chains, warranted
live years, $2.50, $3, $4. See the Christmas
goods in the window of CLARENCE H.
BROWN’S jewely and
music store, 27,2
Mddle a treat.
10-1

un-

Shirts & Drawers

of
the
playing it is so
by auyone with a
member

horses direct from the farms of Ohio,
weighing fom 1000 to 150Q log., suitable for
all kinds of business. Among them are
some very nice matched teams, and
will be
sold lower than ever before for cash or
goon notes._
10-1

1’OK KENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
1
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW olVj Ex1-tf

t! a

widow should you, perchance, be taken I
Would you have her
struggle as you do ?
The chances are she
will have to unless your
life is insured. $1,000, or
more, prompt cash to her
would mean—comfort;
without it—what ? It will!
be a wise investment for
you or yours, at all events

_

confounded by many person
with a severe attack of catarrh, which in some
respects resembles the former. These individuals suffer severely with pain about the forehead, eyes and ears, with soreness In throat
and stoppage of the nasal passages, and in fact
are incapacitated for work of any kind for days
at a time. These are catarrhal sufferers. Ely’
Cream Balm has been used with the best re
suits in such cases. The remedy will give instant relief.
A

Lung Time Between Meals.
did you leave your last boarding

“The meals were too far apart.
Wo
breakfasted In China and lined in Dresden.”—Detroit Free Press.

Associated Charities of Portland.
annual meeting of this corporation
THEwill
be Held
Friday December 13,
at four o’clock
on

in the afternoon at the
corporation, Loom No. 9, of the
Building,
Portland, Me., tor the purCity
pose of electing such officers as are
provided by the by-laws,
electing
associate
members, and transacting any other business that may be required by the by-laws of
1»96,

othco of the

corporation.

Portland this December 5th, 1895.
CELIA M. PA »TFN, Clerk.

Portland

national Bank.

fl^HE annual meeting of the stockholders
A of the Portland National Bank of Portland, for the election of directors lor the
ensuing year and the transaction of any
other business that may
legally be
presented, will he held at. their banking house
on Tuesday, the 14tb dnv of January,
18%,
at 10 o’clock A. M.
CHARLES G. ALLEN, Cashier.
dectidtd
..Portland, December 0, 1895.

GRAMMAR SCHOOL

people

75 Cents.

The M. STEIHERT & SONS GO.,
Sole New England Representatives

for

Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon,
other Fu st Class Pianos.

ree

particulars addres3,

9‘4

PARK ST.
dectsdtf

Maine,

pamphlet,

>aper, etc.

9

L LIFE INS.

Fourth, Third and Second Classes of the
Citv Grammar Schools.
For

Hipany
its in

CJLASSES

a Class, MONDAY. December
to Fit Pupils for the

r\_•_i

■,

made this year, never used, also
one
double sleigh, very stylish,this year’s make,
will Bali low' for cash. Can be seen by' anpyinsctoC. B. DALTON, 478 1-3 Congress
street (one light).
6-1

connectstore on

Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water,
large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LAItBABEE,
246 Middle street.
7-tf

SALE— The
FOR
A
Shore”

look called ''Forest and
by Charles P. llsley. Stories of Old
Joe Wyer the Indian eoout. These stories are
all about Portland, Falmouth, and North Yarmouth in tile Indian wars a hundred years ago.
A good Christmas presont for boys. COLESWORTHY’S BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange
4-3

T.

Congress Street,

A.F. HILL&CO.,
500

♦
dtf

A
in

to sell our fine line of
and Ladies’ Mackinthe instalment plan.
Steady
work and good inducements to huslters.
Apply to GATBY & O’GORMAN. 47 Middle
11-1
street, Portland, Me.
ANTED Customers for Coke west of
Wf
tv
Grove street at Gas company’s price,
5.V J. H. Mountfort,corner Porhand and St.
lohn streets.11-1

Y\rA.NTED—Agents
v
AlbumB, Bibles
»

on

street.

one

three minutes from electrics;
cortage of
nine rooms will ell and stable
connected;
iaven ucres land, cuts six. tons hay.
tine
rrchnrd, high elevation, full view of Portland. Price $3300. W. H. WALDRON A CO.,
180 Middle street.
7-1
-F------

SALE—Pool Tables; for pale and to
c*. PINE,
27
Inquire of FRED
Monument Square.
7-1

FORlet.

rPANTSD- -Situation in an office as bookt ▼
keeper by a young lady who has had
ive years experience; can furnish
refer
Address “V,” Press Oflbjce.
mee.
7-1

SALE—Summer

hotel at
Gatewav,
FOR
While Mountains, 30 rooms, always full.

Piazza on all sides, fine (fance hall, 60 acres
land under cultivation which supplies the
bouse; the scenery is grand,
drives and
Ashing privileges; first quality. Price $3000.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle stieet.

persons in warn of trunks
bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
>93 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
irocery store, as we manufacture our goods
und can therefore give bottom prices;
funks repaired. Open evenincs.
12-4
WANTED—HALE

St.
Congress
_decTcllw

i
♦♦♦M—mi—Mm immsm***

STERLING

SILVER

ID.

j

of

Shorthand

JL fc.

*

v

and

Q A.,

MAINE.

CO.,

Tea

___7-1

t*OR SALE—Who would like to know that
*
a number ot
houses are for sale cheap
\t
Shaker Village, Alfied, Ale.
.1. B.

HELP.

VrAXCE, Trustee.21-3

FOR SALE—2V2 story housa containing 12
rooms with all modern improv3inents fitted
or two famlies, Lot 70xlii0 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
Christian man wanted, not
employed >n line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42V2
»cqr.ain«ed with Church people, $18 per Exchange street.
Nov5-4
Write standard Manufacturing Co.,
ve«k.
SALE—The Homestead of the late
.1 Franklin St., Boston. Maas. lawlOw'lh
I
Thomaa Quinby. near Stroudwater in Deerng. Four anres of land with good house. On
ine of street cars; 10 miuutes from Union
MISCELLANEOUS.
itation; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
me a location as there is in Deeriug.
Apply to
no more bills to Gus 31ixier,
former
ily27-tf
driver for the Eureka Steam laundry. A.NDRKW HAWES, Stroudwater.
d. TUCKER, Poprietor..
10-1
Forty words inserted under this head
me week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

FOR

PAY

JuOST AND FOUND.

Falmouth hotel. Reveals the past and
uture, also relieves pain by magnetic treat»ent.10-1

18 Lewis street and foot of
LOST—Between
Free street
set of blue print plans for
one

:he Casino building at Simonton Cove, to bo
jutitby the Portland & Cape Elizabeth Rail•oad Company.
Finder will be rewarded by
eavingtnemat the PORTLAND TRUST CO.

liair
brushed and
removed at Sherry’s hair cutting
457
ooms,
Congress street. No danger of tak-

pLECTRICITY—Your
dandruff
Li

ng cold after

cutting

when brushed with

_12-1

our

ileotric brush, the only one in the city.
Don’t
ah to try if.
Monument Square, CHA8.
SHERRY.
dec3-4

-A watch. Owner
FOUND
_calling at 131 Park street.

cau

McKENNEY,

^

DR. FELIX EE

Female Regulators

the original and only FRENCH,
safe and reliable cure on the market.
Price, 81.00; sent by mail. Genuine
jsolcl only by J. H. Hammond, corner
Free nud Centre Sts.; | and L. C. Fowler, corner of
Congress Lafayette Sts., Portland, Me.

Jeweler,

Monument Square.

OPEN

EVENINGS.

:

Florida

BREN'S

are

the

through

Washington,

Richmond

Charleston via.;

and

Atlantic Coast Line
2

Trains
2
Daily
Rouet of the celebrated “New Yoi k and
Florida Special.” Excursion tickets to
all important Points.
Johnson, N. E. Agt., 800 Washington Sr. Ros-

|

Weakness of Body and
Mind, Effects of Errors
Old or
or Excesses in
Robust, Noble
Young.
Manhood l'ully Restored.
to
Enlarge and
trengthen Weak, Unideveloped Portions of

ton

decTdlmo

REWARD!

-

$500

For the arrest and conviction of the
parties who assaulted John II. Doyle,
in a saloon on India street, on or about
the 17tli dav of September.
JAMES DOYLE,
nov28dlmo*
Victor, Col.

ERIE MEDICAL

CO., Buffalo, N.Y.

>ne

Greenhouses.
Telephone at FlcUett’s Drug
ore, lilj Daufurili S t
decll lmo*

words inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

ui cashier
desires a situation in an
Jibce. fExeellent references.
Address
VI. W.. care of Press.
11-1

-A
WANTED
Would like
Iren.

Address

situation at Woodford*.
family with no chil7 Cushman street,

small
J. C.,

3ity.10-1

a young man and wife,
a
hotel or
a
restaurant.,
jook and waitress preferred..
Can make
mraelvea useful in any capacity. Address
Box No. 4. Scar boro Beach. Me.
10-1

WANTED—By
position iD

1%,TONEY to loan on first and second mortLVi gages real estate, life insurance policies,
lersoual property and good collateral securiies; notes discounted on favorable terms.
W.
CARR, room G, second floor. 185 Middle St.
•.

good
POSITIONin WANTED—A
steam saw mill or

novlR 4

I
a
iteam

loan on furniture, organs, pianosmachinery, hordes, diamonds, watches,
ile insurance policies, first and second mort,
cages, reai estate; also notes discounted.
Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERr
\L LOAN CO., room G, 185 .Middle street, 2ud
to

job
preferred.

sawyer wants
water power;

Good
recommendations.
SAM JORDAN, Upper Gloucester, Me. Box 94.

_9-1
By an American woman,
Y\TANTED—
vT
situation for
Family.

novl5-4

Good

housework
references.
M.

Jtiice.

SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
nghest e.asli prices. Address letters or postal
o 100 MIDDLE
STREET.sep4-tf
Ilf ANTED—To buy from S1C00 to »15,U00

in

E..

1TB.

open dates for the next months
engaged for any occasion for which
;ood music is required.
Apply to CHARLES
TRIMMER, 180 Middle street, or members of
irimuie.r’** Orchestra.
novlSdlm

Having many
be

a

small
Press
6-1

colored uian
YTOUNG
wor& of any kind

aged 24, won id like
in private family,
furnaces and understands
he care of horses,
and can make himself
isafit*.
if required,
References given
address E. HAMILTON, 26 Edwards
please
Mace. Rockland, Maine.
2-2
A

:an

worth of ca9t off clothing.
I pay the
y
lighest cash prioea for ladies’ dresses,
iind cbildren’a clothing nud gent’s
;ents
vinter overcoats.
Call or address Jfter
►r postal to S.DE GROOT, 7ti Middle street.

an

re-

ind

take

care

of

WANTED—FEMAI.E flFLP,
Forty words inserted

GRIMER’S"ORCHESTRA.City

suitably

IlfAN'l ED—A lady experienced in double
entry book-keeping, correspondence

>ne

Forest

The under will be

leaving it at the tit.Julian hotel.

WANTED—MTtiATltJNS.

9-4

At

pocket book with a watch and
six rings, initials on the watch

lorty

MAKE MONEY -BY CAREFUL SPECULATION
iei Grain through a reliable, successful firm. Excelent opportunities to make
profits by our new plans.
a5$ sent free. Highest references.
LJAlTibO>>
Co., 609 Omaha Buikllng, Chicago, 111.

\MONEY

by

12-1

6-1

phonograph at all kinds of euterainments. church
fairs, sociables, lodge
A
mLljea, etc.
lar_'«> horn makes the
epetition distinctly audible at any part of
no hall
Special rates to private parties.
Ulureaa 52 >/nith street.
2-1
3E—Who
are
taken before the
municipal Court
for drunkenness.
Jon t he caught there again! Likewise all
lersons having the drink habit
go! ve allVitbout delay, buy
lie
cure
ol
C. E.
3EAN, manufactures’ agent, 23
Prospect
ureal.
Packages 8).0U «‘acl).
2-1

f[ow

Body. Absolutely unfailing Home Treatment.
in a day.
—Benefits
ri^ausa.tiuwuitf
I
Men testify from 50 States .and Foreign
Countries. Send for Descriptive Book, explanation and proofs, mailed (sealed) free.

or

A. D.
garded by
ire

iss

loor.

FAILING MANHOOD

LOST—A
live

know that Prof. P. Bishop is
PEOPLE
prepared to give first class exhibitions
villi his

__

same

George R. Duivs’ and
Ross’ store,
Congress
treet, gold eye glasses with gohi chain.
Kinder will be rewarded bv leaving at 28
Exchange street. A. II. FORD.11-1

HCU

Also. Headquarters for Shorthand Work
and Typewriting.
CENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
janloedtf

LADIES

Spoons,

Table Spoons, Berry Spoons, Ladles,
Cold Meat Forks and hundreds of
Fancy Pieces in the latest patterns.
Goods Bight.
Prices Bight.

WS5SS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING,

oo you know

Desert

have

LOST—Between
Morrill
and

HIE BUTTERFIELD LOUSE-Has been
newly fitted up and under now
mantgement is now
furopened: elegantly
lisbed rooms, steam heat, gas and use of
)ath, central location.
For tqjrms enquire
it the house. No. 221
Cumberland street.
7-4
to

Spoons,

4-4

suburban residence
FORin SALE—Beautiful
and one-half miles out;
Deering,

site

C.McCOULDRIC.Mgr.
617

SALE—Musical goods for the Holiday
trade, just received. The best display ever
Portland. Pianos. Music Boxes. Violins,
Mandolins, Guitars, Banjos. Cornets. Harmonicas, etc.
Popular Music, music Books,
music Rolls,
superior Violins and Banjo
Strings. Please call. HAWES, 414 Congress

FOR

words
inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

I'orny
one

DEWITT late of New York has
MADAME
taken offce 199 1-2 Middle street oppo-

BY

the
and

General and Nervous Debility.

the BEST,
ind and makes

Miss SARGENT
Will open

tri

J7

|?LrANTEI)—All
and
The Alaska stock is not
colored, the goods will not
shrink, they contain all the
SANITARY qualities and
will OUTWEAR any other
goods of the same price.
Manufactured only by the
MT. ANTHONY MILLS.
The dollar quality selling
for

HOUSE,

harder will it be for your

T.a Grippe is

$15.

FOR SALE—Just arrived ut
HORSES
Tafton’s stable, Cumbeland Mills. Me.,
30

at

on
banjo, piano and
guitar. Remember we lend banjos to
:bose who wish to take les?ons. Banjo and
ruitar, 50 cents a lesson; piano, 60 rens.
Address LIBBY BROS., 414 Congress street
J. X. Hawes.
10-1

♦

Typewriting.
Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A. GRAY & SON, Portland, Me.

Diagnosis.

Lewiston,

ment

lA/'ANTED—Pupils

r

It is not a mechanical instrument, but is
capable of the most delicate shauiugs of tempoand expression.
Any piece ol music can be obtained for the
.dJoliaii, but it is designed lor and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
Ail the Wagner Overtures
operatic music.
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters.'are arranged for
the .-Killian, and are played by it with wondermi orchestral effect.
The tone of the .Eoliftn is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with tile different
parts.
On exhibition dailv from 9 to 5. Call and
hear it.

School

Dated at
(ieetidld

Detectives,

SALE—Elgin

FOR

case

TO EE LET,

AND

the

of

Me., P. O .Box 123 E. P. •). W.1Q-1»

rtec7___tf_

~

GRAY’S BUSINESS COLLEGE

“Wliy

will be sold at a great bargain for
For particulars addess G. A. TIB-

BETTS, Chief

I

it,

lois.

M. CHAPMAN, 15U Free street,
Portland, Me._
10_1
SALE—$450 upright piano entirely

Building
recently occupied by Dr. O’Neil.
Apply to
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec.
51A Congress St.

new

Cantatas.

promptly filled.

538 Congress Streets.
_nov26eodtf

don’t yon work? Don’t like

cottage

location.

casdh.

LET—Dress making rooms; ihree
TO ing
the X. John Little

Isand

land back of church.
Winter prices, lo;s $70, each, lots $60
each,
two lots $60, three lois $60., according to

Mecltnic

rooms over

Will enable you to have music in your home at
any and all times, without the aid of a musi-

CAROLS,

Gut

ORATORIOS.
Easy to Buy-

not mentioned above.

Comet,

I 573 Congress St.,

T^OR

A

riMD LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
-M
furnace heat and use of Oath room at
457 Cumberland street.
26-4

Store Open Evenings One Week Before Cnristmns.

into Your Mind First”

WILLiS fll

LET—Newly furnished
TO Cumberland
street.

hange street.

OPERAS,

vention ?

as

We Will be pleesed

Choice

Of Standard

...

__

°

SILVERWARE

—

An /EOLIAfM

Washington Design
in Sterling Silver P

DIAMONDS,
Watches, Jewelry,

HANOI BOOKS

two

-ctvw

Pray street.novli)-4

UPTON’S

family

each,

<*?°1‘si good stable,
Electrics puss the
lor

10-1

LET—A few pleasant furnished and
TO
furnished rooms, steam heat and gas.
Xo- 2

Many Other Musical Works

MUSIC

“Why
place?”

is S3.50.

SALE-Wojdfords, new two
pOR
house, 7 rooms and bath for

TO LET\

WOMEN IN MUSIC.
SOUND IN MUSIC.
COMPOSERS’ BIRTHDAY BOOK.

the time to

is

rooms, 11

Cumberland street.

Rooms in

GRESSEV, JONES & ALLEN, Music House, 538 Congress St

the

to

I suppose.
“Like it? Why, boss, work with me
is a passion, a vice. That is just the
Rev. Mr. Savage's Lecture.
tronble. The moment I commence to dc
We hope our*eitizenstwill not fail to ata little I cannot leave it alone, and it
of
Kev.
Minot
J.
tend the lecture
Savage,
grows upon me like drink, crpium or
to be given in the First Parish church,
lawn tennis.
That is why I have to
Monday, December 10. The eloquence of make an effort and leave it entirely
Mr. Savage is too well known to require
alone.”—Life.
extensive
exposiiiou and his treatment
of his subject, “Lowell and tbo Biglow
A False

The Maine Ceuti'ai railroad announces
the annual Christmas excursions to MonThe excursionists will
treal and Quebec.
leave Portland Dec. 19 and 20 and ticket-:
will be good to return until Jan. 20. The

places, modern conveniences, haudy to
cost more in ihe Spring. Now
secure a home
cheap. 413
Congress street, WATSON.12-1

everwyhere ; will

large lot rents for
premises, a forced
sale
$2*00; good investment, or home
fo ^t.
w. h. Waldron & CO., 180 Middle street.
11-1

:oshes,

are

Have you

in it, strong.
“Your boys?”
Miss Columbia
What do you mean by that ?
UNCLE Sam—Why, don’t you know
that the Autoharp is an American in-

git there

Banjos, Harmonicas,
Stands,
Scarts,
Rolls,
Mandolins, Piano Stools, Music Boxes, Violins, Piano Chairs,
Violin Gases, Choice Selected Strings tor Instruments.

ORG-iLMS.

was

excursion.

elegant

._

the operetta given by
the St. Lawrence St. ladios at the church
vestry last night was a great success. It
will be repeated tonight. There are also
lots of pretty things on sale afternoon
and evening.
That turkey dinner served at the First

Christmas

pOIt SALE—Houses and lands too numerous
to specify, iu Portland and vicinity; soma

street,
siairs
Hrice

mu.

SELF-PLAYING

“Peppery Pa,”

fail to interest and appeal to all. By attending this lecture
tie public will not only be entertained,
but will materially assist one of the most
in
charitable
etfcctive
organizations
tho city.

12-1

LET—At No. 813 Congress
pleasant and
convenient up

a new

song book for the childpopular music, Operas, Hymns, Waltzes, Marches, Galops, Mazurkas, Schottisches,
ren, although only just published
\ orkes, College bongs—-almost at
street._
our
as
instruction
No
teacher
is
necessary,
sight.
About January 1st, the store
is meeting with a remarkable sale
book is complete.
SALE—Everybody says Fairbanks new
Our music is in a new figure notation. You do not have to
FORelectric
and
it
is
one
of
now
Banjos are "par excellence.” What
the
T.B.
_______J
occupied
by
OTOSHER,
know a single note of the old system. It is
easily tuned and keeps in t^ine a long
everybody savs must be true. Please call and
best Children’s Song 39
time. Never gets out of order.
St.
of examine. Also for the Holidays an elegant lot
Exchange
Inquire
Money must be sent with order, Express prepaid
Books on the market.
CHILD S
of new popular music, music Books and new
to any express office in the United States.
Each song is written Henry Deeriug, 39 Exchauge St. musical Instruments, including Autoharps,
dec5
dtf
Symphonioms, Mandollns.Guitars and all musiwith great care and
GARDEN OF
cal instruments tile human family may desire.
and the
good
taste,
Please call, ladies and gentlemen and send the
Music
Guitars. Piano
Music
I woids are well adaptWANTED.
children. HaWEB, 415 Congress steeet. 4-4
SONG.

SYMPHONY

Out

Uncle Sam—Well, neow, that there
Autoharp music’s got into my legs, I
can’t keep still. It’s like everything
the
my boys have invented, it’s got

octlC

cannot

uufur-

nished, with heat and gas. Also other
newly furnished at 217 CUMBERLAND

street._

sleigh,

double

season, very stylish,
used,
single sleigh will sell cheaD for cash
r>r exchange tor second hand
single sleighs. C.
B. DALTON, 478 1-2 Congress St. (1 flight) 12-1
also

No. 11 Henry street,
Doering street; has 9 rooms, furnace
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern conveniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoffice,
possession given Dec. 1. Apply at house or to
GEO. F. WEST, 19l4\Iidd!e street.
20-tf

LIFE OF SCHUMAN.
MUSICAL MOMENTS.

While these Autoharps are only two of our many varieties
beautiful story, “How the Autoharp Captured the Family,” they

Today the St. Stephen's Society will
hold their annual sale
afternoon and
evening in the vestry. There will be a
capital supper served for business men at
6 o’clock.

Papers,”

SALE—Beautiful new
pOllnever
made this

and
12-1

rooms

LET—Brick
r|lO
A
near

LIFE OF BEETHOVEN.
LIFE OF MOZART.
LIFE OF LISZT.

the popular ones.
The prices are just right, and the capacity of the instrument
is such that they are sure to give satisfaction. We
guarantee satisfaction or money
refunded. Why1 should you get an Autoharp? Because you can learn to play the
are

musical

friend,

....

Sales.

delicious and lost
of business men sat down to it. Tofurnished
night a supper will lie
from 5.30 to 7. bO oo’lock. Sale of useful
and fancy articles afternoon and evening.
The Specialty Oiub’s sale of useful and
fancyt arioles will continue through the
afternoon and evening at the Falmouth
Club, Xo, 159 High tit.

Christmas Gift for your

Take your choice.

illustrated ill

C. W. ALLEN

Baptist yesterday

tical

Price $7.50.

tasy to s-tay-

of

good substantial bindings.
these works make a good prac-

20 Inches
This gives

Packed in a nice box,
including instruction book containing 22

C-A-S-H

stock

largo

our

size,

10 inches wide.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

Churcli

The

to

choice line of standard musical

a

Each of

Minor. In

-jiIgll

BAILEY ik

JIIALEI.

Office

Cushman street,
TOLEl-Eight
A
7 rooms, 313 High street. 7 rooms
V
Chapel street, 8 rooms 303 Oxford str^t, 5
rooms 48 Stone stree:, 9 rooms
53
Wilmot
street, 12 looms 87 Danforth street, 6 rooms

literature in

strings, 7 bars, producing
following 7 chords: C, F and Bb Ma-

Style 2-3-4. Two keys, F
f| and
C, allowing modulaVvUlU V tion, It has 23 strings and
5 harg, producing the following 5chords;
C, F aud Bb Major and 0 and G seventh,
Its appearance is
handsome, immitation ebony bars and bar support^, forma
contrast
the
to
ing
light redwood sounding board. It measures 18J inches long by

GO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
FO.

music

volume, and, as it has more strings
and chord bars, should be very seriously
considered. Packed in a nice box, including instruction book containing 24
pieces of music, a music rack, imitation
tortoise shell pick, brass spiral pick and

Hard.

F,

Literature,

more

to show you.

AND WISDOM.

good houses in Portland.

;gom». 413 Congress street, WATSON.
TIO LET—Largo parlor, furnished or
a

101

Wb have lately added

Musical

Has 28

jor, 0 and G seventh D and A
appearance same as 2-3-4.
however, is larger, measuring
long aud 11 1.2 inches broad.

SELECTED

“The hope of a country, the hope of
the future, lies in the children. We are
good to ourselves and we are good to the
future of our country when we are good

WIT

LET—Some of the best rents at Wood110 fords,
central and haudy; bath, furnace.

ROOM—Large sunny front
BOARD ANDsecond
floor with two good

r

~

unfortunate, suoh as need assistance.
The ball to be given by the High School
pupils Dec. 18th at City Hall is to aid
this charity. The Home will be open
Christmas week.

“11|

■

effects.

PIANOS.

mwimi

the children.
This is the work proposed by the establishment of the Boys
Home at Deering for the friendless and

Sparkling.

Minors, allowing many
most beautiful modulations and musical

Biasins and Sons

neither

High School Ball.

w''

the
—

Griffin

him

SALE—Cozy home at Wood fords, new
two story nouse and stable, corner lot,
Jemented cellar, furnace heat, open plumbing,
iewer, Sebago.
papered throughout. Price
£1695. only $500 down, balance at C per cent.
A. rare chance. C. B. DALTON, 478V* Con12-1
gress street,
(one flight).

poll

»treet._
»tc;

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

r

rent of seven rooms and bath room.
B20 per month. Inquire of A. 0. LIBBY,
1- 1-3 Exchange street.
10-1

Style 2-7-S. Two keys, F
and C, with the relative

$7 Efl

ttmett and Kiuger

time
time

assumed names. She has steadily refused
to listen to him, and lias told acquaintances about Linehan’s infatuation.
Two weeks ago Linelmn, who had become despondent, resigned his place in
the pulp company, but staying at
the
hotel and paying his bills, and remaining
quiet and-orderly. Monday morning he
went
to
Webster t o see a f riend and
brought back a 33 caliber revolver he
borrowed from his friend “to go hunting with.” That night he talked chiefly
with the Oronojpoiice at Young’s“hotel,
in that town, and
seemed perfectly self
possessed. About half past^seven Lo’clock
as Clerk
Tupper, of tho Orono honso,
went out to the wood shed aftor wood for
the office stove, he found Linehan skulking outside. He spoke to him and asked
“where’s Grace.” Tupper said sho was
in the house and be pushed in to the
p irlor door ana met Miss Allie Trott to
whom he asked the same question.
As
he did so Mrs. Griffin came out and he
and she wal ked into the kitchen. Then
lie asked her to go into the laundry.
When they got there he asked her again
to run off with him and she refused.
Then he shot her in tho face and she ran
out screaming.
The ball entered the left
cheek below the jaw bone end
lodged
at the base of the nose.
The hemorliages
were protuse but the
doctors think she
has a chance for life. After shooting |tlie
woman Linehan put a bullet through his
own head and never legaiued consciousness up to his death,
ho was found under a wash bench in the lauuti.y and his
foet on the stove hearth. The revolver
was lying several feet
away. He has a
brother in Holyoke, Mass. Mrs. Griffin
has been married twice and her child is a
son by her
first husband. She is much
liked at Orono and Oidtown. She has
been taken to her mother’s, Mrs. D. C.
Sullivan’s.

and

IIO LET A whole house of 8 rooms in first
class repair. No., 23 Cumberland street;
cemented cellar, inreace heat, Sebago water,
rtosets. For further a particulars, price, etc,
tpply to N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
12-1
A

PO
a

.MHOS UNO MIL IHST01EHTS. ►

Linehan who reoently shot
Grace Griffin at Orono, was a laborer at
sma' i wages, boarding at the Orono
house, and umployod at Basin Mills' pulp

Linehan has tried to induce Mrs.
to run away with him and as

Cheapest,

MUSIC HOUSE.

one

room on
gas
light and furnace heat, bath
on same floor.
Also table boarders wanted.

Michael

Linehan has a
but lives apart
band has done
for their wives’

Best and

Portland, Jfle.

FOR SALE.

Forty words inserted under this

Forty words inserted undor this head
•no week for 2.5 cents
««*■»!» in advance.

'.Insets,

Tragedy.

mill, and made the acquaintance of Grace
Griffin, who worked at the hotel, a
married woman with an eight years old
boy, but separated from her husband.

Fin’est

Congress Street,

day leaving Portland at 5.20 p. m., will
make seven trains every day between
Portland and Gorham.

not

JAN NO UN C EMEN T!

Everything New, Fresh

travel

mouth

-tr*

TO LET,

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

tween

signature

Co.', Agents, New York,”
neck of every bottle.

MISCELLANEOUS.

_CRESSEY, JONES & ALLEN’S_

.(.hat he believed that this would be done
Best taken when out-door exerby the Portland & Rochester, within two
be
had.
Obtain
.the
can
cise
years, if the Legislature does not grant a
which has -the charter to the Portland Electric
genuine article,
Railway
of “ Eisner & Menon the

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROAD TALK-

week for 25

cents,

under this head
cash in advance.

fXTANTED—An experienced girl
■

Amazeen Skiving Machine.
iODlNG Shoe Contpanr, No.
161)
d_reyt.

on

t he

SHAWMiddle
*2-1

IkR. ROSE, Specialist. 1991/2 Middle street!
“Mental Science,” “Magnetic Healing”
ind “Occnlt forces” taught and demonstrated
!
the cure of all
So cure no n:r
n

Hours. 9 to 9

daily.

11_1

/

New York.Ctaicago & St. Louis 13%
•to 1st pfd. 73
New York&N E. 60
OI110 & Miss.
Old Colony.177%

Reading.

Leading Markets.
Money Market.
<By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Dec. 3 2
Money steady at 2@2% per cent; last loan
at 2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted 4% a 5Va per ceut.
Sterling Exchange was easier, with actual busibankers bills
4 87 V2 44 87% for
in
ness
60-day bills and 4 88%44 88% for demand;
posted rares A 88%,44 89%• Commercial bills
no-days at 4|86%@4 87%. Government Bonds
firm, Railroads lower.
Bar silver 655*.
Mexican dollars52%.
At London to-day oar silver was quoted
80 3-16d ft oz and nominal.
New York Stock and

162
8%

8%

Rock Island
73%
St.Paul & Omaha. 42
•10 prfd.122%
St Paul, Minn. & Mann.112%

H2V2

Sugar,common.105 Vi

106 %

74%
4L%
123

8%
7 Vs
42

Wabash7%
do prfd. 18
Western Union.. 68%
Richmond & West Point.
do nrfd.

7%
17%
88%

..

Portland Wholesale

Market.
PORTLAND. Dec. 11, 1895.

inferior
40.

Sheep—receipts, 14,000; steady;

choice 1

uram

&
Wheat, 60-lbs.
@75
low grades.2 90®3 li )
Spring Wneat bakCorn, new, car 39@40
ers.cl and st340@35< ) Corn.soag lots.44@46
Patent Spi n®
@43
Meai, bag lots..
wneat... 4 00>a4 li Oats, car lots
27@28
niich. str’ghi
Oats, bag lots
30@; 2
roller.... 3 75S3 Si » Cotton Seecclear do.. .3 60^3 6i
ear lots.00 00@22 00
MLouis st’gi
bag lots 0000@24 00
roller... 3 75(S3 81 Sacked Br’r
car lots. 14 00a)l5 uO
clear do. .3 60@3 6i
Wnt'r wheal
bag lots. .*16@17 Oo
patents.. 4 00S4 2C Middlings. .SI«@17 00
Fish.
bag ots. .$17<@19 00
tod—L a r efi
Coffee.
Shore
.4 7o&5 26 Rlo,roasted22
@24 Vs
small do. 2 60&3 2c Java do.28@31
Pollock
.2 25®3 26
Molasses.
Haddock... 1 60@2 0 Porto Rico.27@33
Hake.1 60®2 OC Barbadoes.27@28
Herring, box
Fancy.30&35
Tea.
Scaleu....
9@13c
Mackerel, bi
Amoys.17@2o
Extra Is 00 00@$ot Congous.14® 60
Snore is S22 00@$2f Japan.18@35
Sn«re 2s si 9 00® $21 Formoso....... 20@bO
Mea.3 s.SO 0o0f®$ 0(
Sugar.
large as 00 oo®$0 OOi Standard Gran
484
Bananas.
£x-qual’tv tine
No is.1 25@1 6<
granulated.. 4 13-16
No 2s.76c«l 0( ExtraC....
45/*
Mediums.
1 00@1 2(
Seeds.
rrodnce.
Kect Top—reCape Cran’osS7 50®$f
cleaned.... 16V4@17
Maine
6 00@7 0(
@12H
good.
New York
$5 @6 25
Timotny
Pea Beans 1 56®1 Gi Clover. 10 @12Va
Provisions.
Foreign ao I50®i 6i
Yellow itves.] 75:<tfl Si
Cat Pea-1 SOffil 7« PorkIrish Potat's. bu40@4j
13 25@
clear.
sweets, Vineland 6 0( backs... 13 256$
do Jersey— @4 71
@12 50
2.
No
Onions—
iam. 9 50® 10 oo
•
5(
9 00
Native,bbl.@i
Beef—light
Sp Chickens... 14®1<
10 50
heavy.
5 75®
Turkovs, Wes. ±6®17< iBnlests
Geese.12@i. :I Lara, tcs and
Ducks, native.. L4@i«
va bbl,pure,6Vg®
Fowls....
ll@13i
do com’ml. 5
Apples.
nails, compd 58/* @6%
Fancy. 2 75@3
pails, pure 734@>8
Fair to goon
1 76®$:
pure If
9V*@98A
Baldwins.. §2 50<®2 7i Hams
@10
Evap a* lb.8@9
aocov’ra
@10 Vs
lemon*.
Oil.
Maori.fc
Kerosenel20ts
IOV2
Messina
3 50@4 5<
Ligoma.11
Malaga— 3 26@3 61 > Centennial.11
Oranges.
Pratt’s Ast.iai ..13
4 &0@6 0(
Jamaica
Devoe’s brilliant 13
Eggs.
In half bbls lc extra
Nearpy.
& 3(
liaising.
Kasternext.
24 <&0( Muscatel.50 lb bxs3®t>
Fresh W'estern... (&2: London lay’l l $2(2)2 25
Held.
2(
Coal.

60®3 40. lambs 3 00@4
domestic

Alarkte*.

NEW

market

YORK—The Fiour

—

receipts

37,685 packages; exports 15,628 bblsand 4027
sacks: sales 12.300 packages ;quiet, steadv
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 26ta2 65;
city nulls extra at 3 90.S4 00: city mills patents
4 c*0®4 25: winter wheat low grades at 2 25 a.
3 65 : lair to fancy at 2 65&3 30: patents at 3 45
$3 75; Minnesota clear 2 60tf3 10: straights
do at 3 00®3 36: do patents 3 35«4 10: do rv
mixtures 2 10 o 3 20; superfine at 2 10®2 66:
fine at 2 00®2 25. Southern flour steady and
dull; common to fair extra 2 10@2 80; good
to choice at 2
0®3 30. Rye flour steady and
quiet. Buckwheat flour at 1 30®l 40. Buckwheat at 41%»)4l% c.
Cornmeal dull, steady.
Rye nominal. Wheat—receipts 283,050 bush:
exports 77.207 buslnsaies 144.Q0U busli‘.weaker and fairly active; No 2 Red in store and elev
69%@69%c; afloat 71 V*®71%c; fob 70% c:
No 1 Northern 68%c. Corn—receipts 107.350
bush: exports 134;050 bush; sales 77,000 bus;
easy and less active;No 2 at 34% c in elev ;35%
afloat. Oat*—receipts 40,800 bush; exports
hush

—

-sa

I as 3

Of!.

s

hnch •Hull unH lin^lionirorl

No 2 at 22%@23c; White do 24% ; No Chicago 23% c; No 3 at 22%@22%C; Whit# do 23% ;
Mixed Western at23@24C;do White and White
State at 25@28%c. Beef is quiet; beef hams
dull $15@15 50;tierced heel is quiet; cut meats
easy, dull: pickled bellies lbs at 4'*@6; do
shoulders 5@5%c; do hams at 8%@8% ; middles nominal. Lard quiet,weak; Western steam
closed 5 45; city 5 oo@5 10: refined dull; Con
tlnent at 5 80; 8 A at 6 30; compound al 46/«(g
6c.
Provisons—Pork dull and easy, mess at
$9@9 60. Butter firm;demaud fair; State dairv
atl2@22c; do cream l«a26C; Western dairy
10%@17c: do crm 17@27;do June 16jfi22c; do
factory 9@l8c; Elglns at 27c. Cheese—fancy
firm; State large 7 Vi (g 10c; do fancy at 9%:g.
10; do small at 7%@llc. Petroleum firmer;
united at 1 56. Coffee, Rio dull, and steady.

...

••

>\

Sugar—raw quiet.steady; refined quiet, steady;
No 6 at 4 3-16; 7 at4ysc; No 8 at 4 1-L6; No9
at 4c; No 10 at 3 16-16c: Noll, at 3%c;
No 12 at 3 13-iec: No 13 at 3%c; off A at
4 3-16@3% ;Mould A 4% standard A 4% ;Confeetioners’A 4V2c; cut loaf and crushed 6V4c;
powdered. 4% ;granuUted45/g@4% ;Cubes47/g.
Quotations are those made by refiners on the
one-pricebasis uuder the plan of October loth.
1895 which makes large dealers and wholesale
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
con ignment. and who are at stated times ot
settlement allowed a cmmission of 3-i6c
lb.
There is also a trade discount of
per cent on
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid within seven days, and po trade discount on smaller
quantities. No sales less than 25 barrels. For
sugar packed in bags there is no a ditional
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 inclvsive, and other grades Vac -p ib additional.
isuttet.
Retail—delivered.
Freight* to Lierpool quiet and steady—gram
Creamer v.fncy ..2 4® 2 c I Cumber land 4 oO@4 60
by steam 3d asked.
Gilt Face Vr'mt.l8i32l Chestnut....
00
CHICAGO—The
Flour market to-day was
Choice.16® It Franklin....
'7 26
to ftrmjdealers in some instances askiug
Cheese.
Lehtn. • • • •
fi|6 oO steady
N. It. lct’ry.12 ca 12V4 Pea.
4 00 luc over last week’s prices;trade light. Wheat
I —No 2 Spring at
\ ermoni ...12
59% ; No 2 Red at 61 %
‘al-M
@63% c. Corn—No 2 at 25%. Oats—No 2 at
itag» ....13 «i3Vi
173/«@17VaC: No 2 Rye at 85% nominal. No 2
No 1 Flaxseed 94@9414 ;
Barley at 38®40c.
Grata Quotation*.
mess pork at 7 76@7 87%. Lard 5 15(285 17y»;
CHIGCAO BOARD OF TR\ IL.
short nb sides at 4 20@4 32l/2.
Dry salted
meats—shoulders 4 50@4 75; short clear sides
v Tuesday’s quotations.
4 32V3@4 50.
WHEAT.
Receipts—Flour, 17,300 bbls: wheat. 162.000
Dec.
May. bush: corn. 318.000 bush: oats.392.000 bush:
Opening.68%
62% rye. 6600 bush barley. 91,000 bush.
Closing.6 8%
62
Shipments—Flour 7,700 obis, wheat 77,800
CORIN'.
bush; corn. 346,000 bush; oats 25.3,000 busli:
..

....

Dec.

May.

Opening.25%

29Vs
28%

Closing...25%

PORK.
•Jan.
8 57
8.46

Opening....
Closing.
lard.

a

July.
Opening.
Closing.
Wednesday’s quotations.

Sept.

:

rye. 1900 bush: barley 19.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
quiet, unchanged; patents at 3 35^3 60; extra
tancy at 3 15@3 26; fancy at 2 86@3 0: choice
2 6<>@2 75. Wheat lower; Dec58%»c. Corn is
steady: Dec 24%c. uats lower; Dec 17V*. Provisions—Pork at 8 12%,
Lard at 6t»6 a5 10.
Bacon—shoulders at 6% ; longs at 6; clear ribs
at BVs ; Short, clear at 5%c.
Drv salt meats—
shoulders 4% : longs 4% ; clear ribs 4% ; short
clear 4%.

Receipts—Flour 3.800 bbls: wheat30,0JO
busn;corn 28,000 bush; oats 23 c ,-.- push; .'y*

v

bush.

.—

WHEAT.

Dec.

Mav.

nenmg.;.... 68%
Closing..;.... 57%

61%
61

*

Shipments—Flour 3,000

bush;
—

corn

bush,

61,000 bush;

Dec
cnemnjs. 25%

May.

f’nrn_Va

lotion

Jan.

Opening.
Closing.

0.00
O.oo
Market.

quotations of

in Bostons
Mexican Central 4s. 67%
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 16%
Boston & Maine It.176
do pfu.
Maine Oeutral.1371/»
New York and New England it........

Union Pacific.
73/3
American 1 Hell.200
American Sugar.! common.i or ia
sugar. dig. 99%
Mass., pfd. 69
common.

13

Mexican Central. liy8
on

stocks and Bonds.

(By Telegraph.)
The foilowmg are to-day’s closing quotations
01 Bonds:
Dec. 11.
Dec, 10.
New 4’s reg.@111
felll
New 45s
coup.@112%
@112vi

United States 2s reg. 97
Central Pacific Ists.104
Denver * ii. G. l9t.i.14%
Erie 2ds.
74
Kansas Pacific Consols. 79%

Oregon Nav. Ists.111%
Kansas Pacific Ists.108%
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 36%
ClosLr. quotations 01 stocks
Atchison.16%
Adams Express.148
American Express.11.-*
Boston ft Maine.176%
Central Pacific.
16%
Cues. 6i imio. 17%
* tic a eo *
Alton.158
Chicago ft Alton preierrea....l70
Chicago. Burlington ft yutncy 82%
Delaware* Hudson Canal 00.129%
Delaware.Lackawana ft Westl66
Denver & liio Graude. 13
Erie.. 12%
ao
preferred
22
Illinois Central. 96%
Lake Erie & West. 21%
Lake Shore.150V2
Louis ft Nash. 52Vi
MaineCentral

K.137%
MexicanCentral.’. \i
MiehieanCentralpf.100

Minu ft St. L. 22
Minn. 6s St. Louis,'pf.. 83>4
Missouri racihe. 29Vs
New Jersev Central.105
Nertben Pacific common.v
do
do
preferred.... 15 Vs

4

Northwestern.104*4
Northwestern. Ufa.:.1471
New York Central. Oi-'V*

74

77%
11]%
108*/*
365,8

.■Hamau

DECEMBER il. 1895.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-dav was
l-J6c lower; sales 181 bales; middling

upancls 8V2C; middling gulf 8%c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Coton market
to-day
was steady; middling 8 V«c.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-dav
was firm; middling 77/g?.
SAVANNAH—The Cotron market to-day
was steadv; Middling 8 l-16a,
MOBILE—The notion market
to-day was
quiet; middlings 8 I-16C.
MEM THIS—The cotton market
to-day was
easy; middlings 8%;.

Whalen,

Louisburg,

DISPATCHES.

176%
16%
17-%
158
170

82%
3 29

164%
13

12%
22%
96 Vi
2iy2
160%
52%
137
11
100

22%
83%
29

lu63s
4

146/8
104
1414

99%

Domestic Port*.

NEW YORK—Ar 9th, barque St Mary, Nash.
Ul-and Conetable Island: sells Lugaiu. Tinker,
Rath; Edw W Young. Nickerson, Oiarks Island
D D Withered. Hurricane Island; Commerce,
Hamilton, Rockland; Eliiot L Dow. Lanpher,*

Rockport.

Cld 10th, ship Samaria, Reed, Baltimore.

Passed Tieli Gate 10th, sells Fr**d Gower, fm
New York for Boston: Marv E Oiys, Rondout
for do; July Fourth, do for Fall Riyer;
Charley
Woolsey, New York for Rockland; Douglas
Haynes, Port Liberty for Portsmouth; Morris&
Niff, do for Provincetown.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, sells Mary Standish.Bick:ord, Rondout:; Cora Green, Kendall, Rondout;

Nautilus. Tollman, Rockland.
Cld 10th. sells Silver Heels, Quinian,Wllming:on, Del; J W Belano. Cook. Brunswick.
BATH—Sid 10th, sch Abbie Bowker, NYork;
Harold L Berry, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld IQtli, sch Isaac T Camjell. Matthews, Boothbay.
NORFOLK—Ar 11th. sch Clara A Donnell,
Boston.
Cld 11th, sch Wm TDunnell. Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 9th, sell Wm H Sumner,
Pendleton, Darien; Silvia C Hall, Lowe, Norfolk.
Sid 9th, sch Augustus
lelDhia.
KEY WEST
Sid ecu,
Murray. Pensacola.
—

sell

amazed at its wonderful power and praise it for ever after.
It acts promptly to break tip and cure colds, asthma, catarrh, bronchitis,
la grippe, sore throat, all inflammatory diseases, both Internal and External.
are

d.

for

OCEAN

FROM

IN

FOR

SityT^5lliUgfc,axrew

Havana

...

Dec 11

S’thampton. Dec 11
gt-Louis.xrevv
Britamc.New ior^
York..
Liverpool

Dec

Noordland
New York.
‘.’.Doc
Furnesia.New York. .Antwerp
Glasgow*.. .Dec
.New York. .Port Prince.Dec
Etruria.New York..Liverpool. Dec
Venezula.New York.. Laguayra
Dec
...

Gascogne.New York..Havre a..!. liec

11

11
12
12
14
14

it

Amsterdam.Dec 14
p.itltLaam''' •£ev\YorkHalatia.New
York. .Hamburg ...Dec 14
.Deo 3 4
£lfne.x-ew York.:Rio
Y.ork- Jamaica

Maif.tm.New
o.p!'.Y?w\?rk■

Janeiro Dec 17
Majestic.New tork. .Liverpool
Dee 17
Bremen.Dec 17
St Paui ...New York.
.Dec 18
.So’ampton
New York.
Kensington
.Antwerp!_Dec 38
.York.. Hnv & Mex. Dec 18
Claiibel.New York.. Jacmel.Dec 19
Santiago.Now York. .Cienfuegos .Deo 19
..

■

..

—

\?v?eran*an
'YeH York..Liverpool.. Dec
AUlanca.New

19
York. .Colon
Dec 20
Newport.New York. .Colon
Dec 20
\ eendam.New York.
Rotterdam.!. Dec 21
Campania-New York. .Liverpool .Dec 21
Da ilia.New York..
Hamburg. ..Dec 21
Champagne.... New York. .Havre).. ....Dec 21
Scotsman......Portland.
Dec 21
Liverpool...
Adirondack.. .New York. ..Jamaica ....Dec 21
Pliiladelnlna. .New iork..i.aguavra
Dee "4
Paris......New
25
Friesland-New tork. .Antwerp... Dec 25
Germanic-New York.. Liverpool...Dec ‘'5
Obdam.New York.. Rotterdam.,Dec 25
Mississippi.New York London _Dee 28
Umbria.New York..Liverpool. Dec 28
New York..Rotterdam..Dec 28
Amsterdam
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre.Dec 28

121 High water { ;;;; “ ? 06
MonoehhrisfeSrta.yS:: ^iH.lgWtUuJ;; g |

Sun

sets*

.I'.'..

4

-

It is

Electric Bitters is a medicine suited
for" any sea.sop, but perhaps more generally needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when
the liver is torpid and sluggish and tht
need of a tonic and alterative is felt
prompt use of this medicine has often
averted long and perhaps fatal bilious
fevers. No medicine will act more surelj
in counteracting and freeing the system
from tho malarial poison. Headache, In
digestion, Constipation, Dizziness yield
to Electric Bitters.
Only fifty cents' pel
bottle at Geo. M. Young’s Drug Store,
439 Congress St. H.
G.
Starr, Westbrook

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

It
It
It
It
It
It
It

soothing, healing, penetrating Anodyne.
is what every mother should have in the house.
is loved by suffering children when dropped on
sugar."
is used aud recommended by many physicians everywhere.
is the Universal Household Remedy from infancy to old age.
is safe to trust that which has satisfied generation after generation.
is made from the favorite prescription of a good old family physician.
is marvellous how many ailments it will quickly relieve, heal aud cure.

The Doctor’s Signature and Directions are on every bottle.
If you can’t get it send to us. Price 35 cts; six $2.00. Sold by druggists. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass., Sole Proprietors.

To the holders of Portland Athletic
Club Bonds.
Portland, Me... Dec. 3d. 1895.
for the sale, to
the

Proposals

SEALED
Trutees,

of Bonds oi
the
Portland
Athletic Club, to an amount sufficient toabtorfc
the sum of Five Hundred Dollars, will be received by the undersianed, until SATURDAY,
December 14th. isyr>, at twelve (12) o’clock
must state the denomination
The
m.
ol each Bond or Bonds offered, and the lowest
net. price.
We reserve the right to reject any or all offers,
or to accept a part 6i any lot.

proposals

Adltress,

Win.. II. MOULTON, Trustee.
P. O. Box 4Gb, ('ity
dec4d!0l

and

m„

and

■

day
no. 177

Invigorating

and

INDIA

Sea

Steamship Co.

and all parts of Nevr Brunswick, Nova SeaDa, Prince Edward hland, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrewa. N. B.

Winter

Arrangement.

On

and after Nov. 18th, and until further
notice, lb, steamers of tills line leave Kailroad
Portland.
Wliarf.
Monday and
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fer Eastport. Lubec
and St. John, witn
the aDove connection).
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and East-

port

same

days.

Througn tickets

to

destination,

p.

m.

Issued and

will

baggage

large

Square,

will

agitate

agitate

again.

|

all

when its merits and
known about town.

for Gentlemen.

Shields,
brellas, ^Mackintosh Coats, etc.,

prices

Atomizers,
Flasks,
Tea Caddies,

are

Boothbay Harbor.

A.

CATES

FREEPORT

/COMMENCING Sent. 23d will leave PbitI
land Pier for Falmouth. Consens', Littlejohn's, Great Cheheague and Bustin’s Ir'ands,
.Woh’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
lor Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sepadtf

St.

Congress

Pailr Line, SundavR Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
lor connections with earliest trams for points

mmwmmmwwwm

|

\

=4
Solid Coin, Silver Stem Wind
7 Watches,
$5.00 to $10.00.
4 Every watch wananted to keep
and
♦ good time,
my prices are the
♦ lowest.
You can save money on
Watches ii you buy of

Square.
declOeodtf

McKENNEY,

{

the

Jeweler,

Monument Square.

t

OPEN

4

7
4
4
4
7
4

J

EVENINGS.

4

444%%^%^%4444444444444?
FIRST GLASS
I

P

O

S

Very Fancy

or

Plain at

Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool
via Londondery.
From

From

—AT-

HASTINGS.’

W. P.

Rheumatism

BOYS’ WATCHES.

and Scrofula

Genuine Waltliam,Double
Stock Silver, Stem Wind,
A
Good
$5.50.
Only

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
and
weak
the
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
sickness,
gloomy
happinessandwhere
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings
For primary, secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in afl blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may nay, without fear of
contradiction, that. P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
fn all cases.

Timer.

Nov.
Dec. 12
Deoc. 26
30

WfP

,A
v*w

/A

W*

JX

Ladies whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an impure oonditlon. due to menstrual Irregularities,
the won*
are peculiarly benefited by
derful tonic and blood cleansing prop*
Polf©
PP.
P.
A?h,
of
-Prickly
erties
E°°t and Potassium.

x

fiPKINGFIELD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism fop
35 years, was treated by the very bfcC.G
chTBlcians ana spent hundreds of dolremedy withJars, tried every known
relief. I hare only taken
out
P. P., and can
one bottle of your P.
done me more
cheerfully say it has
ever taken.
good than any tning 1 have
I can recommend your medicine to uu

X

personal

dm

vlr

A,

.I®

<
A

hnding

'Jhk

mP

&
V

.uffererBOTtbegbovodi™^
Me.
Green
gprlngfWd,

amtL.

W

-V"

ik /SX, £2k
W W w w

#k5sa Cftncar Cared.

Testimony from the Mayor of Sequin,TiZ*

troubles. Yours truly,

OAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Law*

on Blood Diseases lolloil Free.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPIMAN BROS.
PROPRIETORS,

w

v

W

Monument

w

W w W W

| >cotsm»n 1 Dec. 19
I Vancouver I .Ian. 2
I Labiador
1 Jan. 13

I

Dec. 21

I Jan. 4
Jan. 13

IVStwiI

L F

x\~E

Steamships.

& Portland Service
Liverpool,
Londonderry. Halifax From
/' rom
From
Liverpool.
21
5 Dec.
19
2 Jan.
16 Jan.

S/enm-hips
Laurentian.

Mongolian.

Portland
12 Dec.
26
9 Jan.
23
6 Feb.

Halifax..
14
28

D
‘d

Numldian.
11 Jm
Laurentian.
25
8 Feb.
Mongolian.
Steamers sail from Portland about L pirn. on
Thursdays after arrival of all trains due at
Portland at noon.
REDUCED RATES.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60.
Return. $100 to $110.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool, Londonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. Return, $55.
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast. London or Glasgow, $24.50.
**

STATE LINE {
New York amt
Cabin,

*40 and

Steamships.
Glaseow via Londonderry.
upwards. Return, *80 and

Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $25.50; intermediate $30.
Apply to P. McGowan and H. G.
STARR, Portland; H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
or to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Airents, No.
1 lnda St„ Portland, Me.

NAVIGATION CO.
For Bath, Fopham Beach, Boothbay Harbor anc
Wiscassett.

October G,
will Leave Portland:

Jeweler,

Square.

1895

Worcester,

Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Ntt»nna, Windham and Eppiae at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester,. Concord, and points North

at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springrvalc. Alfred, Water,
boro aud oaco River at 7.30 a. na. 12.30 and
4.25 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 anil 9.45 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, aud 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’* at 7.30,
9.45 a.
rl.
12.30.
and
4.25.
b.GG,
6.20 n. m.
The 12.30m. tr&in from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
"Hoosac
TonitsI
Kout^” for the West and at Union Station
Worcester, for Providence and Now York,
Via “Providence Lino,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line*' with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Kail via “Surin*rfteld-“
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30
And
6.45 p.
m.:
from Gorhaua
at
6.40, 8.30 and 10.50 a.
m.t 1.30,
6.45 p.
4.15,Sand
m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket

Agent, Portland, Me.

j. W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf

In
Effect
December 9, 1893.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, liailway
for
stations
named below and interSquare,
mediate points as follows:
T.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Batli, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowbegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30 a. no. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips. Rangeley, Oakland and Waterville.
8.45

a.

to.

For

ton,

Oil and after Tuesday, Oot, 89th, tile
fast

nen

>

Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling-

oct2t)dtf

STEAMBOATCS

Beginning November 5th, Steamer Merry'
coneag will leave Portland Pier,
Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted:
Bor Long,
ami
Lhebnague
Islands,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.(X
p. m. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr’s Island
6.45 a. in. calling at Harpswell ami imerwediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.1;‘
a ,lu*
Isaiah Daniels,
octodlf [
Gen’l Manager

uupvi

L.

Skowliegau,

an UUO n

ion,

AU*

3.30 p.

For

in

Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fry-

burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Montreal and Chicago.
5.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanio
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterville,
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens, St John and all Aroos.ook County,
Halifax and the Provinces, but does not. run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Eoxcroft or oeyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.
SUNDAY

TRAINS.

7.20 a.m., paper train for

Brunswick, Au
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswiok. Lisbon Falls.

Lewiston, Bath,

Bangor.

Augusta,

11.00 p. m.. Night
cars for all points.
ARRIVALS

Waterville,

and

Express with sleeping

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. m ; Wr.terviile. Augusta, and Bath,
8.85a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; King&eld, Phillips, Farmington, Rumlord Falls, Skowhegac. Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnway and Fry«burg 4.40
m.;
RockSkowliegan,
'Waterville,
p.
land 5 25 p.
m.; St, John. St.
Stephen.
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor
5.35 p. in.; Rangeley, Farmington. Rumford
Falls, Skowliegan. Lewiston 5.45 p. in; Chicago
and
Montreal and
all
White
Mountain
p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R.f
points. 8.10Bar
1.40
Harbor,
a.
m.:
Bangor,
express Halifax St. John. Bangor Waterville
and Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1895.
oct4
dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.
7,
In Effect

1835

Oct.

DEPARTURES.
8.30 A, M. & 1.15 P. M. From Un’.oo Statlou
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buekiield, Canton.
Dixhela and Rumtord Falls.
8.30a. m„ 1.05 anS 6.30p. m, From Union
Station
and
lor
Poland
Mechanic Falls.

Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R F. & R. 1.. R. It,

Through passenger coaches between Unioa
Station, Portland and Rumford Falis.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. ft K. F. R’y.
R. C.

BRADFORD, G. F.

& T. Agt.
Portland, Maiua.
LINCOLN Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine
FeblOdtf

L. L.

Boston & SVSaine R.
m

SALACIA.

leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tues
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m
for Popliam Beach, Bath. Boothbay Harboi
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays at <i.45 a. m.
for Boothbay Harbor, Batb, Popham Bead
and Portland
Fare, Si.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor anci
Wiscassett
O. 0. OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.
will

HARPSWELL

—*■

gusta, Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowliegan, Belfast. Dover and Fcxcroft, Greenville, Bangor. Bucksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
St John, Halifax, Honlton and Woodstock.

and

EVENINGS.

:

Effect October

20,

R.

1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Trains leave Portland. Union Statloa, for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.1)0 a. in.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Beach, Fine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. in.,
3.30, 5.15, 6.20, D. in.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddoford. 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.,
6.20, p. m.; K*nn«<
12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. in., 12.40. 3.30, 6.16*
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.0O.8.40 a.m.. 8.30f
6.15 p. m.; North Berwick, +3.45, 7.00, 8.40^
a.m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kennebunk*
port, Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. mM
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farming*
ton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.80 p. m.(
Woreester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
(Tiil
Somersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m. (
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m. (
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Law*
rence, Lowel), 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
m.
Exeter, Boston, $3.45. t7.00, $8.40a. m.,
Arrive in Boston, +7.25l
§12.40. 3.30 p. m.
10.16 a. m 12.65, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. LeaW
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Bostoi
and way stations, 1.00, 4.15 p.m. Arrive ii
Boston, 7.V5 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
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great saving results from the use of
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“WHERE DIRT GATHERS, WASTE RULES."

«

fKij!

«

»

*

A person who does somedifferent
from his fellow-men is

usually dubbed a “crank.”
People who want their
printing different from
the ordinary every-day
we are certain to
please. Whether you are
a “crank” or not, try us.

kind

fi

I

K'-t

'■))$

egg
fsfe)
\f0
i

pv\v|-N

\rK<~

amnf

^
i|
Th^stcn m
*

P^nt

From Boston every
From

*

*

*

*

Wednesday and Saturday.
Wednesday
and Saturday.
Central
3

Philadelphia

*

thing radically

Union Station for Cap© Elizabeth,
$$8.45 a. m.: Saco. Conway Junction
Ports
Wolfboro. 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Salem
mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport.
Lynn, Boston, $3.00. $9.00 a. 1U.; §12.53
16.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.68a. in.. 12.4$
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston lor Portland
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00. 7.43 p. m.
From

Jfcx

^>^5

SAPOLIO

the

Passenger trains

For

STREET

OFJPKEBLE

Funrfav.

EASTERN DIVISION.

OPEN

g/fijy

Ak Al»
w

McKEMEY,

Y

Uppman’e Block, Savannah, Qa

County,

s0i

Sequin. Tex., January 14.1893.

Messrs. Lippman Bros.. Savannae,
Qa.: Gentlemen—I havo tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known ns skin rancer,of thirty years'
standing, end found great relief; 1G
purifies the blood and removes all ir*.
ritatlon from tho seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores. I hi ve taken flvoor six bottle*
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
ni® from
indigestion and atomaoto

Book

From

~

fyphllfs.

JN

Service

Liverpool, j Steamers. 1 Portland. I Halifax

STEAMER

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

# Marvelous Cures
5 in Blood Poison

after

Oakland, Bingham. Waterville,
Bangor aud Vanceboro.

MAINE COAST

ORGANS

? Makes

x-i:

1ST

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

sir

A

and

IL

Lancaster, St Jchnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul aud Minneapolis
bevond.
and all points west.
tickets
for
Through
Providence, Lowell,
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
Worcester, New Y’ork, etc.
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner AuReturning, leave India Wharf, Boston, gusta
and Waterville.
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
| 1.00 P. tti. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
Falls.
Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oldtowu and Houlton, via B. & a.
Oct. 1.1895.
I.i6p. m„ F'or Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Rumford F'alis
F’alis,
DUT1IJ11UJ1 - MM. Lewiston, Farmington, Kinefield. Phillip,

A L L AS

Girls’ Silver Watches.

STATION FOOT
On

R.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Table, in Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landiug.
Peaks Is and. 5.45, 6.40, 8, a m,. 2.15 and
6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond.
Trefetliens and Long
Island. 8.0U,a m.,
and 2.15, p. m.
C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.

eto.

♦

|
S

STEAMBOAT CO.

Winter Time

at

4

tdBw

for

m.

Squirrel

U0V25llt(

573

Tailors, Clothiers, Furnishers
and Cadies’ Cloak makers

f

a.

at

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF PORTLAND, ME.

Creams.

WILLIS

I»y

HASKELUJONES

f

G.45

Touching

Islahu.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at G.45 a. m, for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

llnyal

5

for

m.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Mugs,
Trays,

STEVENS SILVER CO.

Mufflers, Canes, Silk Um-

Monument

a.

Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, lierou. Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at b a. m. for
Pemaquid.

Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of
all trainH due at Portland at noon.
Kates of passage—First Cabin $50 to $70;
return $100 to $130, according to steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver ool or Londondery. $30.00 and return
$55 00. To London, Bristol or Cardiff $3
additional, or $61 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast.
Queenstown and Glasgow, $24.50 and
$25.50, according to steamers.
Apply lo H. G. STARR, 2 1-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress
street, J. W. PETERSON. 2 Exchange
street, or DAVID TORRANCE & CO.. Gen.
agrnts. Foot of India street.
declldtf

CONGRESS ST.

line of Goods Suit-

able for Christinas Gifts

Silk

.

Stevens Silver

Our collection comprises an extensive
line
of Breakfast
Jaokets and Bath
Wraps, Gloves lined and unlined.
Fine
Neckwear in all the popular
and colorings., Fancy Night
shapes
Silk Embroidered Suspenders,
Shirts,
Silk Initial Handkerchiefs, Scarf Bings
and Pins, Sleeve Buttons, Dress Goat

Island.

Portland at G.45

7.15

Bristol,
Squirrel

checked

Freight received up to t .00

CONGRESS

HASKELUJONES.
a

soon

Worcester Line

]e29

Eastport, Lubes. Calais, StJohn, N.3., Halifax, M.3.

HOLIDAYS 1895.

Offer

at

Trip.

FOR

SILVER

Monument

Will leave East Boothbay Monday

m. lor Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and

a.

The Steamships Manhattan ami Cott ag
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, same days at 5 p. in.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00; Round
trip <7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
nv2-titf

International

Portland &

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER

MIDDLE

New York Direct Line.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

De'ightful

Go

Enterprise

Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at
a.

12.15 3.10. o.l5 ami 5.30 p. m
Island Pond,
From
Berlin and Gorham,
8.25, 21.m.. 12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago ana Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30
p. m.
From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
\
Pullman Palace Sleeping
Cars on
Night
trains and parlor cars on
trains.

OFFICE

Steamer
Tuesday, leave

in

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s
Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B.COYLE,Geu. Man.
ap29dtf

THE BEST SALVE

in the world foi
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or nc
It is guaranteed to give
pay required
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
For sale by Goo.
Price 25 cunts per box.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. G *Starr,
Westbrook.

and

ni

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25

Ports.

Bitters.

m

a

WILMINGTON, NO-Cld 10th, sch Elio G I
Ells, Cushman. Jacmel.
WASHINGTON—Cld 9th. sell Jennie Hall,
Leighton, Baltimore; Wm Doming, Hodgkins,
Norfolk.

York..So’amptou...Dec

MINIATURE ALMANAC.DEC. 12

croup, colic, sore lungs, kidney troubles, lame back, lame
side, chaps, chilblains, earache, headache, toothache, cuts, bites, burns, bruises,
strains, sprains, stiff mints, sore muscles, scalds, stings, all cramps aud pains.
It .is'the besb
It is the oldest.
It is the original^
It i3 unlike any other.
It is superior to all others.
It is the great vital and muscle nervine.
It is for internal as much as external ftse.
It is used and fully endorsed by all athletes.
cures

New York for Marblehead.

106 13-lCd

sTBA-HKR hOVKilk

positively

Tampa: brig Eugene Hale, Harding, Kingston;
schs Henry J Smith. Adams, Havana; RF Pettigrew. Welsh, Havana.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 10th, sell John K Souther. Bond, Philadelphia.
Sid 10th, sch Marion Draper, Norwich.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 10th, schs Fair Wind,
Ellsworth for Kondout; Bed Jacket. Elizabethport for Boothbay; Bramhall, New York for
Portl&ud: Grace Webster, do for do.
Below 9th, schs Jas Holmes, Boston for Belfast; L M Warren, do for Mt Desert; Ruths
Hodgdon, do for Camden; F M Loring, Rockland for Boston: Amelia F Cobb, Bluehill for do
Sardinian, Salem for Rockland; Lucy. NYork
for Calais; Chas E Sears. Hoboken fer Easrport
A F Kind berg. Camden for New York.
ROCKLAND—Ar 10th, schs Eugene Borda,
Greeley, New York; H R Tilron, Randlett. fm
Somes Sound.
Sid 10th, schs Georgia Berry. Rogers. NYork:
Ada Ames, Emery, do; Ilattie Loring, Rice, for
Portland.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 10th, ship Occidental. Weaver, Seattle.
SALEM—Ar 8th. sch Hattie Paige, Dill, Soutli
Amboy.
Ar 9th, schs Estelle, Hutchins, Bangor for
Curaeoa; Maggie Ellen. Littlejohn, do for Eiizabethport: F A Pike, Manton, Lubecfordo; R
L Tay, Hibbard, from Calais for do; Fiheman,
Kuowlton, Greens Landing for do; J D Ingraham, Tibbetts. Bath for do; Break of Day.
Lewis, Hallowell for do; Abbie S Walker, from
Spruce Head for do: Nellie I White, Anderson,
Sand River for do; Lizzie Cochrane, Kelley,

Electric

money and 106 16-lSd for the
account.
LIVERPOOL,Dec. 11. 1885.—Cotton market
firmer: American middling
at *s/td: estimated jale3 12,000 bales;, speculation and
export 1000 bales.

It

New York.
Sid 9th. sell H F Kimball. Lane, Boston.
Sid 10th, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, Hoboken ; Rebecca A f aulaue. Pierce. Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th. sch Rebecca M
Smith, Pigeon Cove.
Ar 10th. Beile O’Neil, Dunton, Apalachicola;
Elvira J Flench, Kendrick, Portsmouth.
Cld 11th. barque Meguntieook. Wallace. Port

Nov 17. I at 4 S, Ion 32 W, ship Agenor, from
New York for Port Elizabeth, CGH.

p

«

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Hupper. Philadelphia,

Spoken.

1S93

L. J. SEARGEANT Gen*l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th. 1805.
dtf

NOBSKA—Anchored 11th, steamer Manhat:an. from New York for Portland; sch Cactus,
Willey, from Apalachicola for Boston.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 10th, sch William Burroughs. Eldridge. Bangor.
Sid 10th. sch Geo Nevinger, Phillips, BaDgor.
Ar 9th. schs John "Somes, Winters, Calais;
Samos, Handy. Sullivan.
PASCAGOULA— Ar 10th, sch Lavinia M
Snow. Hinckley,. Mayaguez.
PENSACOLA—Sid lO.h, sch Sadie Willcutt,
Brown. Lynn.
PORT TAMPA—Ar lOtli, sch Carrie A Lane,
Quick, Baltimore.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 10th, sch J Kennedy,

^

Bv

Telegraph.!
LONDON,Dee. tl. 1895.—Consol*
1

5.20 p. in.
For Island Fond,7.56 a. m„ and 1 30
and Chicago, 7.55 a
For Montreal
I. 80 p in.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

TICKET

Ceiina, Murray,

Foreign
Passed Anjer Nov 4. barque Fred P Litcnfield
Chadbourne. from Hong Kong for Baltimore.
Sid fin Cape Town, CGH. Gtli inst, ship Sea
Witch, Schwab, for Colombo.
Sid fm Dublin Dec 8, barque Wakefield, for
Savannah.
Ar at Vera Cruz Nov 21, sch Lewis A Edwards
Peterson, Pascagoula.
Sid fm Port Spain 4th inst, sch Addie Charlson. Smith. Philadelphia.
Cld at Kingston. Ja, Dec 2, barque Liberia,
Reeves, from Sierra Leone.
Ar at Black River. Ja, Nov 23d, sch Clara
Leavitt. Lombard. Barbados.
Cld at Milk River, Ja, Nov 29, barque Mary E
*
Russell, Nichols. Boston.
Sid fm Salt Rivej.Ja. Nov. 19. sch Hattie H
Barbour, Erskine. for Stamford.
Ar at St John, NB, 3 0th inst, sch Comrade,
Akerly, Rockland.

rim as

Boothbay Steamboat

Afler illoudaj', Sept, a,

Nov. 18th.
follows:

A*D DEP°T AT FOOT OF
SiSfefel’
bllvEEl.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 10th, sch Wm J Ler-

mo

trains will

RAILROADS.

S'A S. L A Bit AN O E Itl E NTS.

LEAVE.
For Auburn and Lewiston
7.15 7 55
1.10, 1.80. 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham aud Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1 30

It has stood on its own intrinsic worth, merit and excellence for over So years.
It increases the vital activity in the system, ami thus throws off disease.
Its electric energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation without irritation.

it

MONDAY,

and after

On

So say sick, sensitive sufferers.

use

Portland and

RAILWAY.

Soothing
Satisfying
All wflo

STEAMERS.

GRAND

Safe

Welt, Sproul. Phila-

Eui’opean ->taraets.

..

10%
147
113

New remedies are being constantly introduced to the public, bpt i)r. Bu Ps
Cough Syrup still maintains its pre-eminence.

\-

quiet,

97

1C4%
11-Vs

No 1

(By Telegraph. >

PORK.
_

O

Red 66y3c;
ot

White 21V*.

28%
28%

Closing...26%

bbls; wheat 11,000
oats 5,000 bush; rye

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2
Whitf- Kfil/nP

CCK>.

New York Ouotatioub

Steamship Caconna. (Br)
CB—Kyan & Kelsey.

to

(Py Telegraph.!
DECEMBER 11, 1895.

...

<to

Cleared.

Plum Beach.

at 2 251£3 60.

Superfine

to-day’s

Emma. Amy Wixon, Jniietta, and Wike•
awake, shore fishing.

MISCELLANEOuk

MISCKT.T.ATVF.fiFS.

—

7c;pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; granulates,
% 1: ;cotlee crushed. 6%c ; yellow. —.45c.

f*tock

fish.
Sch

EXCHANGE

£

were

Arrived.

Sell Pride of the Port. Lawry. Friendship.
Sen Lizzie May, Lawry. Friendship.
Sell C B Harrington. Wotton, Friendship.
Sell Horizon, Simmons, Friendship.
Sch Eva Bell, Thompson. Cushing.
Sch Fredonia, La Have, with40,000 lbs mixed

iHinins Stock*.
Ar at Sourabaya 1st inst, ship Francis, Doanp
Singapore,
(By Telegraph.)
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, 1st inst, sell Lena It
NEW YORK. Dec. U. 18d5.—The following
Storer, Bruce, Pascagoula.
are ro-day's closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Ar at Ponce 7ill inst, sch Uranus, Norwood,
Col. Coaj.
Portland.
Hocking Coal...
2%
Homestake.
30
Memoranda.
Ontario. 8
Boston, Dee 10—U S steamer Dallas has com2
Quicksilver.
at
the Atlantic Works and went
pleted
do pfd.
repairs
1CV*
into commission to-day.
M exican.•
•.
Brig Stacy Clark, lately
Mobile, Dec 10
ashore at Cardenas, is undering repairs at this
Chicago JLive Stock Market.
port. Damage not extensive.
(l?v Telegraph!
Vineyard-Haven, Dec 9—Sell Ann, from Calwent ashore on Falmouth flats to-day. She
CHICAGO, Dec. 11,1895.—The Cattle mark- ais.
without injury.
et-receipts 14,000; steady: common to extra was towed oft'
Vineyard-Haven. Dec 11—A violent SE gale
steers at 3 0096 00: stockers and feeders 2 25
here.
is
Barque Elmirauda dragged
raging
@8 66; cows and bulls at 1 60®3 50; calves at
through a Meet of schooners and grounded on
2 75@5 85; Texans 2 60(a3 40.
at the head of the harbor. No damage
mud
the
Hogs—Receipts 55,000 ;\veak and 5®10c low. to any of the fleet.
er; heavy packing and shipping lots 3 40®3 65;
Providence, Dec 10—An unknown four-mastcommon to choice mixed at3 30@3 55: choice
ed schooner is reported ashore on a reef SE of
assorted 3 45^3 55; light 3 36@3 52% ; pigs

Retail Grocers' »u;ar Rales.
Portland market—cut loaf at 7c confectioners

Boston

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 11.

New York

PORTLAND. Dec. 11.
Receipts by Maine Central R. B.—For Port1 nd, 176 ears
miscellaneous mercnadise;_for
connecttii* roads| 120 cars.

following

PORT OF PORTLAND.

31%

ISCEIXAMISOUS._1

NWS

15

Texas Pacific.
9
Union Pacific, new.... 8
U. S. Express. 42

Railroad Receipts.

The
stocks

M AKIN IS

177%

Ont. & Western. ] 6
Pacific Mail... 82
Pulmau Palace.162

Quotations of Staple Products in the

tour*

j 3%,
72

every

From
Wharf, Boston, p. m. Froir
Pine Street Wharf Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. In
one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by conuecting lines, forwarded free ol
surance

commission.
Hound Trip *13.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
F. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Genera!
Manager, SO State St.. Fiske Building. Boston
Mass.
oct22dti

A Sts iiamo-GsieiTj.

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sicl
Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness
•special or general Neuralgia; also ror Rheu
ruatiam. Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dys
pepsia. Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholh
and other excesses. Price, 16, 25and 60cents
Effervescent.

BHeadadue.
1 C

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

151 S. Western Avenue,

Soldby all duggsists

CHICAGO.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For
port.
p. m.

Newbur
Biddeford. Portsmouth.
Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.6)
Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m., 4.16 p
in.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m*
7.00 p.m,
$Does not run Mondays.
i Connects with Kail Lines for New Yor'.t
South and West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sun

days only.
tiOonneots

at
Scarboro
Crossing witk
for Boston via Eastern Division.
tickets to all points
in Florida
the South and West tor sale at Ticket Office^
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston.
ie2i
dtf
train

Througn

WiscasseiA Quebec Railroad Co
On and after Nov., 4tli 1895. Trains
wi|

leave Wiscassett for Albion and way stations a
9.18 a. m. and 3. 65 p. m., arriving in China a
12.00 a.nr and 0.56 p. ni.
Returning trains leave .Albion at 6.00 a. hl
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9 00
a. m. and 2. 57 p.m.
«L P TUCKER, 8upt

RICHARD X. RUNDLETT, Gen’l Mgr.
niaylS
dGmos

THE

Yesterday
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Was

About

TODAY.

/laherty

cold day.

bitter

PRESS.

Frigid

as

as

NEW

safe.

We

'icked Up By

Get,

Gloucester Fisher-

a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. B. LIBBY.

Yesterday

Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Oo.
Libby.
Bines Bros.— 3.
Ira F.Clark. &■ Co.
Stevens & Jones Co.
B. H. Ionian.
Fred L. Merrill & Co.
Son Reward.
M. Stelnert & Sons Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
Grand Concert,
l’istol—Kotzschmar Hall.
Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
and Similar advertisements will be found uuder
their appropriate neads on Page ti.
New

Santa Claus

tile Children.

to

sorry that tlio accident happened to
traiu on the Rockys, to delay thear

1

am

my
rival of

to
the
White Stole.
my goods
never mind—the care I have taken in
selection of the goods, will more than

But
the

repay you for waiting, The train I arrived
on will he on exhibition Friday—in the rear

Larrabee’s White Store—and the
entire line of my
goods.
end of Mr.

Chris'pnas

rF. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at auction at
salesroom this morning a large lot of household
furniture, carpets, &c. See their notice advertising sale.
PERSONAL.
Mr. John W. Dyer, State street, is
slowly recovering from his recent illness.
Mr. John H. Vose, president of tho
Maine Provision and Cold Storage Co.,
is recovering from a severe attack of
pneumonia.
f- Chief Engineer Hannaford of the Grand

number of their friends visited them and
wished them many ha ppy retruns of the

day.
Judge S. C. Strout opened the Decem-

struggle tor breath, as well as footing
when the wind came around 6ome of tho
was about
corners and altogether it
as
disagreeable a day, as far as frigidity is
concerned, as over visits this locality in
any month of the year.
In the surrounding country the wind
a

travelling by team some
thing decidedly more than uncomfortable.

rendered the

What little snow covered

the fields was
swopt through the air in clouds and
drifts from eight to ten inches deep were
up in the highway s.

pifed

BRIEF

lovers. It is held at the Art Club building from 10 a. in. to 10 p. m. The last

opportunity

will occur tonight-. The admission is free.
Gall
on
Fred L. Merrill & Co., the
Federal street jewelers and opticians before you buy for Christmas. See ad tnis

late

the

extended

ex-Vioe

biography

President

of
Hanibal

Hamlin, which will be written by them.
The history will be correct in every de
tail and it will be

a
valuable addition to
political history of the stirring times
in which the late distinguished Bangorian lived and which he helped to make.
Mrs. Helen Winslow Potter,formerly of
this city, has again begun her labors in
the Jewish synagogue in Bosotn after a
s ight illness:
She recently sang in Lowwhich place was onoe her
ell, Mass..
home, and the Lowell Morning Mail gave
her a very flattering notice.
Among the arrivals at the Preble house
L. W. Farnum, New
yesterday wore:
Haven, Ct. ; C. H. Osgood, Louisville;
t^Col. E. C. Farrington and wife, Augus’to; O. E. Place, Providence, R. I.; R. i.
Chase, Baldwin; G. R. Wiley, Bethel;
G. A.
Samuel
Hamilton, Ellsworth:
Quincy and wife, J. M. Gilbert, New
York: W. P. Kingman and wife, F. A.
Preston, W. N. Sawyer. Boston.
These
were among the arrivals at the
■Falmouth hotel yesterday: M. W. Cohen,
A. Cousins, A. V. Oxley, G. F. Uh ler,
F. W. Dean, New
-Hugh F. Kenney,
York G. T.
Curtis, Joseph Curtis, Geo.
W. Dowd, R. N. Holman, Boston; E. F.
Gooduow, Fryehurg; G. H. Fitzgerald,
P. Johnson, Island Pond; J. Hanscome,
Mechanic Flats; R.R.Ulmer,
Rockland;

the

E.P.Hannaford,

■fter

Bowdoin

< 'apt. Doughty said that he was a
green
1 and, only 24 years old. He was unmaried.
Tho
gale was such that all the
aembers of
the "crew gave him up for
I ost.
Yesterday noon Mr. Henry Sargent, the
Portland Pier fish dealer, for whom the
, ost man had fished in the
past, met one
< f his fishermen who told
him that that
I orenoon a telegram had come to PortI end from FlaMerty, stating that he was
n Boston,having been picked
up on How
j .edge, Monday
noon by tbe Gloucester
1 Isherman Lucy Pearson. He had there1 ore drifted about 15 miles and was in the
lory Saturday night, all day Sunday
,nd Sunday night.
The telegram was received bv Mr. W ilI iam Daniels of the Harpswell line.
Flaherty’s escape is nothing short of
niraculouu and his experience must have
| >een one of the most harrowing that ever
; alls to the lot of mortal man.
It was
dear Saturday night when he was lost
rom the schooner.
The crew burned eight gallons of oil
; ind their mattresses in order to keep the
daze going long enough for the poor folow in his little boat out on the raging
;ea, to roach the vessel if possible.
He must have seen this light and have
abored
desperately to reach it. But he
vas several
miles to windward and the
was
;ale
undoubtedly too strong. For
lim was the terrible experience of seeing
j he schooner sail away and the light go; ng out in the distance and knowing that
j le was beyond all human help and doubtess believing that he must die out there
lione in the bitter cold and the raging
torm.
That the dory should have kept right
ide up was remarkable, but that he did
lot succomb to tiie terrible exposure is

j

j

is to be exhibited in a
in the store of Gould & Whip-

Boston the coming summer in the
and is to receive $1000 for a
successful voyage.
The Maine Central Itailroad use a vast
number of stamps in their business, but
in sending out their yearly calendar for

craft,

Samaritans will meet with Mrs.
Parley Chase, at 15 Gray street, Thursday
afternoon.
There were two cases of diphtheria re-

ported yesterday. That of Belle Snell at
No. 22 Forest street, and Mildred Butler
at 234 Cumberland street.
Tho State Board of Pharmacy
assembled in the Council chamber yesterday
and later moved into
the Aldermen’s
rodm. There
were eight candidates for

apothecaries, and the examination is a very rigid one.
A team belonging to C. E. Lombard,
the
fish dealer, overturned
yesterday
morning at the corner of High and
as

Spring

streets.
The annual meeting of the Associated
Charities will be held on Friday at 4 p.
m., at room No. 9, City building.
At a little before noon yesterday, aD oil
stove caused a small blaze in the dress-

small.
damage
The rattle snake at

Commissioners of

Pharmacy.

The Commissioners of Pharmacy held
their regular
meeting for examination
cf candidates all day yesterday in the Aldermen’s
room, in the City luilding.
There was a class of eight, all o: them
from Maine.

----.

Society.

The

Maine Historical Society will hold
for the reading of papers and
for discussion at the Library building in
this city, on Thursday, December 19th at
2.30 and 7.30 p. in.

|
f

|
*

$
*

OF CHRISTMAS
GIFTS *********

*

greatly simplified by
asking your Jeweler to

f

|

|j

is

show you

?

what he has in

I

These

jjj
*

i

range from
those of the most elaborwares

description to simple,
inexpensive articles, all
ate

%

jc
7;';

£

f
|

Sargent,
City,

a

^
jj

f

§

the reof
the
most
quirements
refined taste, and the limitations of any pocket.

'9
£

of

®

5

Dry Goods Stores—
!▼
Jewelers only.
Too good for

J.

T.

a

sensation,

on

on
the
cut severely
by the bursting

report to either

the

managers

any

discourtesy
neglect
of our employees.

Yes, Santa Clause

is

here.

[s the One True Blood Purifier, f 1; 6 for $5.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood <fc Co., Lowell, Mass.

the Montreal apple
“'There is a great diffioul-

Last
last.
year at thisjtime there had
been shipped from this port about 10,000
barrels of Maine apples, while up to date
this tall thero havo been about 2500 barrels. The cron is poor, and that means

:

LJ/n/vaJIa

HOOd S

0511*%

ar6

r

live.

11 Is

BURNT

gentle, mild, effec.
All druggists. 26c

”

Decorations

cars.
are useful
little trinkets. Card
Cases. Bag Tags, Score Cards, Court Plaster Cases, Cigar and Cigarette Cases, Pen
Wipers and Blotters.
They are decorated with Brownies
aud various designs and sell from

selling well at Williamson’s

drug store, corner of Free and Congress
streets, for Mr. E. C. Swett’s lecture on
“Picturesque Maine” to he delivered at
City hall next Monday evening under the
auspices of Bosworth Post. Mr. Swett’s
abilities asj a public speaker have been
dwelt upon by us too many times to roquire repetition here. His lecture is at
the same time a delightful entertainment

15c to 50c.

They are entirely
please anyone.

H.

and

H.

Out of town
orders

by

mail

people’s
have just

as

ordinary times.
I

We

beautiful
Souvenir
picture with
Dress
pattern sold
every
this week in our Dress
Goods department.

give

a

1

and

STREET.

p

~0

at

will sell this immense stock at 5 per cent above the actual purohase price. This will
be a chance that seldom oocurs as you will be able to buy your Pall and Winter
Clothing at prices undheard of.

DON’T

=X

Natural wool

==f>

at *1.00.

O

75c.

=

Oz:

=y

Underwear at
Hair

$3.00 Camel’s

=X

=0
=/%

Under-

at 1.75.
Navy blue Flannel Overshirts
at $1.00.
Uined Navy Blue Flannel Overshirts at $1.39.
Flannel Overshirts (different
at $1.00, $1.25, $1.39,
wear

§~

—

=

DON’T

=Q
=W

=q

JUDGE

the quality by the following prices. The man who is skeptical of all advertising is especially asked to come and it will be a revelation to him; he will
be a believer when he sees these bargains. You who have worn Ready Made
Clothing, and you who have never worn it, are invited to see this handsome

—

colors)

/

DELAY

at once. If prices will cut any figure, this stock will move like a
will bo thrown on the mercy of the Public at less
cyclone. These goods
than 25 cents on the Dollar, as we must have the cash.
come

stock.

Save this and bring it with you and ask for the following mentioned articles.
Men's Woolen

Working Suits,

$2.98.

§|

50 ct. Jersey Underwear 35 cts,

jg

0|
©H
gsj

Christmas Neckties, Sns*

=0

penders, &c., &c.
Now Ready.

||0

8

RINES^ BROS.

II

oi

lo

|g

8l
l§
O^niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnniiiiiiiiiiiiiEO
ttoooooooooooooooooooonno

suit is
well made, all to
match, and really is worth
SIS.50. We will allow you to
keep this suit home six days,
and if it does not suit you
in
or
every
respect,
do
if
not
think it
you
worth $13.50, bring it back and
we will return you your $2.98
Elegant Cheviot Suits for Men,
Single and Double Breasted,
worth $10.50, MUST GO AT
This

$6.92

FOR

$4.96
Men’s Elegant Fancy Cheviot? and
Cassimeres in Double and Single Breasted, worth $22.50, will
go quick at

pocket size.

The men’s
Holiday
Neckties came yester-

day.
ever

Selected

lot

just

as we

slaughter

STEINWAY & SONS.
Hardman, Gabler,

Bacon,

and

other

Class Pianos.
The fact that

Four in

Scarfs.

Christmas Umbrellas
Paragon frames.
The nattiest sticks.

we are

sole Wholesale and Hetail

leprcsentatives in the New Englrnd States
--FOR THF SAFE oir

Right of the representative Pianos of America, is sufficient gurantee of our ability to meet all
jompetition. Old Pianos or Organs taken in exchange. Catalogues mailed free on application.

M.

Steinert

&

Sons

517 CONGRESS STREET.-T. C.
dec

Co.,

BROS.

Cloth Cape or
Ladies’ Jacket.
That’s to induce you
to buy your useful presents this week.

Holiday Handker.
chief selling has begun
When

we

find it

want the right kind of
MAKE one.

a

word and

EXTRA VALUES.
-IN-

Down °§o Pillows

from

Men’s
Strong Working Pants,
worth as high as $3.50, will go
as low as

69 cts.
Fine Dress Trousers
in
Fancy Worsted. Clays and Casin
the best style,
simeres.made
worth from $3.50 to $9.00, must
go at from

$1.17 to 3.49

$14.60

Thousands of Boys’ Pants, some
worth as high as $1.75, we will
sell at

14 cts.
Not more than three

two hundred

Kersey Overcoats,

Men’s

pairs

to one person.

Custom-Made Satin$45.00, will goat

cost to make

$14.60.
Marked in Plain
of the Salesmen

Mothers will do well to come early to avoid the rush.
REMEMBER this great Ciothing SI aughter will only
last TEN DAYS.
Opposite Portland Savings Bank, Near Post Office,
PORTLAND, ME. Make no Mistake, Look for Signs
and Number. OPEN EVERY EVENING.

jMMRiBmmw' nsn^«-

..

-FOR-

=

THE HOLIDAYS.

=

You Can Banish Care

We put on sale Thursday morning one of the largest assortments of Silk Covered Down Pillows that we have ever shown.
New Patterns of Siih and Gold Embroidery! Special Values at
$1.50. $2.50 and $3.50 each.
New

Shapes in Silk Covered Chair Rests,

Until the morrow, if your store
is SAFELY insured by

at 62 cts., 75 cts., 87

cts. each.

DOW

Handsome Patterns and New Colorings in 30 inch Crepe Silks
for Coverings and Fancy Work, 50 cents per yard.
Entire line of Silk Covers, Tidies and Fancy Work
for the Holidays on sale at same department.

ment.

at

Suits in 20 different
styles, worth as high as $8.00,
will go as low as

Strictly One Price and all Goods
Figures. Any inattention oa the part
should be reported to the Manager.

we

Souvenir
picture—a
colored
Lithograph
—goes with every Dress
pattern sold this week,
in Dress Goods depart-

quick

Men’s

Overcoats in Double and
Single Breasted Beavers anil
Frieze, worth from $8.50 to
$21.00, will go from
About

must go

87 cts.

Men’s

Lined

Boys’ Long Pants Suits, in Fine
Cheviots, Cassimere and Worsted, worth from $6.00 to $30.00,

$2.74 to 7.18

Men’s Fine Custom-Made Suits,
made
from the finest Clay
Worsted
and Wido-Wale, in
Cutaways and Saoks, Double
and Sirgle breasted, elegantly
lined
and trimmed.
These
suits cost to make as high as
we
will soil them
$45.00;
as
low as

McGOULDRICH, Manager.

Children’s
and Boys’ Overcoats
and Ulsters, in all shades and
style, swortKas high as $14.60,
will go from

Children's

Men’s Fine Tailor-Made Suits in
Dove-Tail Cutaways,
Sacks,
Double and Single Breasted,
worth $34.00, will go at

12___dtf

RINES
or

Men’s Heavy Weight Blue Beaver
and Flannel Suits of all the
standard mills, worth $23.50,
must go a t

$11.48

IN ALL THE LATEST DESIGNS AND POPULAR WOODS.

had.

at

$7.80

First

l $2.98 cts. up to $9.72
Men’s Storm Reefers in Chinohilla, and knotted Beavers, Flannel
lined, worth as high as
$9.60, will go as low as

98 cts. np to $3.78

$9.80

The largest and Best Assortment
carry.
to be fouud East of Boston.

always

we’ve

cts., 50 Cts., 75 cts., 89 cts., $1.00.

can’t

Men’ Fine English Diagonal Clay
in Cutaways and
Worsted,
Bound
Cut Sacks, made in
of
thejbest
stlye, which cost to
manufacture, $23.00, we will

HOLIDAY TRADE.
It is

Choicest

Especially

Men’s Ulsters in'Chinohilla,Beavers and
Irish Frieze, worth
from $12.00 to $30.00, will go
quick at from

$2.49
$7.48

TXIB-

$9.80.

$3.98
Men’s Fancy Cassimere Suits, in
Cutaways and Sacks, worth
$21.00, we sell quick at

$5.72

The
are
pictures
Colored
Lithographs
for the wall, not the vest Dur Stock Was lot

$3.22 to 5.48
Fine English
Men’s
Kersey,
Beaver and Melton Overcoats,
made in the latest stvle, all
colors. Blue, Blaok and firowu,
worth as high as 136.60, will
go as low as

Tailor-Made Dress OverMen’s
coats, handsomely lined and
trimmed in all shades, worth
133.00, will^bejslaughtered at

Men’s Evening Suits,in all styles,
well worth $25.00 at

&

PINKHAil,

35 Exchange Street.

materials

J. R. LIBBY.

RINES

%
♦
♦

|
!
x

%♦
♦
♦

will

HaT& SOD,

MIDDLE

one

new

$1.50 Underwear

Natural wool $1.25 Underwear

y=

Q=:

Wl1

GOODS

Picturesque Maine.

X=

to velocitate.

I

CHEAP—

All wool

—

LEATHER

the loss of a great many thousands of dollars to the Maine farmers, to hundreds of
whom
the appio orop was a staple product cash received when delivered on the

8|
0=

—

~

Saturday.

MOHE

to the wail. Lots of.them have been able to hold on until now, buUwe find a good
many sick for money, and we are roady with the cash* to help them out of their
difficulties.
Their stock consists of nothing but the finest and latest style, high-grade, upto-date MEN’S, BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S PALL AND WINTER CLOTHING
This purohase has been made for spot
ever shown in the City of Portland, Me.
cash, and wo are 'compelled to turn these goods into money at once, aud to do so we

but

Sarsaparilla

Logan,

*

or

Fur

Hood’s

Apple Crop.

lesson. Get seats and
valuable
of the pleasantest evenings of
pass
your life at City hall, Monday.

of

ease

Ten per cent discount
given this week on any

Cases considered incurable,
and given up by physicians,
yield to its wonderful purifying, vitalizing powers. In fact,

fireman

was

■

are

PI

too-

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla makes
pure blood and has never been
equalled as a cure for Scrofula.

shipper, says:
ty between the Maine crop this year and

Tickets

morning
less,

and the clerks fresh.

Tuesday

Blood

Society will
Mrs. Crocker Ocean street.
Peering, today. Take the 1.30 or 2.15 car.
If stormy
the meeting will take place

Mr.

the

ONLY.

THE WHOLESALE CLOTHNIG, MANUFACTURERS’ OUTLET CO. has just
purchased the entire stock of one of New York’s largest clothing manufacturers,
J. K. Neff & Co., Broadway, N. Y. The Wilson Bill, stopping of factories, the
scarcity of money and the terrible strikes all over the country have, as you know,
demoralized nil kinds of businoss and pushed some of the strongest manufacturers

0=

Appears in a hundred different
forms, such as Running Sores,
White Swellings, Eruptions,
Boils, Pimples, Salt Rheum,
The only
Scald Head, etc.
cure is in making Pure, Rich

ctuu

with

Maine

had

88 ExchangB St., 1§

when the crowd is

Scrofula hands,Joinvilles,
Tecks,

about the head Tuesday
of a water gauge.
The Martha Washington

&

Sterling

artistic and

quality, meeting
J

Oliver

is

light is better,
get better ser-

in

vice

DAYS

Do not buy a dollar’s worth of clothing until you see
stock, and we will show you the Finest Stock of
Tailor-Made Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s High Grade
FALL AND WINTER CLOTHING ever shown in yourcitv

satisfactory than
afternoon
shopping,
For the
and you

TEN

FOR

our

more

25

are requested to be
Knights of Malta,
present this evening at their rooms, 80
Exchange street, as matters of interest to
every member will be brought before the
meeting.

Elizabeth

POSITIVELY

SVSorning shopping

Slaughter

ON RECORD.

ordinary

ones.

De

Friday.

THE SELECTION

GORHAM
SILVER^
€

uuux

on

Baby Died Under Peculiar

[

last evening was a great success. A large
attendance greatly enjoyed the occasion.
The members of Beaoon Commandary,
Ancient and Illustrious Order
No. 98.

meet

Four

arried tho child to a neighbor and asked
j ter to care for it. She said the ohild
, vould
be quiet. It remained in an unlatural slumber all day.
Last Mouday night Mrs. Partridge was
1 lervous and fretful.
At about 8 o’olo ok
’uesday morning Mr. Partridge was
, worried by the child’s
crying and arose
f nd gave
it some milk. His wife remarked at the time that the baby was a
^ ood deal of trouble.
At about 5 a. m. Mr. Partridge got up
a nd found the baby in a
rigid condition
?ith hands clenched and arms drawn up.
t was dead.
Dr. Hyde said that It died
f convulsions. As a result the selectmen
( otermined to turn
tho matter over tp
t he oounty authorities.
Coroner Littlefield ordered an autopjy
m be performed
by Dr. Smith of the
meal board of health.
Dr. Smith stated yesterday that he had
c xamined the child and found no eviden® as of disease.
The visoera were removed
Dd sent to Prof. Robinson of Brunsv rick, for examination.
Tho inquest if
a ny is thought adivsable, will not be held
1 ntil after lir.
Robinson makes his re
ort. The father of the child is a wellj-do shoemaker and is a very respecta1 le man.

since March, but he has shed his
skin twice.
The sociablo at Gray’s Business College

ferry

meetings

mug

as

in

water

Mr.
Maine Historical

u

chases

pur-

|

Greenwood Garden

wuw

Holiday

on

prompt and intelligent attention now as

was

Badly Burned.

same

-

if
the

j

Montreal; W.A.Coates, ing room of the Park theatre which was
steamship line; J. II.
W.H.
Tufts.Toronto;
Dyer, Providence; extinguished by Capt. Butler and the
H. G.Wilson. Philadelphia.
chemical crew with a poi y chemical. The
Child

County

Partridge's

in
ho suspicious death of the infant of Mr.
,nd Mrs. W. E. Partridge. Coroner Litlefleld of this city was sent for Tuesday
vening to investigate this death. He
ound that some years ago Mrs. Partridge
lad her hair caught in a windmill which
ore the soalp and
caused injuries from
vhich she has never recovered. She has
t times fits of temporary insanity, and
j ias done various strange things.
The ohild was born to her about four
months ago. Since then,at times, as she
ias herself told Dr. Bates of Yarmouth,
he has had spells when she doesn’t care
or the ohild at all. A short time ago she

of the Donaldson

Thera was quite a sevevre burning accident on Waterville street Tuesday. A
child
named
Kay was playing with
matches when Its clothing caught fire
and before the flames were extinguished
the little one
had
received numerous
severe burns about the head and
shouldors.

Case For The

Freeport

to

The

it—just

want

you

back

money

Circumstances.

295 Spring street, this afterat 4.30 o’clock.
Frates the “tub” oarsman, who went
to the islands last summer in that ticklish carft, says that he is engaged f or a

registry

a

Month's Old

College,

1896 they wanted more of the flve-cent denomination than were in the post office,
and the postmaster sent to Washington
fur $600' worth more for them alone.

Your

Santa Gracia will be
here some time
next

Authorities—Mrs.

Wait!

THE GREATEST

art

FREEPORT’S SENSATION.

McGregor’.

same

nni*a

Lnother Infant in

A special meeting of the Little Samaritans’ Aid
Society will be held at Miss

trip

Ocean—He

tho

s on

It will be remembered that last Sunday
t be
ilshiug schooner Lucy C. Dyer of
J larpswell, Capt.
^Doughty, came to this
i ort with a flag at half mast and reported
i hat the evening
before, one of the crew
larnod
James
Flaherty, had strayed
way from the vessel in his dory during
£
gale of wind ana was evidently lost,

was

two

or

Nearly Two Da*

Had Drifted Fifteen Miles.

found in a Grand Trunk
oar yesterday morning half frozen.
Mr. Alger V. Currier’s portrait of Helen
daughter of Prof. Henry Johnson,
A tramp

noon

an

JOTTINGS.

Miss Anna N. E. King’s exhibition of
ails, water oolors, and black and whites,
is exciting much attention among art

Maine conference, attended the annual meeting and banquet at Young’s hotel,

possession for

the

m.

a.

the day.
Those people who had to be out doors
were hurrying aloDg as fast as possible
and wore their thickest clothing. It was

day
ple.

Gen.
Charles Hamlin and son, Mr.
'Charles E. Hamlin, who arrived in Bangor to: pass the winter, are collecting data
and arranging the extensive mass of valuable matter already in Gen. Hamlin’s

inclement

wind reached a maxiand
hour
mum velocity of 26 miles an
didn't fall from this very much during
At 7.30

ber term of court at Rockland Tuesday.
Line. Daniels, the well-known taxidermist, has returned to this city for ti e
winter. He has a largejnuinber of speci
mens of moose, deer and caribou heads to
mount foriparties in and out of the state.
Mr. B. H. Hazelton, delegate from the

the Boston Wesleyan
of
Association,
held in that city yesterday.

as

day as we shall have this winter. Not
a lily was it cold,
but a strong gale of
wind blew from the tbe north all day
and thus accenuated the low.; temperaTbe rushture by at least 50 per cent.
ing air seemed to be veritably full of iniinitesimal needle points that stung the
skin sharply and penetrated thejthiokest
olothing.
In the morning the mercury was near
zero in most localities of this vicinity and
remained not far from zero during the
dag. At the West End Hotel it was tour
below in the morning and only 12 above
in tbe midde of the day.

Trunk is in town.
Mrs. Annie Cary Raymond has arrived
in the city and will stay u,ntil after the

Raymond—Akers OMiccrt.
Mr. J. P. Welch, the well known baritone of this city, will sing* the part of
Captain. Corcoran in Pinafore at the
performance of the opera given by the
Choral club at Berlin, N.
H., on Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Swett of North
street, celebrated the 15th anniversary o
their wedding Tuesday evening. A large

probably

was

a

new advertisements.

Wait^

Wait,

men.

J. it

advertisements.

_new

BROS. !
^

Honest methods and prompt service, backed
and
oldest
strongest fire insurance companies in
by
have
existence,
placed us in the lead.
the

*
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